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Current computer archictectures are parallel, with an increasing number of processors.
Parallel programming is an error-prone task and declarative models such as those based on
constraints relieve the programmer from some of its difficult aspects, because they abstract
control away.
In this work we study and develop techniques for declarative computational models based
on constraints using GPI, aiming at large scale parallel execution.
The main contributions of this work are:
• A GPI implementation of a scalable dynamic load balancing scheme based on work
stealing, suitable for tree shaped computations and effective for systems with thou-
sands of threads.
• A parallel constraint solver, MaCS, implemented to take advantage of the GPI pro-
gramming model. Experimental evaluation shows very good scalability results on
systems with hundreds of cores.
• A GPI parallel version of the Adaptive Search algorithm, including different variants.
The study on different problems advances the understanding of scalability issues
known to exist with large numbers of cores.
Keywords: UTS, GPI, Constraint Programming, Local Search, Adaptive Search, Parallel
Programming, Work Stealing, Dynamic Load Balancing
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Modelos de Computação Declarativos
Massivamente Paralelos
Sumário
Actualmente as arquitecturas de computadores são paralelas, com um crescente número de
processadores. A programação paralela é uma tarefa propensa a erros e modelos declara-
tivos baseados em restrições aliviam o programador de aspectos dif́ıceis, dado que abstraem
o controlo.
Neste trabalho estudamos e desenvolvemos técnicas para modelos de computação declar-
ativos baseados em restrições usando o GPI, uma ferramenta e modelo de programação
recente. O objectivo é a execução paralela em larga escala.
As contribuições deste trabalho são as seguintes:
• A implementação de um esquema dinâmico para balanceamento da computação
baseado no GPI. O esquema é adequado para computações em árvore e efectiva
em sistemas compostos por milhares de unidades de computação.
• Uma abordagem à resolução paralela de restrições denominada de MaCS, que tira
partido do modelo de programção do GPI. A avaliação experimental revelou boa
escalabilidade num sistema com centenas de processadores.
• Uma versão paralela do algoritmo Adaptive Search baseada no GPI, que inclui difer-
entes variantes. O estudo de diversos problemas aumenta a compreensão de aspectos
relacionados com a escalabilidade e presentes na execução deste tipo de algoritmos
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Ever since it was stated, Moore’s Law has adequately described the progress of newly de-
veloped processors. Before the turn of the millennium, the performance improvements of
a processor were mostly driven by frequency scaling of a single processor. Still, multipro-
cessor chips were already seen as a valid approach to increase performance. The focus on
multiprocessor designs became clear with the diminishing returns of frequency scaling and
emerging physical limitations.
The emergence of single-chip multiprocessors is a consequence of a number of limitations
in today’s microprocessor design: deep pipe-lining performance exhaustion, reduced ben-
efits of technology scaling for higher frequency operation, power dissipation approaching
limits and memory latency. To address these limitations and continue to increase per-
formance, many chip manufactures started to research and develop multicore processors.
Nowadays, these are dominant and used in all kinds of platforms, from mobile devices to
supercomputers.
Under this shift, the software becomes the problem since it has to be modified for par-
allelism and to take advantage of a thousand or even of a million-way parallelism. And
this affects all layers of software, from operating systems to applications and from pro-
gramming models and run-time systems to algorithms. However, parallel programming is
difficult and requires real programming expertise together with a great knowledge of the
underlying hardware.
In the field of high performance computing (HPC), writing parallel software is a require-
ment to take advantage of supercomputers. Thus, observing the research developments in
this area can be an advantage. Moreover, a large body of knowledge on parallel computing
and programming is therein concentrated.
In HPC, the most popular approach for writing parallel programs is the Message Passing
Interface (MPI). MPI has been very successful but recently, researchers have started looking
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for and developing alternatives.
GPI was created and continues to be developed at the Fraunhofer ITWM as an alternative
to MPI. It has already proved its applicability in industrial applications provided by the
Fraunhofer ITWM and its partners, in different domains such as seismic imaging, compu-
tational fluid dynamics or visualisation techniques such as ray tracing. It is a PGAS 1 API
for parallel applications running on cluster systems. GPI was created to take advantage of
modern features of recent interconnects and incur in low CPU utilisation for communica-
tion. Its programming model focuses on asynchronous one-sided communication, moving
away from a bulk-synchronous two-sided communication pattern, an often observed pattern
in parallel applications.
Notwithstanding the success and effectiveness of GPI in solving real world problems, par-
allel programming is still hard specially for scientists with less background on Computer
Science but with a large expertise in their domain. Moreover, applications possess different
characteristics and kinds of parallelism, from which it might be straightforward or not to
obtain benefit.
Declarative computational models can simplify the modelling task and are thus attractive
for parallel programming, as they concentrate on the logic of the problem, reducing the
programming effort and increasing the programmer productivity. The issue of how the
programmer expresses its problem is orthogonal to the underlying implementation which
should target and exploit the available parallelism.
Among the different declarative models, those based on constraint programming have been
successfully applied to hard problems, which usually involve exploring large search spaces,
a computationally intensive task, but one with significant potential for parallelisation.
It is thus promising to match such declarative models with recent technologies such as GPI
and study the suitability and scalability at large scale of such engagement.
1.2 Constraint Programming
Constraint Programming (CP) is one approach to declarative programming based on con-
straints. In CP, a problem is modelled as a set of variables where each of them has a
domain. The domain of a variable is the set of possible values it can take. Moreover, a
set of relations between (some) variables is defined. This set is called the constraints of
the problem. Solving a problem is thus, the assignment of a value of the domain to each
variable such that no constraint is violated.
There exist different methods to solve a problem. One can distinguish between complete
and incomplete methods. Complete methods always find a (best) solution or prove that
no solution exists, whereas incomplete methods cannot give such guarantee. Nevertheless,
incomplete methods are often very fast and return good quality solutions.
1PGAS - Partitioned Global Address Space
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One of the important techniques used in complete methods is search.
Walking through a large search space looking for a solution state has a good potential for
parallelisation by simply splitting the search space among different processing units, one
can expect to get good speedups.
PaCCS [109]is a recent and state-of-art parallel complete constraint solver which has shown
scalable performance on various problems. PaCCS explores the idea of search space split-
ting among different workers and teams, implementing techniques to ensure that all units
are kept busy at all times.
1.3 Constraint-Based Local Search
Local Search is an effective technique to tackle optimisation problems and constraint sat-
isfaction problems. The general idea of local search algorithms is simple: starting from
an initial “candidate solution”, the algorithm performs a series of improving modifications
(moves) to the current configuration until a stop criterion is met, which usually means
that a solution was found.
Local Search algorithms are not guaranteed to find a (optimal) solution because they are
incomplete and do not perform an exhaustive search. But they are very fast, often return
good quality solutions and are able to tackle large problem instances.
Constraint-based Local Search builds on the idea of using constraints to describe and
control local search. Problems are modelled using constraints plus heuristics and solutions
are searched for using Local Search.
The Adaptive Search algorithm is one of many different local search methods which proved
to be very efficient in the types of problems on which it was tested. Adaptive search [20, 21]
is, by definition, a local search method for solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP).
The key idea of the approach is to take into account the structure of the problem given by
the CSP description, and to use in particular variable-based information to design general
meta-heuristics.
1.4 Goals and Contributions
The main goal of this thesis is the study of declarative computational models based on
constraints, with the execution on large parallel systems in mind. More specifically, we
are interested in the scalability of complete constraint solving and of a constraint-based
local search algorithm (Adaptive Search) when implemented to take advantage of the GPI
programming model. On the other hand, we want to evaluate the suitability of GPI to such
problems and the requirements of their parallel execution. To that end, different analysis
and techniques for both models were implemented and are here presented.
In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are the following:
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• a GPI implementation of a scalable dynamic load balancing scheme based on work
stealing, suitable for the requirements of parallel tree search and tree shaped com-
putations. The implementation was evaluated on a recent system with up to 3072
cores and displayed good results and scalability.
• A parallel constraint solver, MaCS, based on the ideas of PaCCS but implemented
to take advantage of the GPI programming model and leveraging the knowledge
obtained with general parallel tree search. The experimental evaluation on different
problems showed encouraging scalability results on a system with up to 512 cores.
• A new parallel version of the Adaptive Search algorithm with GPI, including different
variants and the study of its behaviour on different problems. The study provides a
deeper understanding of some scalability problems exhibited by the algorithm when
executed at large scale.
Ultimately, the contributions of this thesis aim at spreading the use of declarative models
based on constraints given their natural simplification of the parallel programming task and
claim the establishment of GPI as a valid alternative for the implementation of constraint-
based systems.
1.5 Thesis Organisation
This document is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides the necessary context for the
work presented in this thesis, with respect to parallel programming and presents GPI and
its programming model.
The rest of the thesis is organised in two major parts which correspond to the two different
declarative computational models we are interested in: Part I deals with the development
of a parallel complete constraint solver whereas in Part II we focus on Constraint-based
Local Search by exploring the Adaptive Search algorithm.
Part I includes Chapters 3 to 5. Chapter 3 introduces constraint programming and
constraint solving (including its parallelisation), providing the required background for
this declarative model. Chapter 4 focuses on Parallel Search as one important aspect of
parallel constraint solving and load balancing as the major obstacle to overcome. The
work with the UTS benchmark is presented and the dynamic load balancing scheme based
on work stealing with GPI is analysed. Chapter 5 presents MaCS, the Massively parallel
Constraint Solver, based on GPI and an architecture based on that of PaCCS. It leverages
the work with UTS to implement a complete constraint solver for parallel systems. Finally,
Chapter 6 wraps the first part of this thesis, summarising the work presented and providing
directions for future work on the topic.
Part II includes Chapters 7 and 8. In Chapter 7, we present Constraint-based Local
Search and other Local Search methods with focus on the parallelisation of Local Search
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algorithms. Chapter 8 presents the Adaptive Search algorithm and work developed towards
its parallelisation with GPI, with the analysis and performance evaluation on different
problems. Part II is finalised with Chapter 9 where again a summary of the work of this
part is presented and different directions of research are listed.
This thesis concludes with Chapter 10 where both of its parts are put into a common
perspective.
6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 2
Background
Modern computer architectures continue to move to increasingly parallel systems. On the
software side, this trend to parallel systems implies a change towards parallel programming.
This means that parallel programming is no longer a topic specific to the HPC area or only
for scientists working on supercomputers.
Fortunately, there is a large amount of work on parallel computing and parallel program-
ming. In this chapter we introduce some important concepts and give the necessary context
for the development of the work in this thesis where GPI is a central and important point.
Its features, the programming model and functionality are extensively presented.
2.1 Parallel Programming
Parallel programming is often seen as a challenging task. The programmer has the added
responsibility of dealing with aspects not present when the goal is sequential execution.
These include, among others, non-deterministic behaviour, load balancing and a good
match to the underlying parallel computer.
When developing a parallel algorithm, the first step to be considered is to identify compo-
nents that could be processed in parallel, in other words, to find concurrency in a problem
in order to decompose it into sub-problems that can be independently processed in parallel.
Parallelism can take different forms: with respect to the data that needs to be processed
or to the different operations to be performed. Data parallelism is exhibited when the
same operation is performed on the same or different elements of a data set. Task par-
allelism (also know as functional parallelism) is exhibited when multiple operations can
be performed concurrently. These include independent parts (tasks) of a program such as
function calls, basic blocks or single statements that can be run in parallel by different
processors.
Most large problems contain enough concurrency to be exploited by parallel execution.
Notwithstanding, their parallelisation has different requirements. Some problems require
7
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little effort to decompose them, with no dependencies and communication needs (embar-
rassingly parallel). Other problems can be partitioned statically, using domain decompo-
sition techniques, with careful design to deal with data dependencies and communication.
And finally, some problems depend on dynamic information where the amount of paral-
lelism is initially unknown. Such problems require different and more dynamic techniques.
2.1.1 Irregular and Dynamic Problems
The development of parallel applications requires different optimisation and programming
techniques to match the different types of problems. Within the whole range of problems,
some possess characteristics which lead us to classify them as irregular and dynamic. Ex-
amples include optimisation problems or heuristic search problems and are important in
different domains such as SAT solving and machine learning.
The characteristics of such applications include unpredictable communication, unpredictable
synchronisation and/or a dynamic work granularity. One common requirement is an asyn-
chronous and dynamic load balancing scheme because the inherent unpredictability of the
computation does not permit a static partitioning of work across the computing resources.
Unpredictable communication corresponds to an execution of a program where the oc-
currence of communication changes frequently. An unpredictable communication schedule
raises problems to the parallel execution since sender and receiver may need to hand-shake
the communication which implies a synchronisation step and possibly blocking one of the
parties. Unpredictable synchronisation pattern refers to synchronisation depending on the
state of the computation. It is a similar problem to the unpredictable communication.
Irregular and asynchronous applications suffer from these characteristics resulting in load
imbalance and waste of CPU cycles. Dynamic work granularity, where the computation
depends on the input, also creates load imbalance. For example, in a search problem, each
node might generate a different number of child nodes to be processed and consequently a
work imbalance on each worker.
2.1.2 Performance
When solving a problem in parallel, one of the fundamental objectives is its improvement
in terms of performance. One way to consider performance is as a reduction of the required
execution time. Moreover, it is reasonable to expect that this execution time reduces as
more processing power is employed. Scalability of a parallel algorithm is the measure of
its capacity to deal with an increasing number of processing units. It can be used to
predict the performance of a parallel algorithm on a large number of processors or, for a
fixed problem size, determine the optimal number of processors needed and the maximum
speedup that can be obtained.
For scalability analysis and understanding parallel performance in general some common
definitions are required:
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Speedup is the ratio of the execution time of the fastest sequential algorithm (TS) to the
execution time of the parallel version (TP ).
Serial fraction is the ratio of the serial part of an algorithm to the sequential execution
time. The serial part is that part of the algorithm which cannot be parallelised.
Parallel overhead is the sum of the total overhead incurred due to parallel processing.
This includes communication and synchronisation costs, idle times or extra or redun-
dant work performed by the parallel implementation.
Efficiency is the ratio of speedup to the number of processors (p) that is, E = TS/(pTP ).
Degree of concurrency is the maximum number of tasks that can be executed simulta-
neously in a parallel algorithm.
When discussing the scalability of a parallel algorithm, the speedup is the often used
metric. In the ideal case, the speedup should be linear with SP = p that is, the speedup
on p processors should equal p. Some problems can even achieve super linear speedup
where SP ≥ p. Super linear speedups happen often due to hardware related effects such
as cache effects but may also be due to the nature of the algorithm.
It is often the case, that the speedup does not continue to increase with increasing number
of processors, for a fixed problem size. Amdahl [2] observed that the speedup of a
parallel algorithm is bounded by 1/s where s is the serial fraction of the algorithm. This
popular statement is know as Amdahl’s Law. In fact, besides the serial fraction, other
factors contribute to a levelling-off or even a decrease of the speedup such as the degree of
concurrency or all sorts of parallel overhead.
The problem size is important because speedup may saturate due to overhead growth
or to exceeded degree of concurrency. For a fixed problem size, the parallel overhead
increases with increasing number of processors, reducing the efficiency. The efficiency can
be maintained if, for an increasing number of processors p, the problem size W is also
increased. The rate with which W should be increased with respect to p in order to keep a
fixed efficiency determines the scalability. Gustafson’s Law [58] provides a counterpoint
to Amdahl’s Law in which a new metric called scaled speedup is introduced. Scaled speedup
is the speedup obtained when the problem size is increased linearly with the number of
processors [80].
2.2 Parallel Programming Models
A parallel programming model is an abstract view of the parallel computer, how process-
ing takes place from the standpoint of the programmer. This view is influenced by the
architectural design and the language, compiler or runtime libraries and thus, there exist
many programming models for the same architecture.
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A programming model defines how units of computation are executed and how these are
mapped to the available architectural resources. This is called the execution model. The
most popular execution model is the SPMD (Single Program, Multiple Data) where the
same program is run by different processes which act on different (multiple) data.
A programming model also defines how data is shared. There are models with a shared,
distributed address space or with a hierarchical view of it.
The most popular parallel programming models are message passing, shared memory and
data parallel models. All these models have their strenghts and weaknesses which will be
highlighted in this section.
In the message-passing model, several processes execute concurrently, each of them exe-
cuting, sequentially, their instructions. The processes cooperate through the exchange of
messages since each process only has access to its own private memory space. This message
exchange is two-sided that is, there is a sender and a corresponding receiver of the message.
As disadvantages, there is a considerable overhead associated with the communication,
specially with small messages. And because each process has a private view of data, for
large problem instances which do not fit in that private space, some extra concern with
data layout and decomposition has to be introduced. This can reduce the productivity of
the programmer.
In the shared memory model, multiple independent threads work on and cooperate through
a common, shared address space. There is no difference between a local or a remote ac-
cess. This results in greater ease of use due to its similarity to the sequential execution.
The downside is that there is no control over the locality of data which could generate
unnecessary remote memory accesses, degrading performance. Moreover, if the program-
ming environment does not handle it, access to shared data must be synchronised to avoid
inconsistencies.
The data parallel model concentrates, as the name suggests, on the data. Concurrency
is achieved by processing multiple data items, simultaneously. A process operates, in one
operation, on multiple data items. For example, the elements of an array to be processed
in a loop can be partitioned and concurrently operated by different threads or by the use
of vector instructions of the CPU. This is the case of for instance, many image processing
algorithms. For applications rich in data parallelism, this model is very powerful. On the
other hand, for problems with more task parallelism, this model might be less effective.
2.2.1 MPI
MPI [98] has become the de facto standard for communication among processes that model
a parallel program running on a distributed memory system. It primarily addresses the
message passing programming model, in which data is moved from the address space of
one process to that of another process through cooperative operations on each process.
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MPI is a specification, not an implementation; there are multiple implementations of MPI
(OpenMPI [44], MVAPICH2 [67], MPICH [56] and others).
Notwithstanding its achievable performance and portability, two of its major advantages,
the recent developments in architectural design made researchers start to question the
scalability of the programming model in the pre-Exascale era.
Since its version 2.0, the MPI standard includes support for one-sided communication to
take advantage of hardware with RDMA 1 capabilities. Still, there are some restrictions
which limit the applicability of MPI. These restrictions are basically related to memory
access (in [11] an extensive review of these restrictions is done for the case of Partitioned
Global Address Space (PGAS) Languages).
Another limitation is the implicit synchronisation of the 2-sided communication scheme,
which requires both peers to participate in the information exchange even if only one of
them actually needs it. This is particularly important for applications with irregular data
access patterns. Also, because a sender cannot usually write directly into a receiver’s
address space, some intermediate buffer is likely to be used [16]. If such buffer is small
compared to the data volume, additional synchronisation occurs whenever the sender must
wait for the receiver to free up the buffer.
Lastly, with the transition to multicore and manycore system designs, the process-based
view of MPI maps poorly to the hierarchical structure of available hardware. Recent
research results using hybrid approaches (MPI+OpenMP) are a reflex of that [72, 113].
These are of course issues of which the MPI community is well aware. Indeed, the future
version of the MPI standard [22, 99] aims at addressing some of them as well as do new
releases of MPI implementations.
2.2.2 PGAS
The Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) is another, more recent, parallel program-
ming model which has been seen as a good alternative to the established MPI one. The
PGAS approach offers the programmer an abstract shared address space model which sim-
plifies the programming task and at the same time promotes data-locality, thread-based
programming and asynchronous communication. One of its main arguments is an increased
programming productivity with competing performance.
With the PGAS programming model, each process has access to two address spaces: a
global and a local (private) address space. The global address space is partitioned and
each partition is mapped to the memory of each node. The programmer is aware of this
layout allowing her a higher control of data locality: local or in global address space; in
own partition or in a remote partition.
1RDMA - Remote Direct Memory Access
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Data in the global address space is fetched through get and put operations. These oper-
ations have a one-sided semantics that is, only one side of the communication is required
to invoke the communication.
The PGAS programming model is used by languages for parallel programming which aim
at development productivity of parallel programs. The Unified Parallel C (UPC) [24]
and Co-Array Fortran [104] are extensions of the C and Fortran programming languages
respectively, which aim at high performance computing. With the same aim, X10 [18],
Chapel [12], Fortress [73] are novel parallel programming languages, designed with scalable
parallel applications and high programmer productivity in mind.
There has also been a substantial amount of work on communication libraries and runtime
systems that support the PGAS model. ARMCI [69] is a communication library that
implements RDMA operations on contiguous and non-contiguous data. The target of
ARMCI though, is to create a communication layer for libraries and compiler runtime
systems. For example, it has been used to implement the Global Arrays library [70] and
GPSHMEM [74].
GASNet [10] is another communication library that aims at high performance. It provides
network independent primitives and as for ARMCI, several implementations exist. GASNet
also targets compilers and runtime systems and is used for the implementation of the PGAS
languages UPC, Titanium [108] and Co-Array Fortran.
Older alternatives already exploited the same concepts (e.g. remote memory access, shared
memory communication) and goals (e.g. performance). The well-known Cray SHMEM [5]
library available on Cray platforms, as well as on clusters, supported put/get operations
and scatter/gather operations, among other capabilities.
It is worth to note that the PGAS programming model is a variant and differs from the
classical Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) and systems such as Treadmarks [76]. Under
PGAS there is no coherency mechanism and it is the programmer who must care for the
consistency of data. The direct control aims at, and usually results in, higher performance.
2.3 GPI
GPI2 (Global address space Programming Interface) is a PGAS API for parallel applica-
tions running on clusters [87]. It has already proved its applicability on industrial appli-
cations developed by the Fraunhofer ITWM and its partners, in different domains such as
seismic imaging, computational fluid dynamics or stencil-based simulations [79, 124, 57].
A crucial idea behind GPI is the use of one-sided communication where the programmer
is implicitly guided to develop with the overlapping of communication and computation in
mind. In some applications, the computational data dependencies allow an early request for
communication or a later completion of a transfer. If one is able to find enough independent
2GPI was previously known as Fraunhofer Virtual Machine (FVM)
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computation to overlap with communication then potentially a rather small amount of
time is spent waiting for transfers to finish. As only one side of the communication needs
information about the data transfer, the remote side of the communication does not need
to perform any action for the transfer. In a dynamic computation with changing traffic
patterns, this can be very useful [6].
Its thin communication layer delivers the full performance of RDMA-enabled networks
directly to the application without interrupting the CPU. In other words, as the communi-
cation is completely off-loaded to the interconnect, the CPU can continue its computation.
While latency could and should be hidden by overlapping it with useful computation, data
movement gets reduced since no extra intermediate buffer is needed and thus, bandwidth
does not get affected by it.
From a programming model point of view, GPI provides a threaded approach as opposed
to a process-based view. This approach provides a better mapping to current systems with
hierarchical memory levels and heterogeneous components.
In general, and given its characteristics, GPI enables and aims at a more asynchronous
execution. It requires a reformulation and re-thinking of the used algorithms and commu-
nication strategy in order to benefit for its characteristics. For instance, GPI does not aim
at simply replacing MPI calls and provide an alternative interface for parallel programs.
2.3.1 GPI Programming Model
In GPI, the programmer views the underlying system as a set of nodes where each node
is composed of one or more cores. All nodes are connected to each other through a DMA
interconnect. This view maps, more or less directly, to a common cluster system. Figure
2.3.1 depicts the architecture of GPI.
GPI applies the SPMD execution model and each node has an identifier, the rank. The
same application is started on every node and the rank is used to identify each node and
for communication between nodes.
As already mentioned, GPI is a PGAS API. As in every PGAS model and from the memory
point of view, each node has an internal and a global memory. The local memory is the
internal memory available only to the node and allocated through typical allocators (e.g.
malloc). This memory cannot be accessed by other nodes. The global memory is the
partitioned global memory available to other nodes and where data shared by all nodes
should be placed. Nodes issue GPI operations through the DMA interconnect.
At the node level, GPI encourages and in a sense, even enforces a thread-based model to
take advantage of all cores in the system. In figure 2.3.1, each core is named a MCTP
thread. MCTP, which stand for Many-Core Thread Package, is a library used with GPI
and based on thread pools that abstract the native threads of the platform. Each thread
has access to the local and the node’s partition of global memory as in a shared memory
system. To access the global memory on a remote node, it uses one-sided communication
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Figure 2.3.1: GPI architecture
such as write and read operations. The global view of memory is maintained but with
more control over its locality.
A thread should work asynchronously, making use of one-sided communication for data
access but overlapping it with computation as much as possible. The final objective should
be a full overlap of computation and communication, hiding completely the latency of
communications. A secondary objective is the reduction of global communication such
as barriers and their cost due to synchronisation, allowing the computation to run more
asynchronously.
2.3.2 GPI Functionality
One of the most attractive features of GPI is its rather simple and short interface, pro-
viding a smooth learning curve specially for someone with some background in parallel
programming and/or with MPI.
GPI is constituted by a pair of components: the GPI daemon and the GPI library. The
GPI daemon runs on all nodes of the cluster, waiting for requests to start applications and
the library holds the functionality available for a program to use.
The GPI core functionality can be summarised as follows:
• Read and write global data,




• Global atomic counters and spin-locks,
• Barriers,
• Collective operations.
Two operations exist to read and write from global memory independent of whether it is
a local or remote location. The important point is that those operations are one-sided
and non-blocking, allowing the program to continue its execution and hence take better
advantage of CPU cycles. If the application needs to make sure the data was transferred,
it needs to call a wait operation that blocks until the transfer has finished, asserting that
the data is usable.
GPI also supports a message-passing mode, allowing a more Send/Receive style of pro-
gramming, where nodes exchange messages or commands. Exchanging messages means
sending and receiving messages. For each send on one host there should be a correspond-
ing receive on the other side. The send operation is non-blocking allowing the sender to
continue computation while a receive blocks until a message arrives.
Nodes can also exchange commands. Commands are comparable to pre-defined messages
that correspond to a certain request to which the receiver responds with the appropriate
behaviour. The application is responsible for defining its own commands: when to send
them, when to receive, what does each command mean and whether the command is a
global command or targeted at/expected from a particular node.
One aspect related to all types of communication is the possibility of using different queues
for handling the requests. The user provides which queue she would like to use to handle
the request. These queues build on the queue pair concept of the Infiniband architecture
and work similarly to a queue, in a FIFO fashion. At the moment, there exist eight such
queues with 1024 entries each. These queues allow more scalability and can be used as
channels for different types of requests where similar types of requests are queued and
synchronised together but independently from the other requests on a different queue.
The passive communication has a two-sided semantics that is, there is always a sender node
with a matching receiver node. However, the receiver node does not specify the sender node
for the operation and expects a message from any node. Moreover, the receiver waits for
an incoming message in a passive form, not consuming CPU cycles. On the sender side the
call is non-blocking but the sender is more active and specifies the node where the message
should be sent. After sending the message, the sender node can continue its work, while
the message gets processed by the interconnect.
Global atomic counters allow the nodes of a cluster to atomically access several counters
and all nodes will see the right snapshot of the value. There are two operations supported
on counters: fetch and add and fetch, compare and swap. The counters can be used as
global shared variables used to synchronise nodes or events. As an example, the atomic
counters can be used to distribute workload among nodes and threads during run-time.
They can also be used to implement other synchronisation primitives.
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Although GPI aims at more asynchronous implementations and diverging from the bulk-
synchronous processing, some global synchronisation might be required. Thus, GPI imple-
ments a scalable barrier at the node level. The same justifies the implementation of other
collective operations such as the AllReduce that supports typical reduction operations such
as the minimum, maximum or sum of standard types.
2.3.3 GPI Programming Details and Example
It is important to detail the GPI programming model and its nuances and difficulties. The
two aspects which are very important to comprehend GPI and its model are the global
address space and the communication primitives.
Each node contributes with a partition of the total global space (global memory in fig-
ure 2.3.1). This global memory is not accessed by global references (pointers) but with
the communication primitives (read /write) of GPI, the already mentioned one-sided com-
munication, that acts over the DMA interconnect. The advantage here is that the com-
munication happens without the remote node’s intervention. Thus, a global address is
in fact a tuple (address, node) which is passed to the communication primitive when the
data required is in a remote node. Moreover, this address is not a typical virtual address
but rather an offset within the space reserved for global memory (offset, node). GPI only
provides the pointer to the beginning of the global memory for each node locally.
The following example illustrates the basics of GPI. At start, GPI is initialised, the size
for each partition of the global memory is defined to be one Gigabyte. (For instance, if
the program is executed on two nodes, the total global memory of GPI is two Gigabytes.)
Then after retrieving its rank and pointer to global memory, each node will fill part of its
global memory with its own rank and when everyone is finished, each node reads the filled
portion of global memory directly from its neighbour. When finished, all nodes wait for
each other and terminate. Note that this is one of the most basic examples possible with
GPI and there are no threads at all involved (except for the main one).
The GPI global memory on each node is always present and accessible for application usage.
The application must however take care of maintaining the space consistent, keeping track
of where is what and to use the space wisely. For example, there is no dynamic memory
allocation.
Example: Apex-MAP
One way to demonstrate the advantages of GPI is through a small example.
Apex-MAP [126] is an architecture independent performance characterisation and synthetic
benchmark. In its version 1, the focus lies on data access. In the characterisation, the
performance factors are the regularity of the access pattern, the size of the data accessed,
spatial locality and temporal locality.
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#define 1GB 1073741824
int main ( int argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
{
// s t a r t GPI with 1GB of g l o b a l memory ( per node )
startGPI ( argc , argv , ”” , 1GB) ;
// the po in t e r to the beg inning o f the g l o b a l memory
char ∗ gpiMem = (char ∗) getDmaMemPtrGPI ( ) ;
// ge t node rank
int rank = getRankGPI ( ) ;
// ge t number o f nodes
int nCount = getNodeCountGPI ( ) ;
// f i l l b u f f e r l o c a l l y wi th my data
int i ;
for ( i =1024; i < 2048 ; i++){
gpiMem [ i ] = rank ; //assuming rank < 256
}
int neighb = ( ( rank + 1 == nCount ) ? 0 : ( rank + 1) ) ;
// sync to make sure everyone did i t
barr ierGPI ( ) ;
// read 1024 by t e s from next neighbour to the r i g h t ( neighb )
// read i t t o o f f s e t 0 o f my pa r t i t i o n ( g l o b a l memory)
// read i t from o f f s e t 256 o f remote node ’ s p a r t i t i o n ( g l o b a l memory) .
// use GPIQueue0 as the queue fo r communication
readDmaGPI (0 , 256 , 1024 , neighb , GPIQueue0 ) ;
// . . . . we cou ld be doing u s e f u l work . . . .
//wait f o r communication to complete
waitDmaGPI(GPIQueue0 ) ;
// f i n a l sync
barr ierGPI ( ) ;
shutdownGPI ( ) ;
return 0 ;
}
Using Apex-Map, the objective was to simulate the behaviour of a shared memory seismic
application. The application accesses local or remote data and performs some computation
on that data. The two steps - data access and computation - are then repeated for a few
iterations. In principle, the access to data that is local has a much lower latency than the
access to remote data and thus, the results can be computed with a much lower execution
time.
We create a GPI-based Apex-MAP implementation, by including remote memory accesses
using the GPI API. Moreover, the remote accesses should be overlapped with computation
in order to hide their much higher latency.
Figure 2.3.2 presents the obtained results when comparing the time spent to process a data


























set that is in a remote location with that of a local data set.
As figure 2.3.2 depicts, the ratio between both times converges to one as we increase the
size of the data set. In other words, we can hide the latency of the remote access given
enough computation and by using programming techniques (here, double buffering) that
aim at exploiting the advantages of GPI.
2.4 Summary
This chapter introduced important concepts and tools about Parallel Computing and Pro-
gramming that will be of importance in the rest of this thesis. More notoriously, GPI
was introduced and related to other existing approaches to parallel programming. Its pro-
gramming model, the advantages of one-sided communication and asynchronous threaded






In the first part of this thesis, we concentrate on complete constraint solving and its
execution in parallel, at large scale.
We introduce Constraint Programming, discussing modelling and solving with constraints.
We then concentrate on Parallel Constraint Solving identifying the candidates for paral-
lelisation, focusing on the search component. One chapter is dedicated to Parallel Tree
Search where we, using the UTS benchmark, design an efficient dynamic load balancing
mechanism. The designed solution is applied to MaCS, a parallel constraint solver based




This chapter introduces Constraint Programming, discusses modelling and solving with
constraints, and presents the necessary background on this declarative approach to pro-
gramming. Given the emphasis of this work on parallelism, we discuss constraint solving
from the parallelisation point of view, identifying the parts that may benefit from parallel
execution and how this process has been addressed on work found in the literature.
3.1 Introduction
The idea of constraint-based programming is to solve problems by stating constraints
(properties, conditions) which must be satisfied by the solution(s) of the problem and then
let a solver engine find a solution. Consider the following problem as an example: a bicycle
number lock [43]. You forgot the first digit but you remember a few properties about it:
it is an odd number, it is not a prime number and greater than 1. With this information,
you are able to derive that the digit must be the number 9.
Constraints can be considered pieces of partial information. They describe properties of
unknown objects and relations among them. Objects can mean people, numbers, functions
from time to reals, programs, situations. A relationship can be any assertion that can be
true for some sequences of objects and false for others.
Constraint Programming is a declarative approach to programming where first a model is
defined and then a solver used to find solutions for the problem.
3.2 Constraint Modelling
The first step in solving a given problem with constraint programming is to formulate it as
a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). This formulation is the model of the problem.
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Definition 1. A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) over finite domains is defined by
a triplet (X,D,C), where:
• X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is an indexed set of variables;
• D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn} is an indexed set of finite sets of values, with Di, being the
domain of variable xi for every i = 1, 2, . . . , n;
• C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} is a set of relations between variables, called constraints.
As per Definition 1, a CSP comprises the variables of the problem and their respective
domain. The domain of a variable can range over integers, reals or symbols among others
but in this work we concentrate on finite domains, encoded as a finite prefix of natural
numbers.
Constraint Programming is often used for and deals well with combinatorial optimisation
problems. Examples are the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) and the Knapsack Prob-
lem, two classic NP-complete problems. In such problems one aims at finding the best
(optimal) solutions from a set of solutions, maximising (or minimising) a given objective
function.
We can define a Constraint Optimisation Problem by extending the definition of CSP with
an objective function:
Definition 2. A Constraint Optimisation Problem (COP) is defined by a 4-tuple (X,D,C, obj),
where:
• (X,D,C) is a CSP and,
• obj : Sol 7→ R where Sol is the set of all solutions of (X,D,C)
A problem can have different models and their definition can be straightforward or not.
Moreover, their efficiency can greatly vary. Modelling a problem with constraints is per se
a task that requires expertise.
Consider the following example:
The N-Queens problem is a classical CSP example. Although simple, the N-Queens is
compute intensive and a typical problem used for benchmarks. The problem consists of
placing N queens on a chessboard (N x N) so that it is not possible for a queen to attack
another one on the board. This means no pair of queens can share a row, a column nor a
diagonal. These are the constraints of the problem.
Modelling the problem as a CSP we have:
• N variables, {x1, x2, . . . , xN}, where xi models the queen on column i
• each variable xi with a domain {1,2, . . . ,N}
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• the constraints:
– xi 6= xj i.e., all variables with a different value
– xi − xj 6= i− j i.e., no two queens in the first diagonal
– xi − xj 6= j − i i.e., no two queens in the second diagonal
Depending on the used environment and the level of expressiveness it allows when specifying
a problem, modelling the present example (N-Queens) can be as high-level and declarative
as shown by the previous informal specification. One only needs to specify the properties
of the desired solution, hence the classification of Constraint Programming as a declarative
paradigm.
3.3 Constraint Solving
After correctly modelling the problem at hand, a constraint solver is used to get solutions
for the CSP. When solving a CSP we can be interested in finding:
• a single solution,
• all solutions or the number thereof,
• an optimal solution, in the case of solving a COP with a given objective function.
A solution to a CSP is an assignment of a value from the domain of every variable, in such
a way that every constraint is satisfied. When a solution for a CSP is found, we say the
CSP is consistent. If a solution cannot be found, then the CSP is inconsistent. In other
words, finding a solution to a CSP corresponds to finding an assignment of values for every
variable from all possible combinations of assignments. The whole set of combinations is
referred to as the search space.
Definition 3. Given a CSP P = (X,D,C) where D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn}, the search
space S corresponds to the Cartesian product of the domains of all variables i.e., S =
D1 ×D2 × . . .×Dn.
A CSP can be solved by trying each possible value assignment and see if it satisfies all
the constraints. However, this possibility is a very inefficient one and for many problems
simply not feasible. Much more efficient methods for constraint solving exist and can be
distinguished, in a first instance, between complete and incomplete methods.
Incomplete methods refer to methods that do not guarantee to find a (optimal) solution.
Nevertheless, such methods often find solutions - or in case of optimisation problems, good
quality solutions - and often, much faster than complete methods. This kind of algorithms
is more thoroughly discussed in the second part of this thesis.
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Complete methods, on the other hand, always find a (best) solution or prove that no
solution exists. For that, two main techniques are used: search and constraint propagation.
Search and constraint propagation can be combined in various forms. One particular class
of constraint solvers combines search and constraint propagation by interleaving them
throughout the solving process. At each node of the search tree, propagation is applied to
the corresponding CSP, detecting inconsistency or reducing the domains of some variables.
If a fix-point is achieved, search is performed. This process continues until the goal of the
solving process is reached.
Propagation
One problem with using only search techniques is the late detection of inconsistency. Con-
straint propagation is a technique to avoid this problem and its task is to prune the search
space, by trying to detect inconsistency as soon as possible. This is done by analysing the
set of constraints of the current sub-problem and the domains of the variables in order to
infer additional constraints and domain reductions. The entities responsible for constraint
propagation are called propagators.
Constraint propagation is executed until no more domain reductions are possible. At this
point, we hit a fix-point and we say that the CSP is locally consistent.
Each time the domain of a variable has been changed, constraint propagation is usually
applied. When only the domains of the variables are affected by the propagation process
we call it domain propagation. If the propagation only tightens the lower and upper
bounds of the domains without introducing “holes” in it, we call it bounds propagation.
Search
With search, a problem is split into sub-problems which are solved recursively, usually using
backtracking. Backtracking search incrementally attempts to extend a partial assignment
toward a complete solution, by repeatedly choosing a value for another variable and keeping
the previous state of variables so that it can be restored, should failure occur. Solving a CSP
is therefore, the traversal of a tree whose nodes correspond to the sub-problems (partial
assignments) and where the root of the tree is the initial problem with no assignments.
An important aspect is the order in which variables and values are considered. The effi-
ciency of search algorithms such as backtracking, that attempt to extend a partial solution,
depends on these orders. The order of variables and the values chosen for each variable
affects the execution time and shape of the search tree and may have a different effect
on different problems. There exist various heuristics for ordering of values and variables.
An example of a variable ordering heuristic is most constrained where the variable which
appears most in the constraints is ordered least. In the case of value ordering, one example
is the random value which orders values randomly.
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Another important aspect is how the domain of a variable is split. Here too there exist
different procedures. For example, bisection divides the values in a variable domain into
two equal halves i.e., for a domain D = d1, d2, ..., dn, bisection splits the domain into
{d1, d2, ..., dk}, {dk+1, ..., dn} where k = bn/2c. Another example is labelling, where the
domain D is split into {d1}, {d2, ..., dn}.
The last relevant aspect related to search is the search strategy. It defines how the search
tree should be traversed. Starting from a node, the process decides how to proceed to one
of its descendants. For example, in depth-first search (DFS), the procedure starts at the
root node, descending to the first of its descendants until it reaches a leaf node i.e., a node
with no descendants. When this leaf node is reached, it backtracks to the parent node and
descends again to the next descendant. This procedure is repeated until all leaf nodes have
been visited and the procedure has returned to the root node.
Optimisation Problems
Solving a Constraint Optimisation Problem (COP) can be performed solely by using con-
straint solving techniques, taking the COP as a single CSP or a series of CSPs. In the
former case, the COP is solved by finding all the solutions of the problem and choosing
the one that better fits the objective function. In the latter case, several CSPs are solved
by setting the domain of the constrained variable of the objective function to the smallest
possible value. The value is then increased gradually until a solution is found. This applies
to a minimisation problem but is easily applied to a maximisation problem where, instead
of starting with the smallest value, the largest value is set and then gradually decreased.
The problem with both approaches is the generation of redundant work. A more efficient
and popular algorithm for solving COPs is the branch-and-bound general algorithm [83].
With this algorithm, large parts of the search space are pruned by keeping the best solution
(bound) found during the process, using it to evaluate a partial solution. If a partial
solution does not lead to a better solution, when compared with the current bound, that
part of the search space is avoided and left unexplored.
3.4 Parallel Constraint Solving
Due to the declarative nature of Constraint Programming, taking advantage of parallelism
should be achieved at the solving step. The modelling step should remain intact as well as
the user’s awareness of the underlying implementation.
Parallelising Constraint Solving is, as in all kinds of algorithms and applications, a matter
of identifying parts that can take advantage of parallel execution. In the literature, the
parallelisation of constraint solving has faced many approaches where the different parts
of the process have been experimented with.
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The first obvious candidate to parallelisation is propagation where several propagators are
evaluated in parallel. For problems where propagation consumes most of the computation
time, good speedups may be achieved if propagation is executed in parallel. On the other
hand, the overhead involved due to synchronisation and the fine grained parallelism can
limit the scalability. The implementation of parallel constraint propagation involves keep-
ing the available work evenly distributed among the entities responsible for propagation
and guarantee that the synchronisation overhead is low.
The other obvious and most common approach found in the literature is to parallelise the
search. Search traverses a (virtual) tree, splitting a problem into one or more sub-problems
that can be handled independently and thus, in parallel. The scalability potential of tree
search is encouraging, specially when the interest is large scale. However some challenges
are unavoidable and since it is one of the main focus in the work of this thesis, we provide
more details in Chapter 4.
Besides the two most obvious parts mentioned before, other approaches are possible. One is
the use of a portfolio of strategies and/or algorithms where different strategies are started
in parallel on the same problem. The reasoning behind this approach is that with this
variety of strategies, it is to expect that one of them will outperform the others. As more
parallel power is employed (and consequently more strategies) the probability that the
best strategy is used, increases. This is a often and successfully used approach within
the SAT solving community [135, 60]. Another approach is to distribute the variables
and constraints among agents, where each agent is responsible for its own portion of the
CSP. Constraints are local if they only involve variables local to the agent and are non-
local if they involve variables belonging to different agents. Each agent instantiates its
local variables in such way that local constraints are satisfied and non-local constraints
are not violated. When an agent finds a solution, it sends a partial assignment to other
agents that need to check their non-local constraints. This approach is usually referred as
Distributed Constraint Satisfaction and the problems are referred as Distributed Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (DisCSPs) [140, 141].
3.4.1 Related Work
Parallelism in CP has focused mainly on parallel search, although propagation (consistency)
has also received some attention.
The research in parallel consistency has mostly focused on arc-consistency even when it
has been shown to be inherently sequential [75]. Still, a great portion of research in the
90’s has been produced, resulting in new algorithms and results [142, 103, 120, 121]. After
that, in 2002, [59] presented DisAC-9, an optimal distributed algorithm for performing
arc-consistency which focuses on the number of passed messages. More recently, parallel
consistency has again received some interest in the work of Rolf [118, 119]. Specifically,
their work studies parallel consistency with global constraints. In [119] the authors extend
the work with parallel consistency with parallel search, combining both.
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There has been a much more extended stream of work in parallel search as a way to
exploit parallelism in CP. Some work steams from previous research in the field of Logic
Programming([61, 100, 3]). Often cited work in parallel search integrated in a constraint
solver is that of Perron [111, 110]. Here, the search space is represented as a tree and
each processor explores a different part of the search tree. New states are entered using re-
computation and a communication layer is responsible for load balancing and termination
detection. The presented results are rather modest and in a small-scale (up to 4 workers).
Parallel constraint solving is included into COMET [94, 95] by parallelising the search
procedure [96]. Workers “consume” their sub-problem and when idle, a work stealing
mechanism is used. The generation of work to be stolen is lazy, only occurring at the time
of a work request from an idle worker. The sub-problem is placed in a centralised work
pool where it can be stolen by the idle worker. With up to 4 workers, several problems
were tested resulting in good speedups, sometimes super-linear in the case of optimisation
problems.
In [19], the authors observe that when using work stealing, the place where work is stolen
can have a great impact on the efficiency of the parallel execution. Thus, they investigate a
confidence based scheme for work stealing in parallel constraint solving. Given an estimate
of the relative solution density of a sub-tree (confidence) at each node, each worker will
follow the branching heuristic depending on its confidence value. The confidence value is
constantly being updated as search progresses and each worker adapts to these updates
using a timed restart mechanism: after a defined restart time, the worker tries to find
a more promising sub-tree. Obvious drawbacks of this approach, specially if considering
scalability, is the constant update of the confidence values along the whole tree and the
need to keep the global state of the search tree.
The work mentioned so far presents results in a smaller scale (up to 16 processors) but
work on larger scale has also been investigated. In [71], the authors experiment with up to
64 processors using a work stealing strategy and where workers are organised in a worker
tree. All communication happens along the structure of workers where bounds, solutions
and requests for work are passed. Work stealing is done directly by the idle worker after
having received the information from the master of whom has the largest amount of work.
In [84], the authors present the first study on the scalability of constraint solving on more
than 100 processors. They use two approaches, portfolios and search space splitting, and
apply it to a classical CSP (N-Queens) and SAT solving. Using hashing constraints to split
the search space (there is no communication involved), their results show good speedup
up to 30 processors but not beyond that. The portfolio approach is argued to be the most
promising approach, specially for SAT solving, but with a focus on the number of solved
instances.
Large-scale parallel constraint solving is investigated in [134]. Experiments are performed
on up to 1024 processors in a particular architecture, the IBM Blue Gene L and P. In their
approach, processors are divided into master and worker processes, where workers explore
a particular sub-tree and master processes coordinate the workers, dispatching work to
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them. The master keeps a tree-shaped pool where work to be dispatched is kept. The
work in the pool is generated by workers when it is detected that a large sub-tree is being
explored. Experiments with up to 256 processors have made clear that a single master can
be a bottleneck. After adding multiple masters, scalability improves up to 1024 processors
in some problems. The main cause for scalability problems on some problems is attributed
to the static load sharing among masters, which is increasingly unbalanced.
It is worth to refer the problem of how to communicate the state of the search or in
other words, state copying vs. state re-computation. In [136] the authors’ experimental
results demonstrate that when constraints are tight, the state-re-computation model has
better performance than the state-copying model, but when constraints are loose, the
state-copying model is a better choice. In [117], a similar question is investigated going
beyond binary constraints and including global constraints. Moreover, the authors design
an algorithm to switch between both methods (copying and re-computation) in order to
obtain the best of both options.
Chapter 4
Parallel Tree Search
In this chapter we digress into Parallel Tree Search to emphasise its importance in the
context of the work in this thesis. We look at the problem from a general standpoint and
present common problems associated with the parallelisation and execution at large scale
using the UTS benchmark as a representative application. We discuss and present a GPI
implementation of scalable dynamic load balancing scheme based on work stealing for the
UTS benchmark and evaluate its scalability on up to 3072 cores.
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter it was observed that search is a central component for the resolu-
tion of Constraint Satisfaction Problems. In fact, many problems are solved by searching
through a search space, based on the traversal of implicitly defined trees.
Tree search is interesting from the parallelisation point of view not only because high scal-
ability is possible but also because of the challenges it poses to the load balancing scheme.
The load balancing scheme must ensure that all processing elements are active without
knowledge about the shape of the tree, with a dynamic and irregular generation/granular-
ity of work and irregular communication.
The UTS benchmark [106] aims at the characterisation of such irregular computations
and at measuring their efficiency in terms of load balancing. It accomplishes this using
a search space problem where a large tree of parametrised characteristics is traversed.
The tree traversal generates imbalance during run-time according to the tree characteris-
tics, therefore requiring a implementation that minimises this imbalance efficiently. This
includes low communication overheads and low idle times.
Hence, we can observe that the implementation of a dynamic and asynchronous load balanc-
ing scheme based on GPI and required by parallel tree search is orthogonal to the problem
at hand. Based on this observation, we focused on an application, the UTS benchmark,
which aims exactly at characterising such mechanism. The initial objective was to have a
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general implementation that could serve as a basis for the work in this thesis, namely the
parallel constraint solver.
4.2 Overview of Parallel Tree Search
The resolution of many problems can be achieved by searching through a search space until
a (optimal) solution is found. The process of searching can be visualised as the traversal
of a tree whose nodes correspond to states of the search space. How this tree is traversed
is the subject of different techniques [55] but we focus our attention on depth-first search
(DFS) as this is the common technique used by backtracking.
Initially, the problem is fully contained at an initial state, the root of the tree. Tree search
implies that it is possible to divide a problem into sub-problems, that can be explored
relatively independently. The sub-problems generally have a smaller search space than
the (sub-)problem that originated them. The process of search is thus the generation
and processing of sub-problems (states) in the tree until there is no more dividable sub-
problems or the processing results in the desired result (solution). Algorithm 1 shows a
generic version of the process.
Algorithm 1 Generic algorithm
1: S ← InitialProblem(root) . initial set S contains the root (initial state)
2: while si ← getNext(S) do . get the next (sub-)problem (state) in S
3: branch(si, S) . divide si and add children to set S
4: process(si) . process si
5: end while
Implementing Parallel Tree Search is, in principle, simple since the sub-problems can be
processed independently and thus, in parallel. The major obstacle though, is how to achieve
a good division of the search space in order to have all processing units actively searching
and not idle due to a smaller search space.
This load imbalance problem is a general problem when considering parallelism. In the
case of a load balancing scheme for parallel tree search, it is independent of the actual
problem at hand since the tree search is general enough to represent different kinds of
problems.
One interesting approach to solve the load imbalance problem is work stealing. Work
stealing is a technique in which idle threads steal work from threads with surplus of work
(victims) and which are working. Semantically, work stealing is in fact a one-sided oper-
ation since the thief does not want to interrupt the victim. This suggests a good match
to the GPI programming model which almost enforces and yields better results in such
one-sided scenario. In practice, this is more difficult since threads do need to synchronise
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around the access to the work packages in order to avoid duplication of work and thus,
with such a search problem, avoid the explosion of the search space.
From the parallel execution point of view, the other challenge posed by Parallel Tree
Search is termination detection. Given the imbalanced nature of the computation, if a
thread becomes idle it must distinguish between idleness due to its lack of work or if in
fact there is no more work, at all, to be performed.
4.2.1 Speedup Anomalies
It is worth to provide a note on the scalability of search because some not so obvious
behaviour is usually observed.
The scalability of parallel search is subject to a common behaviour usually referred as
speedup anomalies [115, 114]. These anomalies are due to the difference on the number of
states visited by the sequential and parallel versions and the distribution of solutions over
the search space.
In case we need to explore the complete search space, linear speedup can be achieved,
given an efficient load balancing scheme. This is the case if the objective of the search
is to find or count all solutions of the problem or to find an optimal solution. On the
other hand, if the goal is to find any solution, there is no need to explore the whole search
space. The number of nodes explored by the sequential and parallel versions may differ
given the dynamic nature of the search process. If the parallel version explores less nodes,
a super-linear speedup may be observed.
Another kind of anomaly is to see no speedup at all. If the search space is divided into
n equal parts executed by n processors and n − 1 parts contain no solutions, then n − 1
processors are executing useless and redundant work and this will result in no speedup at
all.
4.2.2 Related Work
Load balancing is a central aspect of parallel computing that has been studied and anal-
ysed many times in the literature. In [81] several schemes for scalable load balancing are
presented and analysed for a variety of architectures. More recently, in [29] the authors
discuss the new challenges in dynamic load balancing and how they address them with
Zoltan [30]. A common problem concerns task scheduling of tasks organised as a task
graph and dynamic and irregular task tree [17, 82].
Work stealing, as a method for efficient load balancing, has been explored and used in
different contexts. The seminal work [9] considers a shared memory setting where tasks
are stolen when the deque of a processor becomes empty. This work is used in Cilk
[86]. Moreover, work stealing has been shown to exhibit good cache locality [1] and to be
stable [7].
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Recently and aimed at distributed memory machines, work on the X10 [18] programming
language presented XWS [23], the X10 Work Stealing framework. XWS extends the Cilk
work-stealing framework to include several features to implement graph algorithms, global
termination detection, phased computation and more. Directly related, in [92] the authors
introduce idempotent work stealing for tasks which are execute at least once instead of
exactly once.
Using the UTS benchmark as a representative of unbalanced computations that require
dynamic load balancing has been explored for different programming models, exploring
their main features and devising suitable techniques that match the programming model.
In [35] and [36], dynamic load balancing using message passing (MPI) is examined using
two approaches (work stealing and work sharing). An UPC [24] implementation of the
UTS benchmark is presented and evaluated in [107]. Also following a PGAS approach,
using ARMCI [69] in this case, the work in [37] aims at the implications and performance
of a design targeted at scale where the authors present the first demonstrations of scalable
work stealing up to 8092 cores.
Finding scalable implementations of UTS and state space search problems in general,
based on work stealing, remains a topic of intensive research and researchers continue
to improve methods to deal with large scale computations and the hierarchical setup of
current systems [101, 116].
4.3 Unbalanced Tree Search
The Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS) benchmark was designed to represent applications
requiring substantial dynamic load balancing. The problem is rather simple: the parallel
exploration of an unbalanced tree, by counting the number of nodes in an implicitly con-
structed tree that is parametrised in shape, depth, size and imbalance. Applications that
fit this pattern include many search and optimisation problems that must search through
a large state space of unknown or unpredictable structure.
The tree is implicitly generated where each node in the tree can be generated by the
description of its parent. Each node in the tree is represented by a node descriptor which
is the result of applying the SHA-1 secure hash algorithm to the descriptor of the parent
of the node together with the child index of the node. With this generation method, UTS
defines different tree types that represent different search types or problems and different
load imbalance scenarios.
One interesting point about UTS is the different implementations available. There are
MPI implementations (different approaches), UPC, SHMEM, OpenMP and more. And all
the implementations are optimised to take advantage of the features of each programming
model, creating an interesting comparison point for new implementations.
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4.4 Dynamic Load Balancing with GPI
The UTS benchmark requires an asynchronous and dynamic load balancing strategy and
we chose a work stealing strategy to address this.
Work stealing is a relatively simple algorithm. It is triggered every time a thread runs out
of local work. An application taking advantage of a work stealing algorithm usually enters
the following states:
Working
While a thread has work, it keeps itself busy. In the case of UTS that translates to
visiting nodes, generating child nodes and add them to the work list.
Work stealing
When the work is all processed and the thread will fall into an idle state, it looks for a
victim to steal work from and if it finds a potential one, it performs a steal. How the
search for a victim and the actual steal operation are performed is implementation
dependent.
Termination detection
If work stealing fails that is, no victim thus no work is found, the thread enters
termination detection. Termination detection is a topic in distributed computing per
se and several algorithms exist.
The GPI implementation of the UTS benchmark [88] focuses therefore on the work stealing
and termination detection stages. We leveraged the previous work on UTS with MPI and
other implementations, taking them as a starting point for our own implementation.
A common aspect of all the implementations is the use of a data structure that is partitioned
into two regions: private and shared. The private region holds the work of a worker thread
and this is not available to other threads while the shared region holds the work available
to be stolen. The GPI implementation uses a similar implementation of this data layout.
Because we wanted to take advantage of GPI, we implemented the data structure to use
the global memory of GPI. This allows global availability of the data and meta-data and
direct access to it. Moreover and because the global memory of GPI is already available
from the start of the application, the data structure operations (e.g., add, remove) become
simpler and less costly since no calls to the allocator (e.g., malloc) are made and operations
are reduced to the manipulation of GPI global memory offsets. Figure 4.4.1 depicts the
organisation of the data structure and its placement on the global memory of GPI.
A thread adds and removes work packages (nodes) to its private region. This translates
to a simple movement of the head since there is no synchronisation on this private region.
When the private area hits a parametrised threshold, it releases a chunk of work to its
shared region. This translates to a simple movement of the split pointer towards the head.
A thread can also re-acquire chunks of work from its shared region when it exhausts the





Figure 4.4.1: Data structure and GPI memory placement
work on its private region, by moving the split pointer towards the tail. Finally, when a
thread performs a steal, it does it at the victim’s tail and moves it towards the head. Since
it is a shared region, some mutual exclusion mechanism is required.
From a single thread point of view, the whole program control structure follows Algorithm
2.
Algorithm 2 Program control structure
while ¬done do
while there is work do
consume work
generate (if that is the case) new work and save it
5: share some work if there is a surplus on the private area
end while
if there is work on the shared region then . Step 1: re-acquire
re-acquire it and go back to work
end if
10: if local steal is successful then . Step 2: local steal
go back to work
end if
if remote steal is successful then . Step 3: remote steal
go back to work
15: end if
enter barrier and termination detection . Step 4: termination detection
end while
A GPI implementation usually has two levels: local and remote. The local level deals
with how computation and communication is handled within the same node (intra-node).
In Algorithm 2, it translates to steps 1 and 2. The remote level takes care of the case
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between nodes (inter-node) which translates to step 3 and most of step 4.
Each thread has its own arena organised as described above. For steps 0 and 1, each
thread acts on the data structure placed on its own arena, adding, removing work and
re-acquiring it when needed. When they run out of work, threads must look and steal
work (Step 2) from other threads. The thief thread can and does peek the status of other
threads and their arena and if the shared region has more than a chunk of work, it is
a potential victim. Because a mutual exclusion mechanism is required, the thief thread
locks the data structure (each data structure has one lock to access its shared region and
pointers), makes sure the work is still available and modifies the tail of the victim. Finally,
the lock is released and the thief can move the stolen work to its own private region. The
choice of the victim and whether a local steal happens follows a rather simple heuristic:
the thief circulates over all other threads and if a surplus of work is found it immediately
takes that thread as its potential victim.
When a thread does not find any local work to steal it tries to steal from a remote thread
(Step 3) and has to resort to remote work stealing.
4.4.1 Remote Work Stealing
Remote work stealing poses some extra challenges since there is the need to involve the






The first idea was the use of remote spinlocks. The reasoning behind this idea was the
objective of keeping work stealing with a one-sided semantics. As in the local work stealing
case, mutual exclusion would be ensured and the thief thread would steal without any
participation from the victim. To this end, we implemented an extension to GPI, named
GPI SpinLocks, that would allows us to create and operate on spinlocks on a remote node.
One of the features provided by the Infiniband architecture are atomic operations (e.g.,
compare and swap) and GPI SpinLocks was based on these operations to implement remote
spinlocks. Hence, instead of a lock for local steals, each data structure would have a single
GPI Spin-Lock used for local and remote steals.
The obvious drawback of this approach (and confirmed by preliminary tests) is that mutual
exclusion for a local steal incurs in a much higher latency and is thus, much more costly
since it has to be performed by the interconnect and not the CPU. Therefore GPI SpinLocks
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was implemented by differentiating between local and remote locking where remote locking
used atomic operations of Infiniband and local locking used CPU atomic instructions.
Initial tests showed encouraging and correct results. But as the number of nodes was
increased and more work stealing was required, increasing the contention on the locks, we
observed inconsistency and incorrect results. We realised that, although we were using
atomic operations, their atomicity was not being enforced. The reason for this is that, in
current systems, it is not possible to have a PCI device and the CPU atomically modifying
memory, at least without inconsistencies. Thus, GPI SpinLocks was not able to guarantee
mutual exclusion.
Passive Communication
With the failure observed with remote spinlocks, the remote work stealing operation had
to relax the meaning of a steal (a thief usually steals without the victim knowing it) and
require the participation of the victim.
The first approach in this direction was to use passive communication of GPI. As presented
in Section 2.3, passive communication has a two-sided communication semantic (send/re-
ceive) where the receiver side does not specify a sender and waits from messages from any
node. This semantic would fit the requirements of remote work stealing, where a steal
request could come from any remote node. However, the receiver side in passive commu-
nication blocks for incoming messages and this is undesired since threads should proceed
with computation in case there is no stealing request. To cope with this, our approach
was to have a dedicated thread to handle remote stealing requests. All the remote stealing
requests targeted at one node would be handled by this stealer thread.
This approach showed acceptable preliminary results when running the UTS benchmark
but not totally satisfactory. One relevant aspect observed was the time that a thief thread
spent trying to steal remotely, particularly as the number of nodes and thus of steal re-
quests was increased. A directly related point was, as our objective was execution at large
scale, there was a high possibility that the stealer thread would become a real bottleneck.
Moreover, the stealer thread is only responsible for overhead and performs no work. Hence
there are two options: use n − 1 threads that perform work and have one core dedicated
to remote work stealing; use n working threads and one stealer thread that needs to be
scheduled by the OS for execution, interrupting a working thread. Both options are not
optimal.
Request/Poll
In order to overcome some of the mentioned problems and (possible) bottlenecks, we im-
plemented a third approach to the remote work stealing problem which revealed itself as
the most efficient and scalable.
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Our implementation applies a request/polling strategy: the thief requests and the victim
polls and responds to requests. This ensures that the access to the victim’s shared region
is atomic since the victim itself will perform it.
Each worker thread has the added responsibility of handling steal requests from other
nodes which are directly targeted at it. Added to the normal program control structure,
each thread polls for pending remote steal requests. If it finds a request, a reply to the
thief is sent. The reply takes the form:
• a work chunk
• no surplus of work but the node still has private work
• no work at all.
If there is work available, it comes from the shared region and the victim performs a local
steal to itself. The work chunk is reserved for the steal request and the victim issues a
remote write directly to the thief ’s private region. This communication is a non-blocking
one-sided operation that is queued and off-loaded to the interconnect allowing the victim
to immediately return to its normal work loop.
Responding that there is no work to steal but that there is private work allows the thief
to better evaluate the status of the victim. As it will be mentioned below, this is useful for
detecting termination.
From the thief perspective, the remote work steal takes two simple steps: find the victim
and write the request in case work is found. To find the victim, the thief thread takes
advantage of the one-sided read operations of GPI to read the status of the remote node.
This is accomplished by reading some meta-data of all threads on the remote node and
finding the one with surplus of work. Here again, the heuristic is simple: if one thread has
surplus of work it becomes the potential victim and the request is written to it. The victim
only sees a request on the very probable case of having surplus of work, diminishing the
possibility of a negative answer from the victim. This reduces the communication overhead
and the waiting time of the thief for a negative answer. If the whole victim node is out
of work, the thief tries another potential node until it tried all nodes. The thief tries all
nodes in a ring pattern, starting at the node where it performed the last steal and until it
has tried all n− 1 nodes.
4.4.2 Termination Detection
The current implementation uses a simple termination detection algorithm. When a thread
finds no work to steal then potentially it has reached the termination state. As with work
stealing, the termination detection works at the two levels, local and remote.
The local termination detection level works as follows: when worker threads of each node
are not able to find work to steal they enter a local cancel-able barrier which allows them
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to return to the stealing state in case new work is made available. All but the last thread
of the node stay in this local barrier. The last thread on each node, acknowledging that
the node is completely idle and no work was found, enters the remote level of termination
detection.
The remote level of termination detection, global termination, is handled by one single
thread. The reason for this is - using the current simple implementation - to avoid that
all idle threads wildly keep looking for work and thus putting a high pressure on the
interconnect.
The last thread keeps looking for the availability of work on remote nodes and trying to
steal a chunk. And it knows if the remote nodes still have private work since the response
from the remote node includes both situations. When this last thread realises that all nodes
are out of work - they all responded with “there is no work at all” - it increases an atomic
counter by one and waits until this atomic counter reaches the total number of nodes. The
global atomic counters of GPI are used for this termination flag. As all nodes increase the
termination flag, the last thread on each node responsible for global termination detection
warns the other worker threads waiting on the barrier that termination has been reached
and they can exit.
On the other hand, if the last thread waiting for termination detection finds and steals
some remote work, it cancels the barrier where the other local threads are waiting making
them return to the normal program loop.
4.4.3 Pre-fetch Work
Any application using GPI should exploit its capacity to overlap computation and commu-
nication. With that in mind, the remote steal operation is implemented with a split-phase
non-blocking semantics where a request has two distinct and independent phases. In the
first phase, the request is submitted and the function immediately returns (non-blocking)
not waiting for the request completion - the calling worker thread is free to continue its
execution with some other work. In the second phase, a request is then checked for com-
pletion.
We take advantage of this and implemented a work pre-fetch step in order to overlap the
communication involved in remote steal response with the normal program structure.
The pre-fetch step is triggered if the two following conditions are met:
• the worker thread tries to acquire work from its shared region and the work left there
is smaller than the defined chunk of work - the thread is running out of work.
• there is a remote steal imminent - the threads on the same node do not have enough
shared work for a local steal.
If the conditions are met, one remote steal request is submitted solely to the neighbour
node (the nodes are paired in a ring). When the thread actually runs out of work, it first
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checks if a pre-fetch request was issued and in that case, checks its completion and answer.
If the answer was positive, the thread avoids trying to steal work from other threads and
can immediately continue.
Although there is some small extra overhead (submitting the request, checking if a pre-
fetch was issued, etc.), we observed a 95% success ratio between submitting a remote steal
request and getting a positive response on the overall pre-fetch steps performed.
4.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental results obtained on the evaluation of our imple-
mentation.
All results were obtained on a system of up to 256 nodes where each node is equipped with
a Intel Xeon X5670 CPU (“Westmere”) running at 2.93GHz with 6 cores and 12MB of L3
cache. Each node has two of such processors providing 12 threads (Hyper-Threading is
disabled) making up to 3072 threads on the whole system. The nodes are connected via a
Mellanox MT26428 QDR (40 Gb/sec) Infiniband card.
The UTS problems used for the performance evaluation are two, representing two different
types and sizes: a geometric tree of about 270 billion nodes and a binomial tree with size
of about 300 billion nodes.
A binomial tree is a tree type where a node has m children with probability q and no
children with probability 1 - q, where q and m are parameters for this type of tree. A
binomial tree imposes a great load balancing challenge because of its variation on sub-tree
sizes and also since the expected work on all nodes is identical since they follow the same
distribution. On the other hand, a geometric tree is depth-limited and has a branching
factor that follows a geometric distribution based on a node’s depth in the tree. Beyond
the depth parameter (d), the tree is not allowed to grow.
We compare our implementation to the work stealing MPI implementation of UTS due to
the general availability of MPI and since it is the standard for the development of parallel
applications. The MPI implementation used was MVAPICH2 1.5.1.
The performance evaluation was run on up to 3072 cores (threads) with 256 nodes. For
each node setup, the execution made use of the Full node or Half node. Full node means
that we use the maximum number of physical cores available (12) and Half means only
half of those (6).
The reason behind this differentiated test is to observe the threads contention effects on
the overall performance. Since we are using a mixed scheme for local and remote steals
and the single node steals imply a locking mechanism, having a larger number of threads
(cores) should present some contention effects.
Figure 4.5.3 depicts the performance for two kinds of trees: Figure 4.5.3a presents the
results obtained for a Geometric tree of about 270 billion nodes and Figure 4.5.3b depicts










































































































Figure 4.5.2: Scalability on Binomial Tree (≈300 billion nodes)




































































Figure 4.5.3: Performance (Billion nodes/second)
the largest problem - about 300 billion nodes. In this case, it is a Binomial tree which
presents higher load balancing requirements.
In the geometric tree case, the GPI version scales well reaching a peak performance (
shown in figure 4.5.3a) of around 9.5 billion nodes per second which represents a 2.5 times
speedup factor over the MPI implementation (MPI best is 3.8 billion p/sec).
Comparing the two approaches in terms of cores used (Half or Full), we see that GPI
behaves as expected that is, using more cores yields better performance. In fact and
although the number of cores doubles between the Half and Full versions, using all cores
attains 84% performance improvement over using half of the cores.
The MPI version suffers harder from the number of threads used, where using all cores
only yields a 8% improvement over using half the cores in the largest number of nodes.
In the Binomial tree case(Figure 4.5.3b), the GPI version also scales well on both versions
and the performance difference between using all or half of the cores is acceptable - the
worst case, using 256 nodes, using all cores achieves a 72% improvement over using half of
the cores. On the other hand, MPI has some problems at the largest core count. Using
half of the available cores even yields better performance than using all cores.
Besides of performance in terms of the number of nodes processed, we observed the scal-
ability of both types of trees in terms of speedup and parallel efficiency (Figure 4.5.1 and
Figure 4.5.2).
For the Geometric tree, Figure 4.5.1a presents the obtained relative speedup to using 32
nodes as origin and, directly related, Figure 4.5.1b presents the relative efficiency when
scaling the problem from 32 nodes (origin) to 256 nodes. Both GPI Half and GPI Full
obtain high speedup (close to the maximum 8) with a relative efficiency above 89% in
all cases. Worth noting is that using all cores yields slightly lower speedup factor and
efficiency than just using half of the cores. This is an expected result since we have a fixed
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problem size and the efficiency should decrease because of the extra overhead involved. This
observation is noteworthy since we are interested in measuring the difference and quantify
that extra overhead. In this case, the values are acceptable as we observe a decrement in
efficiency from 94% (GPI Half) to 89% (GPI Full) with the largest node count.
The MPI implementation has two faces: using half of the cores available (half) yields good
results, with a speedup close to the GPI implementations and a relative efficiency above
85% in all cases. On the other hand, using all available cores (Full) and although obtain-
ing higher performance, demonstrates scalability problems since the maximum obtained
speedup only reaches a factor of 3.81 and with a rapidly decreasing efficiency that lowers
to 48% at the largest core number. In the MPI case, increasing the node count for a fixed
problem size decreases by a much larger margin the efficiency.
Figure 4.5.2 depicts the obtained results for the Binomial tree case. The speedup values are
not so high as with the Geometric tree problem but that is acceptable since the Binomial
tree problem imposes higher load balancing requirements. Nevertheless, we see a 6.06
maximum speedup factor (at 256 nodes) which represents a 76% efficiency when taking 32
nodes as a starting point.
The surprising behaviour of the MPI version is more evident when we observe the speedup
(Figure 4.5.2a) and efficiency (Figure 4.5.2b with a lowest point of 26% of relative efficiency.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we focused on parallel search and the problem of load balancing when
parallelising such algorithms.
Starting from the observation that the load imbalance and the technique to overcome it are
general to parallelisation of search, we designed a solution based on the GPI programming
model that targets a recent large system (up to 3072 cores).
We used the UTS benchmark as a representative of that class of problems and evaluated
two different kinds of workloads, geometric and binomial trees. In both cases the GPI
version shows encouraging results and outperforms the MPI version by a maximum factor
of 2.5 in terms of raw performance (number of nodes processed per second).
The obtained results lead us to conclude that we might be on the right track and GPI
can give us a very good solution to the proposed problem. The obtained knowledge and
implemented algorithms will be useful and serve as a basis when we return to parallel
constraint solving with similar parallelism requirements.
Chapter 5
MaCS
This chapter presents the details of MaCS (‘Max’ ), the Massively parallel Constraint
Solver. It presents the elements and architecture of MaCS and details its main driving
forces, the MaCS worker. Leveraging from the work from the previous chapter, this chap-
ter presents constraint solving in MaCS with focus on load balancing and MaCS’ work
stealing implementation with GPI.
Finally, it presents and discusses the experimental evaluation performed with MaCS on up
to 512 cores, providing a detailed analysis on its parallel behaviour.
5.1 Introduction
As we proposed to explore declarative models as a form to cope with the trend towards par-
allel systems, constraint programming appears as one approach with potential for parallel
execution. From the possible options for parallelisation in constraint solving, the search
component of a constraint solver is the one that shows more potential. First, because it
is a part where a great number of cycles is spent and second, because high scalability is
possible in parallel search.
In Chapter 4, we digressed into parallel tree search as a general method to solve different
problems and emphasised the main challenge when it comes to parallel execution: load
balancing. We designed and presented a dynamic load balancing scheme based on GPI
that showed encouraging results in terms of scalability. Given the observation on the
orthogonality between the load balancing scheme and the application at hand, we propose
to experiment with the same scheme and apply it to parallel constraint solving, under the
hypothesis that it could give us similarly good results. MaCS, herein presented, is the
result of this endeavour.
MaCS is a parallel complete constraint solver based on GPI. It is a fork from PaCCS, a
recently presented parallel constraint solver with some basis from AJACS [40, 41]. PaCCS
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was designed from scratch, with parallel execution on a network of multiprocessors in mind
and exhibits good scalability on different systems.
The main objective of MaCS is to provide an efficient and scalable constraint solver that
takes advantage of recent hardware and of the characteristics of GPI. It aims at large scale
parallelism, exploiting the declarative nature of constraint programming to allow users to
benefit from large and recent parallel systems. On the other hand, MaCS provides yet
another use-case for a study on GPI and its programming model and a verification of its
adequacy when implementing parallel constraint solvers targeted at large scale.
5.1.1 PaCCS
PaCCS is a recent and state-of-the-art parallel constraint solver which proved scalable
performance on different problems.
PaCCS’ main and distinguishing features are:
Distributed parallel solver PaCCS was designed for parallel execution on a network of
multiprocessors.
No master process No process has the role of coordinating the other processes. There
is only a distinguished process which initiates the search, collects solutions, detects
termination and returns answers.
Workers steal directly Co-located workers do not interact to share work. Instead work
is stolen from a co-worker by the worker who requires additional work.
All work is shareable The search process embodies the creation of immediately share-
able work, usable by other workers.
Multiple search space splitting points PaCCS splits the search space twice before be-
ginning with the search process. First, among teams (processes) and then among the
workers of a team.
From all of the distinguishing features of PaCCS we emphasise, due to its relevance, the
fourth feature, that all work is shareable. This allows the processing of work independently,
without having to maintain any global state of the process. In terms of scalability, this is
very important.
PaCCS is the foundation of MaCS and therefore many components are shared with modi-
fications where appropriate. On the other hand, MaCS departs from this design, adopting
GPI, its programming model and advantages, and implementing an alternative mechanism
to keep load balancing when executed in parallel.
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5.2 Execution Model
A MaCS program is a model of a problem where the user defines the variables, their
domains, and the constraints of the problem. After these definitions, the solver is invoked
to look for solutions.
Following the SPMD nature of GPI, the model is transparently loaded by all participating
nodes when MaCS is initialised. It does not include any references to the parallel system
and thus requires no user-awareness of the underlying implementation. Executing a MaCS
program on a single core or on a large distributed system is, from this point of view, exactly
the same.
When the solving procedure is invoked, it is up to the underlying implementation to take
care of the parallelisation.
5.3 Elements
The basic elements for a problem representation in MaCS are the variable, the constraint
and the (domain) store, following directly the definition of a CSP. These elements are
global to the solver and visible by all workers. Again, since GPI has an SPMD execution
model, the elements are available to all participating workers from the point the MaCS
program is loaded and defined.
For each variable from the problem definition, there is a variable object which includes
information about that variable:
index
A unique identifier of the variable that is used as index within the store of domains.
connections
The number of variables sharing a constraint.
constraints
The constraints which the variable appears in.
Similarly, a constraint is represented with the following information:
index
A unique identifier of the constraint.
variables
The variables involved in the constraint.
constants
The constants involved in the constraints, where applicable.
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number of constants
The number of constants involved in the constraints.
A central element is the store. The store represents the set of variables’ domains of the CSP.
Each variable’s domain is implemented as a fixed-size bitmap. A store is self-contained and
implemented as a continuous region of memory where each cell is the bitmap of the domain
of each variable. This turns a store into a relocatable object that can be moved or copied
to other memory regions. This self-contained representation is essential in a distributed
setting and a key point in MaCS’ parallel performance.
From a different point of view, a store is also the unit of work where computation hap-
pens and that shapes the solving process. Consequently, it is the piece of data that is
communicated between workers in order to keep the whole computation balanced.
5.4 Architecture
MaCS has a different architecture from that of PaCCS, a consequence of the focus on the
use of GPI and the previous results with parallel search and the UTS benchmark.
In MaCS, the main and single entity is that of a worker. Each worker maintains a pool of
work from which we can retrieve work packages when the current one is exhausted. There
is no other entity to control and manage communication (controller). This is one of the
points where MaCS departs from PaCCS.
The architecture of MaCS mimics directly that of GPI in which there is a notion of locality
in terms of data. In GPI, the underlying system is viewed as a set of nodes where each node
is composed of one or more cores. Cores in a node are closer to each other and communicate
through shared memory whereas cores in another node are remote and communication and
access to data is done through the DMA interconnect. In MaCS, workers on the same node
are closer to each other when compared to those on a remote node and the view of data is
thus different. Hence, it is a natural choice to treat the local and remote cases differently.
5.5 Worker
A MaCS worker (or simply worker) is at the core of the MaCS solver and it is its main
driving force. A worker is a completely self-maintained entity which tries, as much as
possible, to be independent and responsible for all actions required to find solutions. This
includes generating and processing new work, retrieving new work from its pool or from
other workers’ pool and detecting termination.
The mechanism to retrieve new work from other workers is called work stealing, which each
worker tries to perform independently, as much as possible.
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5.5.1 Work Pool
A central aspect of the architecture of MaCS is the work pool. Each worker has one pool
from where work is retrieved, new work packages are inserted and from where other workers
can steal, in order to maintain load balance. Hence, its implementation is critical because
it determines the amount of work available to other workers and must be efficient since it
is the central data structure that stores the tasks to be performed by the worker.
As mentioned before, we wanted to leverage our previous work with UTS and general
parallel tree search (Chapter 4). Since that solution has proved scalable to implement
dynamic load balancing with work stealing, the work pool uses the same data structure
used in that work.




Figure 5.5.1: Work pool
Recall that the pool is divided into two regions, the shared and private regions. The
private region is only accessed by the worker who is the owner of the pool whereas the
shared region can be accessed by other workers (e.g., to steal work). The private region is
between the head and split pointers and, as illustrated by the arrows, grows and shrinks
by updating the head and split pointers. Both pointers can be moved back and forth. The
shared region is between the split and tail pointers. It can also grow and shrink. Shrinking
happens by updating the tail pointer or the split pointer but growing only happens when
the split pointer is updated towards the head.
The reason to divide the pool in two regions is that it allows us to have an efficient
mechanism to add and retrieve from the pool, a very frequent operation. Both operations
can, if there is work, be performed without mutual exclusion or conditional statements
since they only require the manipulation of the head pointer which, as it is known to be
private, is only manipulated by the worker owning the pool.
Clearly, the access to the shared region must be synchronised to ensure correctness. More-
over, each work package can lead to the generation of further work and if two workers take
the same work package, a redundant work generation (and processing) might happen. Each
work pool has a lock that is used when the shared region is to be updated i.e., updating
the tail or split pointers.
The split pointer divides the two regions and has to be periodically updated, keeping a
good balance between both regions. Particularly important is to maintain enough work in
the shared region for idle workers to take. The pointer is moved towards the head when
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there is the need to share work, increasing the shared region. On the other hand, it is
moved towards the tail when the private region is empty and the shared region still has
available work.
The work pools are placed in the GPI global memory, retaining the same layout as depicted
in Chapter 4 in Figure 4.4.1.
5.5.2 Worker States
Being responsible for all steps of computation, the worker transitions between several states















Figure 5.5.2: Worker state diagram
A worker is on the Working state as long as it has work in the private region of its own
pool. When all work is exhausted, the worker tries to Acquire some work from its shared
region of the pool. If it succeeds (there is work available), it returns to the Working
state. If it fails, the worker transitions to the Local Steal state where it tries to steal from
workers on the same node. In case of success, it returns to the Working state. If it fails,
a Remote Steal is tried. The worker searches for a remote node from where to steal and
if it becomes a positive feedback, it returns again to the Working state. In case it is not
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possible to get new work, the worker transitions to one of two states: Idle or Termination
Detection. The decision to which state the worker should transition to depends on the
number of idle workers on the same node. If all other workers are already idle, the last
worker transitions to the Termination Detection state and global termination detection is
initiated. Otherwise, the worker transitions to the Idle state, sitting idle until some new
work is made available or termination is detected by the last worker. In both states (TD,
I) and if new work is made available, workers return to the Working state. If termination
is detected, workers transition to the Finish final state.
5.6 Constraint Solving
Until now, we have treated a MaCS worker as a very general entity that processes work
packages, generates new work and attempts to maintain load balance by means of work
stealing. This general view must be refined for the purpose of a MaCS worker, namely
solving CSPs through propagation and search.
Constraint solving in MaCS is implemented by interleaving propagation with variable in-
stantiation. Variable instantiation corresponds to the search component of MaCS. When a
variable is selected for instantiation, its domain is split into two parts creating two branches
of the search tree. One part corresponds to the search space where the domain of the se-
lected variable is a singleton i.e., only with the selected value. The other part corresponds
to the search space with the complement of the domain of the selected variable that is,
without the value with which the variable was instantiated. Recall from Section 3.3, this
procedure is called labelling.
The part where the selected variable is singleton becomes the new current store whereas
its complement is added to the work pool. The change in the domain of the variable (now
singleton) is propagated and if successfully, the whole process repeats until a solution is
found or propagation fails. If the propagation fails, the current store is discarded and a
new store is retrieved from the pool or from some other worker, until no more work is
available.
The process of constraint solving is the main loop of a worker as presented in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Worker main loop
1: function Worker(Store s)
2: while var ← var selection(s) do . Select variable to instantiate
3: s← branch add pool(var, pool) . Choose value and add branch to pool
4: while propagation(s, var) = FAIL do
5: s← restore(pool) . Restore from failure
6: end while
7: end while
8: return solution(s) . Return solution in store s
9: end function
When dealing with optimisation problems, the worker main loop is extended to deal with
the bound variable. Algorithm 4 shows the worker main loop extended with lines 5 and 7
for the case of an optimisation problem. The difference brought by the extended procedure
is that, when retrieving a new store from the work pool, the domain of the bound variable
is updated by removing the values which are worse than the current global bound value,
pruning unnecessary parts of the search tree. If necessary, the change in the domain of the
variable is propagated to the remaining variables.
Algorithm 4 Worker main loop (with optimisation)
1: function Worker(Store s)
2: while var ← var selection(s) do . Select variable to instantiate
3: s← branch add pool(var, pool) . Choose value and add branch to pool
4: while propagation(s, var) = FAIL do
5: repeat
6: s← restore(pool) . Restore from failure
7: until ¬optimisation ∨ bound propagate(s) 6= FAIL
8: end while
9: end while
10: return solution(s) . Return solution in store s
11: end function
Intuitively, it can be observed how the main loop of a worker relates to the general view
of a worker. When a variable is instantiated and a domain split happens, creating two
branches of the search tree, the worker is generating new work. By taking one of the
branches and propagating the change, the worker is performing work or in other words,
computation on a work package. If the propagation succeeds, the worker continues that
path and continues in a Working state. If it fails, the worker exhausted the work package
and must retrieve more work from the pool or other workers to avoid idleness. The restore
procedure represents the whole chain of transitions that a worker performs to tentatively
return to a Working state and before reaching an idleness or final state.
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5.6.1 Variable instantiation and Splitting
A worker, having a store to process, starts by instantiating a variable with a particular
value. This includes selecting a variable, choosing a value from its current domain and
splitting it accordingly. Variable instantiation has a decisive role in defining the shape of
the search tree and hence on performance.
Figure 5.6.1 helps to visualise the process of instantiation and domain splitting (labelling).
The variable x with domain {1, 2, 3} is instantiated with 1. This results in the domain
being split in two branches where in one branch (left) the variable x has the singleton




















Figure 5.6.1: Domain splitting example
After creating both branches of the search tree, a worker takes the left branch and adds the
right branch to its pool, to be processed later. Taking the left branch entails propagating
the change in the domain of the instantiated variable to the other variables. If propagation
is successful, a new variable must be instantiated and the whole procedure starts again.
Since, at this point, more work (right branch) is added to the worker pool , the worker
must ensure that it is exposing enough work for other peer workers to steal. Hence, it
is at this point that work is released from the private to the shared region of the worker
pool. Clearly, it is not always necessary to release work on each addition to the pool and
thus, releasing work is parametrised by an adjustable coefficient on the size of the private
region. The major drawback of this extra step is the introduction of overhead not related
to the solving process but which should pay off in terms of parallel efficiency. In fact, this
parameter is of crucial relevance as it will become clearer with the experimental evaluation.
5.6.2 Propagation
Propagation in MaCS follows that of PaCCS. It is rule-based and each constraint has two
propagators. The first is used initially when starting the search for a solution, filtering out
values from the domains of variables in the scope of the constraint.
The other propagator is used during the rest of the process of searching for a solution.
Every time the domain of a variable in the scope of the constraint changes, that change is
propagated onto the domains of the other variables in the scope.
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5.6.3 Load Balancing
Propagation may fail at some point, invalidating the current store and search path. A
worker therefore invokes the restore procedure in order to obtain a new store to work on.
The restore procedure encompasses all the mechanisms to keep a worker as busy as possible
and is hence responsible for the whole load balance of the parallel computation.
The first step of restoring a store is to acquire, if possible, work from the worker’s own
pool or in other words, another store. Already this acquire operation can contribute to a
good or bad load balance.
However, if the work pool is empty and no new store can be retrieved, the restore procedure
must resort to work stealing from some other worker.
Recall that the work pool (Figure 5.5.1) is divided in two regions: private and shared. The
restore procedure tries to first retrieve a new store from the private region of the work
pool. In case this region is empty, the shared region will be inspected for the availability
of work. If work is available in this shared region, some work is acquired, shrinking the
shared region.
The work stealing approach used in MaCS distinguishes local and remote work stealing.
This is, as previously noted, because it elegantly maps to the GPI programming model
and our target systems.
Local Work Stealing
When a worker has no more work in its work pool, the first measure it applies is to steal
work from a worker on the same node. The worker trying to steal becomes the thief and
the worker where work is to be stolen becomes the victim. Each thief can access the pool of
the victim without disturbing it and the stealing operation is entirely driven by the thief.
Local stealing only happens at the shared region of the pool of the victim. If this region is
empty, a local steal cannot succeed even if the victim has any work in its private region.
One important aspect is the choice of the victim. Different heuristics can be used for
this: a random victim, the victim with more work available, the next victim according to
each worker’s identifier, etc. Currently, MaCS includes two different options for selecting a
victim: greedy and max steal. With the greedy variant, the first victim found with available
work is chosen. The max steal variant is less eager but more costly: the thief checks all
n− 1 possible victims and chooses the one with the largest shared region.
This local work stealing procedure is shown in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 Local Work Stealing
1: function steal from(v, k)
2: result← FALSE
3: pollLock(v)
4: if poolSharedDepth(v) ≥ k then . Re-check state of victim pool
5: result← TRUE
6: poolUpdateTail(v) . Shrink shared region
7: end if
8: poolUnlock(v)






15: function local steal
16: goodSteal← FALSE
17: victimId← findV ictim(k)
18: while victimId 6= −1 ∧ ¬goodSteal do . While no victim found
19: goodSteal = steal from(victimId) . Try to steal from victim






The findVictim procedure in Algorithm 5 points to the victim selection heuristic (greedy or
max steal). Both implemented heuristics are very simple as shown by Algorithms 6 and 7.
Furthermore, more complex victim selection heuristics could be implemented.
Algorithm 6 Greedy Victim Selection
1: function greedy steal(k)
2: for i = 0→ TOTAL NUM WORKERS do
3: v ← (workerID + i) mod TOTAL NUM WORKERS
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Algorithm 7 Max Steal Victim Selection
1: function max steal(k)
2: maxW ← 0
3: maxV ← −1
4: for i = 0→ TOTAL NUM WORKERS do
5: v ← (workerID + i) mod TOTAL NUM WORKERS
6: avail = poolSharedDepth(v) ≥ k
7: if avail > maxW then
8: maxV ← v






The last step a worker performs before turning to idleness it to try to steal remotely, from
workers on a different node. As mentioned, the stealing operation should disturb the victim
as little as possible. Although mainly driven by the worker that needs to find work (thief ),
the remote steal operation needs the some cooperation from the remote worker (victim).
The first step to a remote steal is to decide where to steal from that is, the remote node
to steal from. The choice of the potential victim can, as in the local case, be subject to
different heuristics. Once the potential victim is selected, the thief must look for work
on that node. Instead of sending a request message for work, the thief can simply read
the state of the remote node i.e., the state of all worker pools on that node and choose
the one which has a surplus of work, since all work pools are in global memory and thus
accessible to a GPI read operation. To read the pool state of a worker means accessing
the meta-data of the work pool and see if its shared region has work packages available to
steal. Only when the thief has found a worker which has work in its shared region of the
pool, is an actual request written to that worker. This reduces the probability of requests
which yield a negative answer (failed steals) since the request is only sent to a worker that
has a surplus of work, when the read was performed. The requirement to write an explicit
request is due to the fact that stealing work must be atomic, to avoid redundant work. If
two workers could steal the same store from a pool, this store would be processed twice
and generate the same sub-problems. After sending the request, the thief will wait for a
response from the victim.
To be able to respond to work requests, each worker must poll for these requests, intro-
ducing an extra step in the worker main loop. When a worker finds a request for a remote
steal and has available work, part of it is reserved for the steal. The reservation is simply
a shrink of the shared region of the work pool, moving the tail towards the head and, as
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in the case of a local steal, the operation is atomic. The victim queues a request to write
the reserved work directly to the worker that issued the request and returns to its normal
work loop. The objective here is to overlap that communication with the computation of
the victim worker, reducing the total overhead of polling and communication. Moreover,
the queued write request is performed in-place i.e., directly to the head of the thief’s pool,
avoiding any intermediate copies.
Although a thief only writes a request to a victim when a surplus of work is visible,
sometimes this request might yield a failed steal. When the victim acknowledges the
request, it can happen that its pool no longer has a surplus of work (e.g. it was consumed
or locally stolen). To avoid this situation and reduce the number of failed steals, in MaCS,
the victim tries to fulfil that request. Since it does not have a surplus of work, it performs
a reservation of work from some other local worker which has a surplus of work and writes
that work back to the thief. This is possible since, locally, all workers can access each
others pool and these are placed on the global memory of GPI. Not only can a worker
access and communicate work from other pool, it can do so without much overhead except
that coming from finding the worker with a surplus of work.
The MaCS polling approach increases the parallel overhead. On problems that are more
regular and require less movement of work among nodes, polling is an unnecessary and
excessive step. To cope with this, we implemented a dynamic polling strategy to mitigate
the effect in such cases. A polling interval is introduced which grows and shrinks according
to the number of successful poll operations: if the poll fails, the polling interval grows and
increases the time between poll operations and hence reducing their total number and their
negative effect; if a poll succeeds, the opposite happens and the polling interval becomes
more frequent.
5.6.4 Termination Detection
The final task of a worker is to detect termination, realising that it should stop working
and exit the solving procedure.
In MaCS, we extended the implementation for termination detection used in the UTS
benchmark since there is a difference between searching for one or all solutions. In UTS
there was a fixed amount of work to be performed and hence termination was achieved
as soon as all workers realised that all nodes had been processed. In MaCS and if we
are counting solutions or searching for the optimal solution, this pattern holds as the full
search space must be explored. However, when the objective is to find a single solution,
termination must be detected at this point even if workers still have work.
To cope with both aforementioned cases, we distinguish between active and passive ter-
mination. When the solving process is searching for a single solution, the workers must
actively detect termination i.e., even if workers are busy, termination must be detected
within the normal work loop. The drawback is the generation of extra overhead for the
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detection. On the other hand, if the whole search space must be explored, the workers can
detect termination passively i.e., when they have no work and are idle.
With respect to load balancing, termination detection is dependent on whether it is local
or remote. In the local case, termination is detected by a local flag set by a single thread.
When this flag is set, termination is detected by all workers. Setting this flag to TRUE
is the responsibility of a single thread which is also responsible for global termination that
is, termination of all remote nodes.
Global (remote) termination differs from the version implemented previously. In MaCS,
the algorithm (similar to [34, 106]) uses a coloured token that is passed to neighbour nodes
until all nodes have received the red token, signalling termination. As already mentioned,
one thread is responsible for this and as global termination has been detected, the local
flag for termination can be set, alerting the remaining threads.
5.7 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we present the results obtained with MaCS for different benchmark situa-
tions. The obtained results are compared with those of PaCCS, the foundation of MaCS
and the basis for comparison as a state-of-the-art constraint solver targeted at parallel
execution.
The experiments were conducted on a cluster system where each node includes a dual Intel
Xeon 5148LV (“Woodcrest”) (i.e., 4 CPUs per node) with 8 GB of RAM. The full system
is composed of 620 cores connected with Infiniband (DDR). Since we aim at large scale,
we performed our experiments on the system using up to 512 cores.
5.7.1 The Problems
To assess the implementation of MaCS, we used problems with different characteristics.
The chosen instances guarantee an adequate problem size to be executed on a large number
of cores. The problems are described in the next sections.
N-Queens
The N-Queens problem is a classical CSP example. Although simple, N-Queens is compute
intensive and a typical problem used for benchmarks.
The problem consists of placing N queens on a NxN chessboard so that it is not possible
for a queen to attack any other one on the board. This means no pair of queens can share
any row, a column or a diagonal and that these are our constraints.
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Golomb Ruler
A Golomb ruler of size M is a ruler with M marks placed in such a way that the distance
between any two marks is different from the distance between any other two marks. It
is a hard problem (NP-complete) for which an algorithm to find the optimal solution for
M ≥ 24 is not yet known. This problem has practical applications in sensor placements
for x-ray crystallography and radio astronomy [8].
Langford’s Problem
Langford’s Problem consists in arranging k sets of the integers from 1 to n, L(k,n), so that
each occurrence of integer i is i integers on from its last occurrence. Some instances of the
problem have no solution whereas other have many solutions.
Consider the instance L(2, 4) depicted by Figure 5.7.1: the set of integers({4, 1, 3, 1, 2, 4, 3, 2}
are arranged so that between each integer n there are n other integers.
4 1 3 1 2 4 3 2
Figure 5.7.1: Example: Langford’s problem instance L(2, 4)
Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP)
The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) is an NP-hard problem and a fundamental
combinatorial optimisation problem. In this problem for a given set of n locations and n
facilities, the objective is to assign each facility to a location, with a minimal cost. The
cost of each possible assignment is the result of multiplying the prescribed flow between
each pair of facilities by the distance between their assigned locations, and sum over all
the pairs.







where F and D are two n by n matrices. The element (i, j) of the flow matrix F repre-
sents the flow between facilities i and j and the element (i, j) of the distance matrix D
represents the distance between location i and j. The vector p represents an assignment
as a permutation where p(j) is the location to which facility j is assigned.
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5.7.2 Results
This section presents and discusses the results obtained for instances of the problems
presented above.
We analyse each problem according to different aspects which help to explain the results
obtained. These aspects are related to overhead and scalability, the work stealing mecha-
nism and constraint solving.
We start by examining the execution with MaCS, to make sure the computation is well-
balanced and to identify any possible bottlenecks. We detail the average overhead of
workers i.e., how much, from the total running time, does a worker spend in the working
state and in the other different possible states (overhead). Another way to look at this is
by measuring the performance according to the number of nodes processed per time unit.
Ideally, the number of nodes processed per second should increase linearly with the number
of cores used indicating that the overhead does not substantially increase.
We also measure the number of stealing operations, successful and failed, in order to get
an impression of the imbalance and thus the load balancing requirements of each problem.
A problem that requires a large number of steal operations, is more imbalanced than a
problem with a low number. In the latter case, each worker often has enough work to
progress without resorting to work stealing and the overhead required to maintain load
balance becomes redundant, hindering performance.
From the perspective of the constraint solving process, MaCS also includes statistics which
allow us to evaluate and characterise problems according to how much time is spent the
different steps: propagation, splitting and restoring. Propagation and splitting (variable
instantiation) are the interleaved steps of the constraint solving process whereas restoring
corresponds to the retrieval of stores from the work pool, including steal (local or remote)
operations.
Finally, scalability is measured by observing the obtained parallel speedup and parallel
efficiency. We present the obtained results together with those of PaCCS: this allows us to
position MaCS when compared to a state-of-the-art parallel solver.
N-Queens
The first problem to be evaluated is the N-Queens problem. We choose the instance
where n = 17 and count the total number of solutions. This represents a problem with a
considerable size to experiment in a larger scale.
Running this problem with MaCS built-in statistics provides a closer view of the computa-
tion and gives some hints at possible improvements. Figure 5.7.2 depicts how much time,
on average, is spent by workers on each of the major states.































Figure 5.7.2: Working time and Overhead - Queens (17).
From Figure 5.7.2 we can see that workers are most of the time busy (Working state).
But although most of the time is spent working, there is a considerable amount of time
spent in Releasing, a state which refers to the time, within the main work loop, of releasing
work on the work pool. Also, at a larger scale, the influence of Polling for remote requests
constitutes another source of overhead although this is expected since there is a large
number of workers and a growing number of steal operations. All other states (e.g. waiting
for steals, idle) have a very low contribution in terms of overhead and are almost negligible.
Figure 5.7.3 presents performance in terms of number of stores processed per second. The
performance of MaCS continues to increase as we grow the number of cores but is lower


































Queens 17 - Performance
Ideal
MaCS
Figure 5.7.3: Performance (Million of nodes per second) - Queens (17).
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To this performance aspect, it is also interesting to add how the processing of stores (nodes)
is performed in this problem. In terms of representation, the N-Queens problem is rather
small: 17 variables which represents a store size of 136 bytes. On the other hand, the total
number of nodes processed is quite large (757914186), at a very high rate (e.g. around 40
million nodes per second with 256 cores). Which means that the necessary time to process
each node is very small and that the generation and consumption of nodes also happens
at a high rate.
In fact, looking at MaCS statistics and the time spent on the three steps of the solving
procedure (propagation, splitting and searching) we observe the following distribution:
propagation takes around 48%, splitting around 10% and restoring takes around 42% of
the total time. This distribution is constant and independent of the number of cores used.
The most noteworthy fact is that a large portion is spent on retrieving stores from the
local pool (restoring) which also helps to explain the high overhead incurred by releasing
work: releasing happens often and since processing a store is a fast operation, the overhead
of releasing becomes more noticeable.
With respect to load balancing and work stealing, Table 5.7.1 presents the number of
successful local and remote steals as well as the number of failures. The total number of
attempts to steal (local and remote) is thus, the sum of these values (not presented). Note
that the numbers refer to attempts to steal, that is, in case a worker realises it cannot steal
(locally or remotely) because there is no work to steal, no steal is attempted and thus,
does not count as failure or success.
Cores Total Nodes
Local Steals Remote Steals
Total per core Failed Rate Total per core Failed Rate
8 757914186 888 111.00 6 0.67% 59 7.37 3 4.84%
16 757914186 3895 243.43 41 1.04% 409 25.56 38 8.50%
32 757914186 18360 573.75 250 1.34% 2307 72.09 204 8.12%
64 757914186 53936 842.75 785 1.43% 7308 114.18 635 7.99%
128 757914186 187097 1461.69 2924 1.54% 29008 226.62 2483 7.88%
256 757914186 451624 1764.15 7744 1.69% 75251 293.94 7135 8.66%
512 757914186 854633 1669.21 17170 1.97% 168859 329.80 21498 11.29%
Table 5.7.1: Work Stealing Information - Queens (n=17).
Unsurprisingly, the number of steals (local and remote) increases as more cores are used
although at different rates as the number of remote steals increases slightly faster.
A more meaningful aspect is that the number of total steals is significantly low when
compared with the total number of nodes processed, reflecting a lower requirement in
terms of load balancing. Another important point is the relatively large number of failed
steals, in particular of the remote steals. Failed remote steals incur in high overhead and
are very detrimental to parallel efficiency.
The results we obtained reflect and are in accordance with the characteristics of the N-
Queens problem i.e., many solutions which grow fast with the number of queens and
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sub-search spaces of similar size and representing a balanced search space tree.
Figure 5.7.4 depicts the parallel speedup (Figure 5.7.4a) and parallel efficiency (Figure 5.7.4b)













































Figure 5.7.4: Scalability - Queens (17).
For the case of MaCS, Figure 5.7.4 shows both the default and best cases. As the default
execution of MaCS leaves some room for improvement, we set to improve it based on the
analysis of previous information on overhead, performance and load balancing. The best
case corresponds to the results obtained after that analysis. More concretely, to reduce
the constant overhead on the execution caused by the work pool maintenance, the work
release interval is optimised for better performance.
Both MaCS (default) and PaCCS show good behaviour, scaling well as the number of cores
is increased, but it is notorious - particularly in Figure 5.7.4b - that the default settings
of MaCS are not as effective as they could. With eight cores (two nodes), the parallel
efficiency drops considerably (to 91%), although less steeply after that. The overhead
(Figure 5.7.2) is limiting better scalability. After improving MaCS execution based on the
interpretation of previous data on overhead and load balancing, we observed almost linear
speedups with a parallel efficiency of 96% with 512 cores. The improvement is simply
based on the reduction of the number of (extraneous) release operations.
Golomb Ruler
The Golomb Ruler is the first evaluated optimisation problem. The observed results are
for the 13-mark (M = 13) instance.
As with the N-Queens problem, we start by analysing how the overhead has an influence in
the total solving time (Figure 5.7.5). Contrarily to the previous problem, for the Golomb
Ruler problem, overhead remains low up to 256 cores. Nevertheless, as the number of
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Figure 5.7.5: Working Time and Overhead - Golomb Ruler (n=13).
As we can see from Figure 5.7.5, the overhead only becomes more noticeable at 512 cores,
where cores spend more time polling for remote steals. As for the overhead caused by other
operations such as releasing work, the influence is low and workers are kept busy almost
all the time.
When we observe the performance in terms of processed nodes as depicted by Figure 5.7.6,































Golomb ruler (n=13) - Performance
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MaCS
Figure 5.7.6: Performance (Million of nodes per second)- Golomb Ruler (n=13).
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One aspect relates to the achieved performance values: in comparison with the N-Queens
problem, this problem has a much lower rate of processed stores per second which indicates
a higher processing time per store. In fact, in terms of constraint solving, MaCS spends
on average 89% on propagation, 8% restoring and 3% on splitting.
From the perspective of work stealing and load balancing, Table 5.7.2 characterises the
Golomb Ruler problem.
Cores Total Nodes
Local Steals Remote Steals
Total per core Failed Rate Total per core Failed Rate
8 582527453 814 101.75 2 0.25% 49 6.12 2 3.92%
16 573035135 5299 331.23 17 0.32% 506 31.67 44 8.00%
32 630746327 22243 695.11 64 0.29% 2408 75.26 262 9.81%
64 722719476 109314 1708.04 353 0.32% 11504 179.75 851 6.89%
128 710208857 245152 1915.25 886 0.36% 29140 227.66 3220 9.95%
256 716886676 571054 2230.68 2407 0.42% 75035 293.11 10646 12.43%
512 763994075 1140119 2226.80 5428 0.47% 166404 325.01 35319 17.51%
Table 5.7.2: Work Stealing Information - Golomb Ruler (n=13).
As expected, the number of steals (local and remote) also increases although with dif-
ferences between local and remote steals. The number of local steals per core tends to
stagnate whereas the number of remote steals keeps increasing. More noteworthy though,
is that this problem exhibits a large and increasing rate of failed remote steals. Another
relevant point, observable in Table 5.7.2, is the increasing number of total nodes that are
processed until the solving process is finished.
Lastly, Figure 5.7.7 presents the actual obtained parallel speedup( 5.7.7a) and parallel
efficiency( 5.7.7b) for up to 512 cores, using MaCS and PaCCS. Contrarily to the previous
problem (N-Queens) only the execution with the default settings of MaCS are plotted as
they represent the best results.
The obtained results are encouraging but still leave room for improvement: MaCS sees
speedups up to 512 cores although with moderate efficiency (71% at 512 cores). When
related with the previous information on performance and load balancing, it becomes clear
that the moderate speedups and parallel efficiency are due to the increasing number of
nodes that must be processed. Although MaCS is close to ideal in terms of node throughput
and low overhead, the increasing number of nodes does not allow similar values in terms
of speedups and efficiency.
In summary, for both MaCS and PaCCS and when dealing with such optimisation problem,
the most hindering factor is the growth on the number of nodes to process. As such, it has
a less deterministic execution than a satisfaction problem since the number of processed
stores depends on how fast the optimal solution is found and how fast this optimal solution
is received and used by all workers. As the number of cores increases, the number of
processed nodes most often increases as well, increasing the size of the problem when
compared with the sequential execution.











































Figure 5.7.7: Scalability - Golomb Ruler (n=13)
Langford’s Problem
Langford’s Problem is another CSP that we used for our experimental evaluation. The
instance chosen was the L(2, 15) where k = 2 and n = 15.
As before, we started by analysing MaCS’ default execution in terms of overhead, in order































Figure 5.7.8: Working Time and Overhead - Langford’s Problem (L(2,15).
From Figure 5.7.8 we can see that most of the time is spent on the Working state. The
other notorious state is, similarly to the other CSP (N-Queens), Releasing i.e., the time
spent releasing work. This action is redundant in case there is a low requirement on work
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stealing. As the number of cores grows, we can see that Poll increases its influence, given
the increasing number of cores and remote steals to handle.
The observed overhead is reflected on the performance as depicted by Figure 5.7.9. The
performance of MaCS is more distant and diverging from the ideal case as we grow the
number of cores yet remains very competitive with other systems, which normally only do
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Figure 5.7.9: Performance (Million of nodes per second) - Langford’s Problem (L(2,15).
This problem has many similarities with our first problem (N-Queens). The solving pro-
cess also includes a high rate of processed nodes, as shown in Figure 5.7.9 and a similar
distribution of the time spent on the three steps of solving: 53% on propagation, 8% on
splitting and 39% on restoring. Again, a large portion of time is spent on retrieving nodes
from the pool, which explains the consistently high overhead incurred by redundant release
operations.
In terms of load balancing, the obtained information on work stealing allows us to observe
further similarities between this problem and the N-Queens problem. Table 5.7.3 presents
the obtained information.
The imbalance is rather low given the low number of steals (local and remote) when
compared to the total number of nodes processed. From Table 5.7.3 we can also observe
a high number of failed steals at large scale, resulting in useless cycle consumption and
increased overhead. The table also presents the total number of nodes processed, which
for this problem remain constant in the case of MaCS.
Finally, we depict the parallel speedup (Figure 5.7.10a) and parallel efficiency (Figure 5.7.10b)
of MaCS and compare them to those of PaCCS.
From Figure 5.7.10 we can observe that this problem also presents some challenges in
terms of scalability, as both MaCS and PaCCS demonstrate moderate parallel speedup
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Cores Total Nodes
Local Steals Remote Steals
Total per core Failed Rate Total per core Failed Rate
8 844084349 784 98.04 4 0.51% 61 7.71 4 6.15%
16 844084349 3839 239.96 39 1.01% 416 26.00 43 9.37%
32 844084349 18154 567.31 200 1.09% 2163 67.61 183 7.80%
64 844084349 56386 881.03 709 1.24% 7445 116.34 770 9.37%
128 844084349 184782 1443.61 2403 1.28% 26094 203.86 2357 8.28%
256 844084349 462595 1807.01 6628 1.41% 73149 285.74 7243 9.01%
512 844084349 1141629 2229.75 18008 1.55% 194806 380.48 21450 9.92%













































Figure 5.7.10: Scalability - Langford’s Problem L(2,15)
and efficiency. Already with 8 cores, the parallel efficiency of MaCS drops considerably
and further down to 64% with 512 cores. PaCCS behaves slightly worse, mainly due to
the increment on the number of nodes explored [109] from which MaCS does not suffer.
The default behaviour of MaCS is not optimal. The main cause is again the overhead
caused by redundant release of work, causing a constant overhead that can be removed, as
in the case of the N-Queens problems. Figure 5.7.10 also shows the best possible behaviour
of MaCS when we optimise the release interval. In this case, almost linear speedups up to
512 cores are possible with 93% of parallel efficiency at the maximum number of cores.
Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP)
The last problem evaluated was the QAP. The results were obtained with the esc16e
instance.
The QAP exhibits similar results (Figure 5.7.11) as the other optimisation problem (Golomb
Ruler) in terms of overhead and how workers spend their time. The overhead remains low
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for all states of execution, nevertheless with enlarging polling overhead as we increase the































Figure 5.7.11: Working Time and Overhead - QAP (esc16e).
Figure 5.7.12 depicts the obtained performance with MaCS when compared with the ideal
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Figure 5.7.12: Performance (Million of nodes per second) - QAP (esc16e).
This problem can be further paired with the other optimisation problem in what respects
how the constraint solving processed is divided: most of the time (80%) is spent on prop-
agation whereas splitting and restoring consume 5% and 15%, respectively.
Table 5.7.4 presents the information about work stealing. It shows that the total number
of steals (local and remote) increases as the number of cores increases. But interestingly,
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Cores Total Nodes
Local Steals Remote Steals
Total per core Failed Rate Total per core Failed Rate
8 328312656 1026 128.29 6 0.58% 54 6.75 0 0.00%
16 327522857 5499 343.71 24 0.43% 396 24.75 0 0.00%
32 327263896 19492 609.12 95 0.49% 1764 55.14 0 0.00%
64 327927026 78562 1227.54 403 0.51% 7325 114.45 13 0.18%
128 330423697 296747 2318.34 1612 0.54% 31601 246.88 52 0.16%
256 332779179 558626 2182.13 3007 0.54% 63200 246.88 266 0.42%
512 330921152 1203946 2351.46 4467 0.37% 136694 266.98 982 0.71%
Table 5.7.4: Work Stealing Information - QAP (esc16e).
the rate at which the number of steals increases is not constant. Up to 128 cores, the
number increases fairly constantly at a factor of 4. If we observe the number of steals per
core, we can observe an increase factor of two, roughly coincident with the increase of the
number of cores. However, at a larger scale, the number of steals increases more slowly
(around of factor of two) and when we observe the number of steals per core, we see this
number staying more constant, with a slight decrease at 256 cores. This tendency is valid
for both local and remote steals.
Another aspect relates to the number of failed steals: their number increases as the number
of cores used is increased but remain very low - ideal up to 32 cores with zero failures -
when compared with the total number of attempts to steal and when compared with the
results obtained with the other problems.
The QAP is an optimisation problem and for the reasons mentioned before, the number
of nodes (stores) processed by each run is not always the same, usually increasing as we
grow the number of cores. However, from Table 5.7.4 we can see that the growth is not
substantial.
Figure 5.7.13 depicts the scalability obtained for the QAP problem for up to 512 cores.
The obtained speedups are almost linear (Figure 5.7.13a) with a parallel efficiency above
90% (Figure 5.7.13b).
Both MaCS and PaCCS show good scalability up to 512 cores. With 512 cores, MaCS
shows a slightly better efficiency (93%) than PaCCS (90%) but both results are very similar.
Also in this problem, MaCS’ default settings reveal to be enough and the best.
The QAP sees, on average, a less significant increase on the total number of nodes than
the Golomb Ruler problem and therefore does not suffer as much in terms of scalability.












































Figure 5.7.13: Scalability - QAP (esc16e).
5.8 Discussion
The performance evaluation from the previous sections showed that it is possible to obtain
good scalability with MaCS on a large number of cores and with different kinds of problems.
The problems have similarities but also some differences which were made clear by the per-
formance evaluation. The sizes of the different problems, in terms of the number of nodes
processed, are of the same order of magnitude. The same can be said of the requirements
in terms of load balancing where the ratio between the number of stolen stores and the
total number of nodes processed is, on all problems, less than 0.5%. However, there are
two important differences: the rate at which steals happen and their failure rate. These
differences are related to the node throughput (performance) and the constraint solving
process.
The evaluated CSPs, N-Queens and Langford’s Problem, exhibit a high node throughput
since processing a single store is a fast operation. As a consequence, the accesses to and
maintenance of the work pool play an important role on scalability. On one hand the
overhead incurred from releasing work in the pool is large, limiting better efficiency. On
the other hand, more time is spent retrieving stores from the pool, including stealing
operations which happen at a higher rate. Hence, both problems show a high rate of failed
steals (local and remote).
The detailed evaluation of the different aspects allowed us to better understand the overall
behaviour and, for the problems with scalability issues, namely both CSPs, it was possible
to improve their scalability, reducing the overhead caused the release operations by simply
increasing the interval at which they should happen.
In the case of the evaluated COPs, processing a single store is more costly and hence there
is a lower node throughput. Both problems (QAP and Golomb Ruler) have low overhead
but suffer from an increasing problem size as more cores are added, which affects their
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scalability. On the QAP, the growth on the number of nodes processed is not substantial
and thus the parallel efficiency stays high (above 90% up to 512 cores). Moreover, the
QAP is the problem with the lowest rate of stealing failures (local and remote). On the
other hand, the Golomb Ruler problem, although having a linear speedup in terms of node
throughput, sees a large growth in the total number of stores processed and this growth is
reflected on the scalability.
Finally, it is constructive to refer to the capability and performance of MaCS in terms
of sequential execution. In our performance evaluation, we compared the scalability of
MaCS with that of PaCCS. PaCCS has showed comparable performance with Gecode and
since MaCS is a fork from PaCCS, sharing or re-implementing most of the implementation
specially in terms of constraint propagation, similar results were obtained. In other words,
the sequential execution of MaCS is comparable with that of PaCCS.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this first part of this thesis we set out to investigate a declarative programming approach,
Constraint Programming, using GPI as our underlying system and programming model.
We focused on complete constraint solving and aimed at developing a system that could
extract its potential for parallelism, making use of GPI and its features.
Search was identified as the component with the largest potential for parallel execution
and thus, in order to maximise this potential we attacked the problem from a more general
perspective. Focusing on parallel tree search, we implemented the mechanisms required
to deal with the most important challenge in such problem type namely, dynamic load
balancing. We implemented a new version of the UTS benchmark to take advantage of
GPI. The obtained performance and scalability revealed encouraging up to 3072 cores,
outperforming the MPI-based version by a factor of 2.5.
With the successful implementation of UTS, the comprehension of required mechanisms
and of the common arising problems, we developed a system for large-scale constraint
solving. We forked PaCCS, a recent and scalable constraint solver and used it as our base
point to experiment and further improve. MaCS, the Massively parallel Constraint Solver,
was the result of that development.
The main goal of MaCS was to take advantage of GPI to implement a parallel constraint
solver which would perform well in large scale parallel systems, validating some ideas of
PaCCS and introducing different and new options.
MaCS uses the compact and self-contained representation of a store similar to PaCCS. A
store becomes an independent unit of work, suitable to relocation and to be handled by
all participating workers. This representation allowed us to directly adapt the developed
work with UTS to implement MaCS and hence, benefit from GPI and the work stealing
strategy to deal with load balancing.
In the architecture of MaCS only one type of worker exists, responsible for all actions
related to constraint solving and the parallel execution. Although the amount of work
for each worker increases, it is possible to maintain the overhead low and achieve good
scalability.
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The approach taken and based on the observation that, from the parallelisation point of
view, parallel constraint solving could benefit from a general approach proved fruitful. The
experimental evaluation of MaCS showed a scalable parallel constraint solver on different
problems with different characteristics, similarly to the previous work with UTS. More-
over, the detailed evaluation of the different components and from different perspectives
revealed and identified important aspects such as sources of overhead which, together with
MaCS parameters, helped achieving high parallel efficiency and speedups up to 512 cores.
Although our objective was to go beyond this number as in the case of the UTS bench-
mark, the high contention for the utilisation of larger systems available did not permit us
to accomplish it.
Our aim of experimenting with large parallel systems was advantageous since as the num-
ber of processing units grows, the behaviour of programs is different. It becomes harder
to exploit parallelism, requiring different and efficient, even sometimes counter-intuitive,
approaches. Unfortunately, it was not yet possible to have further access to a larger sys-
tem - such as the one used for the experimental evaluation with the UTS benchmark - and
continue the research in this direction.
The other important goal of the first part of this thesis was to study GPI and its suit-
ability to such problems and their parallel execution. In both cases, the UTS benchmark
and MaCS, the implementation with GPI showed encouraging performance and scalability
results. Not only was it possible to achieve high parallel efficiency but also it allowed to
improve on previous implementations.
One aspect, as important as the obtained results, is the fact that this work allows us to fur-
ther understand the requirements of such computations. We argue it is possible to extend
GPI with more functionality that matches even further these requirements while keeping
an asynchronous and one-sided semantics. More concretely, the active polling strategy as
a way to enforce synchronisation is efficient but not optimal. Although it constitutes a
form of weak and asynchronous synchronisation, it still holds a source of parallel overhead
that could be avoided. Instead of having to poll to perform an associated task, a thread
could perform it only when it is really required to. In the case of work stealing, the task
requiring polling is the remote steal. One possibility would be extending GPI with Active
Messages [133]. Active Messages execute a handler upon message arrival and are therefore
convenient for remote (atomic) operations such as the remote steal operation of MaCS.
We can therefore conclude that with such engagement, featuring a recent technology such
as GPI and a declarative model based on constraints, it possible to obtain good scalability
at large scale. Likewise, the claim that declarative approaches allow using parallel systems
with increased productivity holds. With an approach such as Constraint Programming,
the user can concentrate on the problem and less on the low-level details of parallel pro-
gramming. As a byproduct, it encourages the user to tackle larger and harder instances of
problems.
The encouraging results obtained with MaCS sustain the possibility of further extending
this work in many ways. One is to extend the study of MaCS’ behaviour on more problems,
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with different characteristics and experiment at larger scale in terms of the number of
processors (cores) used and type of hardware (Intel Xeon Phi, GPUs).
The implementation of MaCS can also benefit from different optimisations and different
strategies to overcome some problems. One example is the design of a new mechanism to
avoid redundant polling, specially in problems with a low requirement in terms of work
stealing. Here, a possible option would be the use of GPI passive communication. Closely
related would be the addition of an automatic mechanism to detect the best work pool
management policy, for example, in what respects the interval of release operations.
Another further improvement would be the inclusion of different strategies to find a victim
in work stealing operations. This improvement would aim at reducing the observed number
of failed steals (local and remote).
As observed in the performance evaluation, Constraint Optimisation Problems suffer from
a growth of the problem size as more cores are added to the solving process. Here, a more
efficient dissemination of the bound value could potentially mitigate that growth and thus,
raise the parallel efficiency at large scale on such problems.
More generally, it would be interesting to answer the often considered question of whether
re-computation, copying or even a hybrid approach of both can be better suited to exploit
parallelism of large scale.
With the continued dissemination of parallel systems, Constraint Programming has the
possibility to be more widely used. The work in this thesis and further research could
allow the development of a general framework usable by different constraint solvers to take
advantage of such parallel systems.







In this second part of the thesis we study an alternative approach to solving problems
modelled on constraints: Constraint-based Local Search. Local Search is a very effective
paradigm shown to be very efficient with a multitude of problem types. Constraint-based
Local Search combines the declarative power of Constraint Programming with the effec-
tiveness of Local Search.
There exist different Local Search methods, a well researched topic due to its usefulness
and simplicity. We focus on the Adaptive Search algorithm as a representative of such
algorithms. We provide the required to context to understand Local Search and its paral-
lelisation. We then change our focus to the Adaptive Search method, where we present and





Problems modelled with constraints involve methods that find solutions in a large search
space. This chapter presents Local Search as one of such methods and discusses the aspects
and approaches to their parallel execution. This chapter also introduces Constraint-based
Local Search, an approach that uses local search and constraints to solve hard combinatorial
problems.
7.1 Introduction
In a declarative model based on constraints, a problem is presented as a constraint satis-
faction problem (CSP) or a constraint optimisation problem (COP). Solving satisfaction
or optimisation problems involves methods that require finding solutions in a large search
space (search) together with techniques to prune parts of that search space that can remain
unexplored due to their known lack of (optimal) solutions (inference).
Previously, we made the distinction between complete and incomplete methods when solv-
ing a CSP (or a COP). Complete methods have the property of completeness i.e., they can
prove optimality of a solution or prove its nonexistence whereas incomplete methods can-
not. Completeness often requires the use of search, to look for alternatives when reasoning
(inference) is exhausted.
Search is a crucial component of approaches that try to cope with NP-hard combinatorial
optimisation and decision problems. If search is performed in a more systematic form as in
backtracking-based methods, providing the guarantee to find the optimal solution or prove
the feasibility of the problem, we refer to such search methods as complete. However, com-
plete search algorithms impose a limitation on the problem size they are able to solve due
to the exponential increase in processing time and memory requirements. An alternative
are incomplete search algorithms which do not guarantee to find optimal solutions in finite
time or prove that no solution exists. However, such methods are often necessary for large
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problem sizes. The solutions found are usually of high quality and thus, these algorithms
are very effective.
Local Search algorithms are incomplete and based on the simple idea of “searching” by
iteratively moving from one candidate solution to one of its neighbouring solutions. A move
- a local change - is applied based on local knowledge only (hence the name Local Search).
This process is iterated until a stop criterion is met, returning the current solution. Such
algorithms are very effective as they converge rapidly to good quality “zones” of the search
space. However, it is possible – and such is their main disadvantage – to get trapped in
poor quality regions and return a non-optimal solution, i.e. a local minimum.
Notwithstanding the effectiveness of local search methods, for a considerable class of prob-
lem instances, the running time required might still be too substantial. One way to cope
with this problem is by introducing parallelism. There exist different strategies to exploit
parallelism in Local Search algorithms. Besides better performance, the parallel execution
can make algorithms more robust, increasing the solution quality over a higher number of
problem instances and characteristics.
In the first part of this thesis, we focused on complete search. In this second part, we con-
centrate on incomplete methods, namely Local Search. This first chapter introduces Local
Search, some known algorithms and then focuses on the details about their parallelisation.
7.2 Local Search
Many problems require looking through a large search space to find solutions. While for
some problems or instances thereof, it is possible to find solutions through an exhaustive
exploration of the search space, many others require exponential run-time. In this case,
completeness has be to sacrificed in order to obtain some solutions in polynomial time.
Local search algorithms are among the most effective to tackle hard problems with expo-
nential run-time. Although these algorithms are not complete, they often find high quality
solutions very efficiently. These algorithms have been applied to a large number of problem
types [68, 54] such as circuit design, scheduling or planning problems.
Local search algorithms are a class of algorithms that move along the search space by
replacing a candidate solution by a neighbouring one (Figure 7.2.1). Such algorithms start
with an initial candidate solution, identify possible moves in the neighbourhood and select
the best one based on some criteria. A move to the best neighbour is performed by applying
some local change to the current configuration1, picking the best candidate to replace the
current one.
Local Search algorithms make use of heuristics to be able to identify a ’good’ solution and
select neighbours of a configuration. A heuristic defines what constitutes a neighbourhood
1We use the term configuration to refer to a candidate solution. We distinguish a candidate solution
from a solution in that a solution is the final state returned by the algorithm.
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Solution
Initial state
Figure 7.2.1: Local Search - moves along a search space
and is one of the main aspects that differentiates local search methods. In general, it is
problem dependent and it is related to the definition of the problem’s objective function.
There are important entities that need to be defined when discussing local search methods:
the neighbourhood structure, the local minimum and the cost function. (Here we adopt
the definitions from [127]).
Definition 4. Let S be the search space given by the set of all candidate solutions. A
neighbourhood structure is a function N (s) : S 7→ 2S that assigns to every s ∈ S a set of
neighbours N (s) ⊆ S. N (s) is also called the neighbourhood of s.
The neighbourhood structure can also be seen as a graph, denominated the neighbourhood
graph. The nodes of the graph are configurations which are connected by an edge in
case they are neighbours. A local search algorithm progresses by performing a walk on
this graph, (usually) moving to the best possible neighbour. This walk is performed by a
series of moves, transitions between neighbouring configurations. Such transitions are local
modifications of some part of a candidate solution s which implicitly move a configuration
to its chosen neighbour.
The move to be performed is selected based on the cost function. A cost function F
associates to each solution s ∈ S a value F (s) which estimates the quality the solution. It
is used to guide the search towards better solutions. In the case of a satisfaction problem,
where one is only searching for solutions, the cost function commonly is based on the
number of violated constraints, providing a metric on how far the current configuration is
from a final solution (where no constraints are violated). In the case of an optimisation
problem, the cost function also takes into account the objective function of the problem.
The major drawback of local search is that it relies on the cost function to estimate the
quality of a solution as well as the possible local changes. As such, it can only guide the
search towards locally good solutions.
Definition 5. A local minimum is a solution s such that ∀s′ ∈ N (s) : F (s) ≤ F (s′). We
call a local minimum a strict local minimum if we have ∀s′ ∈ N (s) : F (s) < F (s′).
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While performing a walk, it is possible that a local search algorithm cannot improve the
value of the cost function F or in other words, none of its neighbours represents a move to
a solution with a lower value of F . Such a solution is a local minimum.
A very informal graphical representation of the progress of a local search algorithm can
be depicted as in Figure 7.2.2. The walk is performed within the solution space while
decreasing the value of the cost function. In some points, a local minimum is encountered.
Assuming that the algorithm maintains mechanisms that allow it to avoid being trapped
in local minima, the cost function may increase in some parts before it finds the global
minimum.
Figure 7.2.2: Representation of local minima
The existence of local minima is very common and different problems can have a large
or low number of local minima. Their presence plays an important role and therefore
there is substantial work and different techniques that aim at avoiding or escaping local
minima. Some of the most simple techniques are restarts and randomisation. When a local
minimum is encountered one simple approach is to simply restart the search procedure.
Another option is to choose randomly one of the neighbours even though it does not
improve on the cost function.
The general ideal of Local Search is simple and easy to understand, a reason which justifies
its broad and frequent use. It turns out easy to implement by non-experts. A template of
a Local Search algorithm is shown in Algorithm 8.
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Algorithm 8 Simple Local Search template
1: s0 ← InitialSolution(S)
2: i← 0
3: repeat
4: m← SelectMove(si, F,N);
5: if AcceptableMove(m, si, F ) then
6: si+1 ← si ◦m
7: else
8: si+1 ← si
9: end if
10: i← i+ 1
11: until StopCriterion(si, i)
The initial solution (InitialSolution) can be generated differently, according to the specific
algorithm. Some algorithms require the construction of the initial solution to be performed
in a specific way while others do not. In the latter case, other algorithms (e.g. constructive)
can be used to obtain the initial solution or else it can be generated randomly.
The algorithm iteratively proceeds by applying moves given an acceptance criterion. If a
move is accepted, then it is performed and the search continues from the new configuration
(si+1).
The main loop stops when some termination criterion (StopCriterion) is met, specific to
an algorithm and related to the quality of the solution and/or a maximum number of
iterations.
To make the picture clearer, consider the example of solving a CSP with a local search
algorithm (applying the template from Algorithm 8): the algorithm is started with a
random initial solution i.e., a random instantiation for each variable. A move is selected
by considering the neighbourhood of the solution. The neighbourhood can be defined as
the set of solutions that differ in a single variable instantiation from the current solution.
From the whole set of neighbours, the one which reduces the number of violated constraints
is accepted and a move towards that configuration is performed. This process continues
until no more constraints are violated or the maximum number of allowed iterations is
reached (the stop criterion), returning the last configuration as the final solution of the
algorithm.
7.2.1 Meta-Heuristics
One disadvantage of simple Local Search algorithms is the possibility of getting trapped in
local minima or poor quality parts of the search space. Local Search is based on heuristics
and as such, it is subject to fail. Heuristics have this inherent limitation because they are
just an informed guess, based on limited information. Therefore, local search algorithms
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may fail to find a solution or result in a sub-optimal one. It is possible to use strategies such
as randomisation or restarting but these are only simple techniques which only alleviate
the problem.
Trying to overcome this issue has lead to the development of so called Meta-heuristics.
These are more general and complex schemes to solve large and complex problems. Meta-
heuristics can be defined “as master strategies (heuristics) that guide and modify other
heuristics to produce solutions beyond those normally identified by heuristics such as local
search” [49].
Meta-heuristics, similarly to local search, also move between solutions but do so in a more
intelligent manner, allowing for example a move to a “non-improving” solution if doing
so it can avoid a premature stop of the procedure. Likewise, mechanisms to avoid cycling
(re-visiting a sequence of solutions), learning and memorising previous solutions and parts
of the search space are often used and beneficial.
Sometimes both terms, Local Search and Meta-heuristics, are used to refer to the same
approach. Both refer to the use of heuristics to guide the search for a solution.
7.2.2 Intensification and Diversification
Two important concepts when considering Local Search methods are Intensification and
Diversification. The concept of search intensification means that a more thorough explo-
ration of the certain areas of the search space is performed, areas which seem heuristically
more “’promising”. With intensification one can try to ensure that the best solutions in
such areas are found.
A general problem of Local Search methods is that these tend to remain very local and
restrict their exploration to certain portions of the search space, failing to explore other,
more interesting, areas. To avoid this problem, some diversification mechanism must by
used to ’force’ the exploration of other parts of the search space which otherwise would
remain unexplored. One already mentioned technique is, for example, restarting the search
procedure from another, possibly randomised, point.
It is important to stress that a good trade-off between intensification and diversification
is crucial to the good performance of a Local Search technique. Both interact in complex
ways, and minor variations can make a considerable difference in the actual performance
of the algorithm.
7.2.3 Algorithms
In this section we review some popular and influential algorithms: some are more basic
local search approaches such as the Hill Climbing techniques, others rely on more complex
mechanisms (Meta-Heuristics) such as memory, probabilities (e.g., Tabu Search, Simulated
Annealing) or some nature-inspired structure.
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Hill Climbing
Hill Climbing techniques are among the simplest local search techniques. They are based
on the simple idea of iterative improvement: at each step, take a move that improves on
the current solution where improving means to do so for the cost function or leave its value
unchanged.
The family of Hill Climbing algorithms includes several well-know techniques:
SHC The Steepest Hill Climbing selects, at each iteration, the neighbour with the mini-
mum value of the cost function. The move is accepted if it is an improving one and
thus it stops as soon as it reaches a local minimum.
RHC With the Random Hill Climbing technique, the neighbour is chosen randomly from
the neighbourhood of the current solution. The move is accepted if the cost function
improves or remains equal. If the cost degrades, the current solution stays the same
for the next iteration.
MCHC The widely used Min-Conflict Hill Climbing [122] technique is divided into two
steps: first, it chooses a random variable v of the current solution that is involved in
at least one constraint violation. Secondly, it selects for variable v, the moves that
change the value of v and minimises the number of constraint violations.
Simulated Annealing
Simulated Annealing [78, 15] is a popular technique that received its name by analogy with
the physical annealing of solids, a process of cooling a substance to grow a perfect solid,
in a controlled manner.
Simulated Annealing starts by creating a random initial solution. At each iteration, a
neighbour of the current solution is generated at random. If the new solution is an im-
provement then it is accepted; otherwise, the new solution is accepted with a probability
e−∆/T where ∆ is the difference of costs between the new and the current solutions and
T is the temperature parameter. The temperature parameter T is updated at a defined
cooling rate, starting from an initial high temperature T0.
There are many variants of the basic Simulated Annealing, focusing on the different pa-
rameters such as the temperature and its decrease or the probabilistic acceptance rule.
Tabu Search
Tabu Search was proposed and introduced in [53, 51, 52] and was used extensively in several
problem domains [28, 46, 63, 125]. It is a memory-based strategy as it keeps features of
solutions and the search process across iterations. Its basic mechanism (more complex ones
are possible) proceeds as the following: at each iteration a subset of the neighbourhood
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of the current configuration is explored. The element of this subset of the neighbourhood
that gives a minimum value for the cost function is taken even if its value is worse than
the current solution. The method includes a tabu list which keeps track of the last m
moves. If a move is in the tabu list, it can not be executed. This prevents cycling i.e.,
visiting previously visited solutions and stagnation at local minima. One drawback with
this mechanism is that it overlooks good solutions. To overcome this, Tabu Search has
another mechanism called aspiration criterion that ignores the tabu status of a move if
the improvement it gives is large.
There are several improvements to Tabu Search related to its basic parameters (tabu list,
aspiration function, cardinality of the neighbourhood considered) that can be found in the
literature [47].
GRASP
GRASP [39] is a multi-start procedure. A multi-start procedure relies on the fact that by
using different starting solutions, local search will eventually lead to the global optimum.
However, instead of using randomly generated solutions, GRASP uses a greedy algorithm
to construct a solution, one element at a time and hence produce solutions of better quality.
The general scheme works as follows: on each restart, a randomised greedy construction
heuristic is used to generate an initial solution, which is then improved by local search.
A defined number of restarts is performed and the best overall solution is returned as the
final solution.
One often pointed drawback of GRASP is the total independence of restarts, preventing
the method to exploit knowledge obtained in previous iterations to guide the search. To
that end, different strategies have been developed to make use of information accumulated
during iterations. Reactive GRASP [112] is one example. In [42] a pool of elite solu-
tions is used to implement path relinking [50], an approach to integrate diversification and
intensification in the search.
Nature-inspired Algorithms
There is a substantial amount of work dedicated to finding optimisation algorithms which
go beyond those already described. Some of which are fairly recent developments, and we
only discuss a few.
One curious common point of such algorithms is their inspiration on natural and biological
processes. The oldest and probably most successful of these nature-inspired algorithms are
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [64]. Essentially, GAs are based on Darwin’s ideas of evolution
and natural selection using crossover, mutation, fitness and selection of the fittest as oper-
ators. Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) [38] draws its inspiration on ants and their use of
pheromones as a chemical messenger. Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [77] is based on
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swarm behaviour such as that of fishes and birds, a phenomenon usually named swarm in-
telligence. PSO is similar to GAs but simpler, not making use of mutation or crossover but
rather real-number randomness and global communication among the swarming particles.
More recent developments include further nature-inspired algorithms. The Firefly Algo-
rithm [137] is inspired on the flashlight characteristics of fireflies. Cuckoo Search [139] is
based on the obligate brood parasitic behaviour of some cuckoo species in combination with
Lévy flight behaviour of some birds and fruit flies whereas bat-inspired algorithms [138]
are based on echolocation behaviour of bats.
These recent algorithms have proved efficiency in at least one problem type, emphasising
a trend towards finding the best algorithm for a specific class of problems and less so for
general-purpose algorithms.
7.3 Parallel Local Search
The parallelisation of Local Search algorithms or, for that matter, of Meta-heuristics re-
quires, from a programming point of view, the same general approach: one needs to identify
the points amenable to parallelisation, thereby extracting data and/or task parallelism. If,
on one hand, such algorithms have characteristics that make their parallelisation hard, on
the other they present new ways of exploiting parallelism. Instead of the more traditional
view where parallelisation is a mean of reducing the execution time, with local search
algorithms, and given their stochastic nature, different goals are possible:
Speedup one aims at reducing the execution time, speeding up the search.
Problem size adding more computing power allows one to tackle larger problem in-
stances, out of reasonable reach for a sequential execution.
Solution quality increase the solution quality by exploring different regions of the search
space, possibly ones not explored with a sequential execution.
Robustness increase the ability to deal with different problems and/or different instances
of a given problem while making the algorithm less sensitive to parameters and
problem-related tweaking. This also includes reducing the dispersion of execution
times required to find a solution for a problem instance.
Moreover, all the different goals can be combined resulting in for example, a better solution
in terms of quality in a reduced processing time.
An algorithm started from different initial solutions will almost certainly explore different
regions of the search space and return different solutions. The different regions of the
search space explored can then become a source of parallelism for meta-heuristic methods.
However, the analysis of parallel implementation of meta-heuristic methods becomes more
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complex because often the parallel implementation does not return the same solution as
the sequential implementation. Evaluation criteria based on the notion of solution quality
(i.e., does the method find a better solution?) have then to be used to qualify the more
classical performance metrics, such as speedup.
In [132], the authors observed that most algorithms are based on a few ideas only, abstract
from implementation details. They distinguish between tailored and general approaches.
Tailored approaches are applied to specific problems whereas general approaches can be
applied to a wide variety of problems. Furthermore, they distinguish between single-walk
and multiple-walk parallelism and between asynchronous and synchronous algorithms. In
the class of single-walk parallelism, a distinction is made between multiple-step and single-
step parallelism.
Tailored approaches depend on the problem they are applied to. In these approaches a spe-
cific part of the algorithm is parallelised such as the computation of the cost. This reduces
their applicability but can be of advantage due their specificity (e.g. better performance).
General approaches are more appealing as they can be applied to different problems. They
can be classified as single- or multiple-walk. In single-walk parallel local search a single
walk is performed in parallel. This approach can be further characterised as single- or
multiple-step algorithms. A multiple-walk algorithm performs several single walks i.e., each
processor performs a single walk. The walk each processor performs can be independent
or an interacting walk. Finally, in single-walk and multiple-walk parallel local search a
further distinction can be made, between synchronous and asynchronous algorithms. In
synchronous algorithms, one or more steps are performed simultaneously by all processors
whereas in asynchronous algorithms, the steps of the algorithms do not need to occur at
the same time or with fixed time intervals.
In the Single-Walk approach, speedup is pursued by parallelising the evaluation of the
cost function or on creating the neighbourhood. The walk is likely to go through the
same steps, in the same order as the sequential algorithm. The performance advantage
comes from a faster evaluation of the cost function or a better search procedure allowed
by creating a larger neighbourhood.
Independent Multiple-Walks constitute the simplest approach to parallel local search.
A walk is carried out by each processor without any communication between them. Pro-
cessors (search threads) start at a solution and perform their own walk, intersecting or
not, with walks from other processors. The same or different algorithms can be used to
perform the walk, with the same or different parameters. Furthermore, each search thread
can start from the same or from a different solution.
Due to its simplicity, this approach is often used. But more importantly, the yield results
in terms of speedup and solution quality are also very appealing as stated in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1. Let Qp(t) be the probability of not having found a solution with a given
quality in t time units with P independent walks. If Q1(t) = with λ ∈ R+ i.e., Q1
corresponds to an exponential distribution, then QP (t) = e
−pt/λ
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Proposition 1 tells us that it is possible to achieve linear speedup with the independent
multiple-walk approach if the probability to find a (sub)optimal solution within a given
amount of time units is distributed exponentially.
A similar proposition can be made for the case of a two parameter (shifted) exponential
distribution:
Proposition 2. Let Pp(t) be the probability of not having found a solution with a given
quality in t time units with p independent walks. If P1(t) = e
−(t−µ)λ with λ ∈ R+ i.e., Q1
corresponds to a two parameter exponential distribution, then QP (t) = e
−p(t−µ)λ
Independent Multiple-Walks are attractive since they are easy to implement, possibly lead-
ing to good speedups if problems satisfy Propositions 1 or 2. Since several search threads
perform different walks, a good coverage of the search space can be made given a good
search space partitioning that avoids intersecting walks and redundant work. Still, this
possibility exists and if this redundancy exists, some of the potential of parallelism is being
lost. Also, the information collected by the algorithm in its own walk could be used to
guide the walks of other threads, improving the overall global search.
Interacting Multiple-Walks try to overcome some of the shortcomings of the Inde-
pendent Multiple-Walks by introducing interaction (cooperation) between search threads.
In these approaches, the different search threads communicate among them, sharing or
exchanging information about their own walk, in order to improve their walk with the
information from others. One expects that the information exchange would speedup the
convergence to the best solution, but also help find better solutions within the same com-
putation time bounds as the Independent Multiple-Walk.
An Interacting Multiple-Walk poses more difficulties in terms of implementation. Several
questions have to be answered and a tighter coupling with the programming environment
is usually required to be able to answer them, together with higher proficiency in parallel
programming. These questions are mostly related to the communication and are key points.
The general aim is that the communication, although an extra step, allows the algorithm to
achieve better performance and this is only possible by communicating useful information
at the right moment. Search threads become cooperation partners searching for a global
solution, augmenting their local view.
Among the important questions, we distinguish, similarly to [129], the following ones:
• What information should be communicated?
• When should the communication take place?
• What is the communication structure?
• What to do with the communicated information?
The question of what information should be communicated is probably the most difficult.
The information exchange should be helpful and meaningful so that the global search
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improves. One option is to communicate complete solution(s) such as the current best
solution or at least “good” solutions, sometimes referred as elite solutions. Another option
is to communicate context information which has been gathered by a search thread during
its own walk as for example, exchanging statistical information or details particular to the
workings of an algorithm (e.g. tabu list in Tabu Search).
The communication exchange constitutes an extra step, to add to the sequential execu-
tion of the algorithm. Thus, the question is when should this step be taken so that this
“disturbance” is minimal and is of advantage to the procedure. Redundant or useless
communication constitutes solely a source of overhead and is detrimental in terms of per-
formance. Search threads can communicate directly with each other through the exchange
of messages or indirectly through access to a global data structure (often used terms are
blackboard or elite pool). The communication can happen at an agreed-upon point of the
execution or each thread decides independently when the communication is done, according
to its own execution.
One important point related to the question of when should communication take place, is
how this communication should happen or what is the communication structure. In fact,
this is a general concern when designing a parallel algorithm. It relates to the logical struc-
ture of search processes and how they are organised. Search threads can be organised in
different structures and exchange information differently. It is possible that search threads
communicate with all other threads by broadcasting information or to define topologies
such as rings, toruses or other types of communication graphs. Also, considerations about
the underlying hardware have to be made (e.g., is the target a shared-memory system or
a distributed shared-memory system?).
The last important question – what to do with the communicated information – defines how
the procedure acts on the communicated information to its advantage. A search thread,
upon receiving a solution, can ’blindly’ accept it and use it to progress further. Or it may
save it for use in a later stage of execution, or use it directly or even draw more complex
information from it.
All of the previous questions are interrelated and answering one of them may influence
the answer to another. Moreover, introducing cooperation ought to preserve the trade-
off between intensification and diversification of the algorithm. While communication is
intended to provide extra meaningful information, it may be biased to the intensification
of the search since there may be a tendency to follow well-behaving threads. There might
be the need to define extra mechanisms to allow the search to diversify in the presence of
such implicit intensifying behaviour.
In [26] the authors adopt a classification, generalising that of [25], to describe different
parallel strategies for meta-heuristics. In that classification, three dimensions are identified
and indicate: i) how the global problem-solving process is controlled, ii) how the informa-
tion is exchanged among processes and iii) the variety of methods involved in the search
for solutions. Their classification is more comprehensive and fine-grained but proceeds on
the same spirit.
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Related work
The work on parallel local search and meta-heuristics is very broad, addressing particular
algorithms only but also more general and comprehensive issues.
We already referred to [132, 26] as surveys and taxonomies to generalise and describe differ-
ent strategies for parallel local search and meta-heuristics. More recently, [27] recalled the
same taxonomy and discuss implementation issues particularly the influence of the charac-
teristics of the target architecture, focusing on Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) [97]
and Bee Colony Optimisation (BCO) [128].
It is noteworthy to refer that in [26], the authors provide an important survey with many
references to the broad field of parallel meta-heuristics. That includes syntheses to par-
ticular methodologies as well as to syntheses that address more than one methodology.
We refer to that work for further references on particular algorithms (simulated annealing,
tabu search, genetic-based evolutionary methods, scatter search, ant-colony methods and
Variable Neighbourhood Search) and more general surveys, to avoid redundant referencing.
Local search methods have also been used to develop SAT solvers and check the satisfiability
of Boolean formulae. There exist different approaches for parallel SAT and several solvers
were developed [105, 4, 60] with good results.
In spite of the broad and constant work on parallel local search and meta-heuristics, there
isn’t much work focused on large-scale parallelism that for instance, makes use of more than
32 cores. There is a certain trend that focuses on the use of recent hardware namely GPUs,
to accelerate and investigate parallel local search (see for example [85, 131]), acknowledging
that research in this direction is gaining momentum.
7.4 Constraint-based Local Search
As presented in previous chapters, constraint programming constitutes a useful methodol-
ogy to solve a variety of combinatorial problems at a high level of abstraction manageable
by domain experts whereas local search approaches to combinatorial optimisation are able
to isolate optimal or near-optimal solutions with high performance and handle large prob-
lem sizes, but usually require a more involved and sensitive programming effort.
Constraint-based Local Search (CBLS [62]) is a method for solving combinatorial optimi-
sation problems that combines constraint programming and local search, using constraints
to describe and control local search. In a sense, this approach tries to get the best of
both, with high level modelling and control at high performance and towards real world
instances.
In CBLS, the set of constraints C of a problem is associated with a function F which serves
as a violation metric and maps the variable assignments α to a single, non-negative value.
Each constraint c can be given a weight wc to aid at guiding the search. The problem is
turned into a minimisation problem:








The function F is the cost function to which the local search algorithm is applied. If
the algorithm finds the global minimum i.e., FC = 0 then the corresponding assignment
satisfies the set of constraints C. if FC > 0 then C was not satisfied and the returned
solution is the best found solution.
The reference work on CBLS is Comet [94, 95], as a successor of Localizer [93]. Comet is an
object-oriented programming language specifically designed to support the implementation
of local search algorithms and supporting an architecture around constraints. Galinier and
Hao [45] present a general approach for solving constraint problems by local search. More
recently, Kangaroo [102], a CBLS system, is introduced, reporting a smaller footprint
and faster results when compared with Comet. It employs a lazy strategy for updating
invariants as its most distinguishing feature.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented Local Search, Meta-heuristics and referred to Constraint-
Based Local Search as an approach to solve hard combinatorial problems that require
searching through a large search space.
The idea of Local Search is simple, intuitive and easy to implement by domain experts.
However, it is an incomplete method and it may get trapped in low quality regions of the
search space and lead to local minima. A good trade-off between search intensification and
diversification must be considered.
Local Search is based on heuristics and has a stochastic behaviour. Its characteristics
pose a hard challenge to the parallel execution and on how to take advantage of paral-
lelism. Elementary questions such as if communication is at all required or what to exactly
communicate must be answered.
We have presented Parallel Local Search as a topic based on a few general ideas: whether
search threads perform a single or multiple walks, starting from the same or different con-
figurations or if they cooperate by communicating and acting on meaningful information.
There is no definitive answer to the best approach. Different algorithms can be used to
tackle problems with fundamentally different characteristics.




The Adaptive Search algorithm is a local search procedure which proved itself effective
for several classes of problems. This chapter introduces Adaptive Search and its parallel
adaptations. We present a new parallel version of Adaptive Search based on GPI and
its different variants. Our experimental evaluation presents an in-depth analysis of its
behaviour when executed on up to 512 cores.
8.1 Introduction
Adaptive search [20, 21] is a local search method for solving Constraint Satisfaction Prob-
lems (CSPs.) The key idea of the approach is to take into account the structure of the
problem given by the CSP description, and to use in particular variable-based informa-
tion to structure applicable meta-heuristics. Because of this, Adaptive Search may be
characterised as a Constraint-Based Local Search (CBLS) method.
The input to this method is a problem in the CSP format. Again, this means a set of
variables with their respective finite domain of possible values and a set of constraints over
these variables.
The method is not limited to any specific type of constraint. However, it does require
an explicit indication of how much a constraint is being violated, in the form of an error
function. For example: an arithmetic constraint X − Y < C will have as error function
max(0, |X − Y | − C).
The basic idea of this method can be described by 3 steps:
1. compute the error function for each constraint
2. combine, for each variable, the errors of all constraints in which it appears
3. the variable with the high largest error will be chosen and thus have its value modified.
In this step it uses the well-known Min-Conflict [122] heuristics and select the value
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in the variable domain that has the most tempting value, that is, the value for which
the total error in the next configuration is minimal.
To avoid being trapped in local minima and loops the method uses a short-term adaptive
memory similar to Tabu Search.
In this thesis, we concentrate on the Adaptive Search method as our Local Search method
to investigate due to its efficiency and the existing work on parallel execution with MPI.
This provides us with a basis for comparison in our own experimentation.
Another important point is the availability of models for different problems with different
characteristics. The models are available with optimised parameters, which we use as a
starting point.
8.2 The Algorithm
For instance, consider an n-ary constraint c(X1, · · ·Xn) and associated variable domains
D1, · · ·Dn. An error function fc associated to the constraint c is a positive-valued function
from D1×· · ·×Dn such that fc(X1, · · ·Xn) has value zero iff c(X1, · · ·Xn) is satisfied. The
error function is used as a heuristic to represent the degree of satisfaction of a constraint and
thus gives an indication on how much the constraint is violated. This is very similar to the
notion of “penalty functions” used in continuous global optimisation. This error function
can be seen as (an approximation of) the distance of the current configuration to the closest
satisfiable region of the constraint domain. Since the error is only used to heuristically guide
the search, we can use any approximation when the exact distance is difficult (or even
impossible) to compute. Adaptive Search is a simple algorithm (see Algorithm 9) but it
turns out to be quite efficient in practise [21]. Considering the complexity/efficiency ratio,
this can be a very effective way to implement constraint solving techniques, especially
for “anytime” algorithms where (approximate) solutions have to be computed within a
bounded amount of time.
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Algorithm 9 Adaptive Search Base Algorithm
Input: problem given in CSP format: some tuning parameters:
• set of variables Xi with their domains • TT : number of iterations a variable is frozen
• set of constraints Cj with error functions • RL: number of frozen variables triggering a reset
• function to project constraint errors on vars • RP : percentage of variables to reset
• (positive) cost function to minimise • MI: maximal number of iterations before restart
• MR: maximal number of restarts




3: Restart← Restart+ 1
4: Iteration← Tabu Nb← 0
5: Compute a random assignment A of variables in V
6: Opt Sol← A
7: Opt Cost← cost(A)
8: repeat
9: Iteration← Iteration+ 1
10: Compute errors of all constraints in C and combine errors on each variable
11: . (by considering only the constraints in which a variable appears)
12: Select the variable X (not marked Tabu) with highest error
13: Evaluate costs of possible moves from X
14: if no improvement move exists then
15: mark X as Tabu until iteration number: Iteration+ TT
16: Tabu Nb← Tabu Nb+ 1
17: if Tabu Nb ≥ RL then
18: randomly reset RP % variables in V (and unmark those Tabu)
19: end if
20: else
21: Select the best move
22: Update the value of X, yielding the next configuration A′
23: if cost(A′) < Opt Cost then
24: Opt Sol← A← A′
25: Opt Cost← cost(A′)
26: end if
27: end if
28: until a solution is found or Iteration ≥MI
29: until a solution is found or Restart ≥MR
30: output(Opt Sol, Opt Cost)
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8.3 Parallel Adaptive Search
When parallelising an algorithm one aims at identifying hot-spots and sources of paral-
lelism. In Adaptive Search these sources of parallelism are essentially the inner loop of the
algorithm and the search space of the problem.
By inner loop we refer to the loop of the Algorithm 9 starting at line 8. Within this loop
there are several possibilities to exploit parallelism:
i. On line 10, the computation of errors on each variable could be done in parallel by
partitioning the current configuration in n different portions, exploiting data paral-
lelism.
ii. On line 12, the algorithm selects the variable with the highest error. It is possible
that more than one such variable exist i.e., it may be the case that several variables
have the same highest error. In this case, the sequential execution of Adaptive Search
chooses a random variable from the set of variables with highest error. A parallel
implementation could proceed with a set of n variables instead of just one to the next
step and pick the best improving move from all the possible choices.
iii. On line 13, the same as in the previous point could be argued. The number of possible
moves such that there is an improvement of cost is not necessarily one i.e., several
moves are possible that yield the same improvement of the cost and the sequential
implementation chooses a random one in this case. A parallel version could proceed
with n different but equally improving moves, concurrently.
Each of the possibilities can be exploited separately or together as a series of steps in a
fork-join model.
The problem with exploiting the inner loop of the algorithm is its granularity: it is too
fine-grained. The overhead associated with synchronisation and dispatching of tasks comes
at too high a cost.
The other main source of parallelism is the search space (domain) of the problem itself.
Theoretically, this domain could be decomposed in several disjoint partitions to be explored
in parallel and without dependencies. However, in practise, several issues arise with this.
Each partition is in general still too large for a sequential execution and more importantly,
not the whole search space is equally valid and the exploration should avoid areas of it
that lead to poor solutions. Moreover, it is hard and expensive to control and maintain
the search conducted in the different partitions since a Local Search algorithm only has
a local view of the search space. One example is the case of problems that have the best
solutions clustered in a particular region of the search space. In this case, the algorithm
should converge to that zone but in case of parallel execution avoid redundant work, as
much as possible.
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The Adaptive Search method has already been subject to some research on its parallel
behaviour. Previous work on parallel implementations of the Adaptive Search algorithm
have mostly focused on independent multiple-walks, requiring neither communication nor
shared memory between processing units.
In [33], the authors present a parallel implementation of the Adaptive Search algorithm for
the Cell/BE, a heterogeneous multicore architecture. The system includes 16 processors
(the SPEs) where each one starts with a different random configuration. The PPE acts
as the master processor, waiting for the message of a found solution. For such number
of processing units, the results were very promising, achieving for some problems linear
speedup.
Further work with Parallel Adaptive Search continued to follow the same approach with no
communication between workers but, more interestingly, concentrating on cluster systems
with a larger number of cores.
In [14], the authors experiment and investigate the performance of a multiple independent-
walk on a system with up to 256 cores. The parallelisation was done with MPI and involves
the introduction of a “communication step” which tests if termination was detected (i.e.,
a solution was found) and terminates the execution properly, in case it was.
The presented performance results are relatively modest in terms of parallel efficiency and
still far away for the ideal speedup. This contrasts with the results obtained at a smaller
scale (i.e., . up to 16 cores) in previous work with the Cell/BE. This points out the need
for better alternative strategies in order to better exploit large-scale parallelism.
In [31, 32], the authors focus on a particular problem, the Costas Array Problem (CAP),
and its parallel execution on a large number of cores. The CAP is a hard combinatorial
problem with practical applications and the authors present its modelling and parameter
tuning. Using an independent multiple-walk, they observed linear speedups on different
systems and up to 4096 cores (IBM Blue Gene/P).
Since the independent multiple-walk approach still leaves space for improvement in terms
of parallel efficiency and scalability for some problems, new ways to take full advantage of
parallel systems must be found. This means that some form of communication or more
generally said, cooperation, must be introduced.
In [13], the authors experiment with more complex strategies, where processes exchange
messages resembling branch-and-bound methods where the bound is exchanged between
all participants. In their work, two alternatives are attempted: i) exchanging the cost of
the current solution of each search process and ii) the current cost plus the number of
iterations needed to achieve that cost. Unfortunately, neither approach achieves better
results than an independent multiple-walk.
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8.4 AS/GPI
Previous work with parallel Adaptive Search provides some groundwork to build upon and
has showed that some problems exhibit scalability issues when run on a large number of
cores. Specifically, some problems were identified and some reasons were conjectured [13]:
• Restarting a search process seems to reinforce the intrinsic sequential duration in the
Adaptive Search method, thus producing a smaller parallel speedup. As a conse-
quence, the number of restarts should be minimised as much as possible;
• Taking the decision to restart every c iterations may not be the most effective one.
Each process spends a different amount of time on each of the c iterations. It is thus
very difficult to automatically tune this parameter, which clearly depends on the
problem size (at least.) Furthermore, taking a decision here can only trigger more
restarts than it should: if this can improve the search on some executions, it appears
not to be the case on average;
• The choice of the metric, i.e., the cost value, is not precise enough and may be
misleading in some cases. Other information should also be shared.
GPI seems à priori and from a high-level point of view, to be an interesting match to the
problem of parallelisation. Local search methods work with local information, trying to
progress and converge to solutions in a global search space, requiring little global infor-
mation. As demonstrated by previous work, some problems exhibit low parallel efficiency.
Hence, communication and cooperation become a possible avenue to further improve the
scalability. The communication with GPI is based on one-sided primitives that ought
to benefit the local view on a global search space, as it allows threads to cooperate asyn-
chronously. Moreover, communication is very efficient as GPI exploits the full performance
of the interconnect with little or no CPU intervention. Hence, we aim at exploring ways
to further improve the parallelisation of the Adaptive Search algorithm, exploiting the ef-
ficiency of GPI and its programming model, with the objective of getting further benefits.
But more importantly, we aim to find mechanisms, concepts or limitations that are general.
This study can be of benefit not only for Adaptive Search but also to find indicators that
might be helpful for local search in general or even other methods.
In general, we can define the following objectives:
• Further investigate and understand the behaviour of parallel Adaptive Search on
different problems and at large-scale.
• Investigate the possibilities offered by GPI and devise more sophisticated mech-
anisms for the parallel execution of Adaptive Search, improving its performance.
• Identify the – possibly new – problems generated by the previous point.
• Identify the consequences of using a different programming model such as GPI on
the development and parallel execution of a local search method.
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• Investigate the suitability of GPI for these problem domains.
The new parallel version of Adaptive Search based on GPI (AS/GPI) includes two variants
which we name TDO (Termination Detection Only) and PoC (Propagation of Configura-
tion).
The TDO variant implements the simple independent multiple-walk, serves mostly as our
basis for comparison with two major goals: first, with the existing MPI version, to make
sure that the implementation is correct and the performance is as expected. Second, to
allow us to measure the improvement (if any) obtained with the more complex PoC variant.
The PoC variant introduces more communication and sharing between working threads but
it is our expectation that the overhead will be offset by the performance gain.
The following sections present the two different variants in more detail.
8.4.1 Termination Detection Only
The variant with Termination Detection Only (TDO) is rather straightforward and imple-
ments the idea of an independent multiple-walk: all available cores execute the sequential
version of the Adaptive Search algorithm.
We name this variant as Termination Detection Only because it amounts to a termination
detection problem i.e., detecting the termination of a distributed computation. Termina-
tion Detection is in itself a subject of much research and several algorithms have been and
continue to be proposed ([34, 90, 91, 89, 123]).
In the case of the Parallel Adaptive Search method, we are interested in detecting termi-
nation as soon as any of the participating threads has found a solution, instead of waiting
for all threads to finish their search. Some of them can potentially require too many steps
in order to find a solution (it is enough to be trapped in a ’zone’ of the search space with
no possible solutions).
The implementation of this variant is rather straightforward. Our TDO variant, following
the SPMD model of GPI, starts the first instance of a search thread. This first search
thread is responsible for spawning its peers on the same node. Hence, the total number of
search threads on each node equals the number of available cores on a node.
Adaptive Search starts, by default, with a randomly generated solution. The TDO variant
follows the same line and each search thread starts with its own randomly generated initial
solution - n search threads perform, ideally, n different walks. This choice is based on the
premise that having several threads perform different walks allows, in principle, a good
coverage of the search space. Moreover, we diversify initially over the search space instead
of relying solely on the diversification mechanisms intrinsic to Adaptive Search, as would
be the case if one had started all threads from a single identical initial solution.
In terms of parallelisation, the TDO variant only requires the implementation of a mecha-
nism for triggering and detecting termination. Whenever a search thread finds a solution,
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it triggers termination by writing to its peers that it has found one. Thus, the wall-clock
time of the parallel execution should be the time taken by this fastest thread.
All search threads, except the one which found a solution, must detect termination. This
entails introducing a communication step in the internal loop of the Adaptive Search
algorithm. This means checking whether termination was emitted by any search thread.
In case it was, the search thread simply stops its search. Otherwise, it continues with its
walk.
The introduction of such a communication step becomes a (small) source of overhead and
thus it is only executed every k iteration.
8.4.2 Propagation of Configuration
The experiments in previous work have found that the simple approach to parallelisation,
namely, the independent multiple-walk, is insufficient to obtain parallel efficiency on some
problems especially when experimenting with a large number of cores. Moreover, exchang-
ing simple information such as the cost leads to no improvement. This result goes to show
that this is not a useful metric, at least not by itself: it just says that cost C (better than
the current cost) can be achieved but says nothing about when and how to reach it.
Hence, we aim at exchanging more, and more meaningful information, introducing cooper-
ation. By cooperation we mean mechanisms that allow threads to share information about
their state and thus benefit from the collective search. Also, we would like to exploit the po-
tential and benefits of GPI and its programming model (one-sided communication, no wait
for communication, global access to data, threaded model, etc.) This can be achieved, for
instance, by moving towards algorithms which resort to significantly more communication
than in previous cases.
One of the most powerful aspects of Local Search is its simplicity. Because of this, it is
not obvious what could be considered as the meaningful information to be shared and
communicated to other threads. One promising candidate which has not yet been tried is
the whole current configuration.1 The final configuration represents the solution when the
algorithm stops.
The implementation of the Adaptive Search method which we use deals only with permuta-
tion problems – i.e., there is an implicit all-different global constraint over all the variables
– and thus, a configuration is the permutation vector of the variables in the problem.
We previously observed that introducing cooperation in local search/meta-heuristics im-
plies answering some important questions. Following that approach, we formulated similar
questions which we aim at answering more specifically, for our combination of Adaptive
Search and GPI.
In short, we posed the following questions:
1Because the term solution is sometimes misleading, we refer to the current solution as a configuration.
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1. What to communicate?
2. Who does the communication?
3. When to do the communication?
4. How to do the communication?
5. What to do with the communicated information?
It is impossible to answer some of these questions without carrying out actual experiments.
In general, we consider different options although not all of the possible ones. In some cases,
we consider a single option.
Our answers to the important questions establish the basis of our approach which we name
Propagation of Configuration (PoC).
What to communicate?
The Adaptive Search method (as many other methods) is very simple and includes very
few elements that can be communicated.
The proposed option is to communicate a full configuration. To this, we only add the
cost of the configuration as it is the evaluation metric. Plus, computing the cost every
time a configuration is exchanged is a source of extra (unnecessary) overhead specially if
a problem has a large number of variables.
Still, the question remains of which configuration to communicate. In our design we con-
sider the best configuration i.e., the configuration with better cost and that necessarily
translates to the current configuration held by a search thread.
Communicating configurations can be of advantage because it implicitly includes more
information about the state of the search since it, in a sense, provides a positioning within
the whole search space. As the best configurations are being exchanged, other threads
that are currently on poorer neighbourhoods might benefit from moving to a better one.
Together with the stochastic behaviour of Adaptive Search and enough diversification,
the whole search procedure can be performed on the best neighbourhoods and possibly,
converge faster onto good solutions.
Who does the communication?
Answering the question of who does the communication involves deciding whether a single
thread or all threads actually perform communication. Note that on each node, we consider
as many threads as the number of available cores. Communication is performed between
nodes, by reading or writing the global memory of GPI. Hence, to answer this question we
consider the limit cases, if one or all threads actually take the role of communicating with
the other nodes.
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There are potential advantages and disadvantages with both options. If all threads perform
communication, any shared resources must be protected by a mutual exclusion mechanism,
which might suffer from high contention. Moreover, when all threads perform communi-
cation, a lot more pressure on the interconnect follows, increasing the parallel overhead
and with possibly a lot of redundant communication happening (the same configuration
being passed around several times). On the other hand, there will be a rapid progress
towards the best promising neighbourhood, intensifying the search. Of course, this can
be positive but can also become dangerous since most of threads might get trapped in a
local minimum or poor quality neighbourhood. A good trade-off between intensification
and diversification needs to be achieved.
If a single master thread communicates, the effects are potentially the opposite: less in-
tensification but also less contention, less pressure on the interconnect and less redundant
work. It is important to emphasise that, in this case, although only a single thread is com-
municating with other nodes, all other search threads are benefiting from the cooperation.
On each node and given the GPI programming model, all search threads have access to the
global memory and are able to use what is being exchanged between the master threads
on all nodes.
When to do the communication?
The first possible answer to this question is to follow the same strategy as with the Termina-
tion Detection Only variant: introduce a communication step and perform communication
every k iteration. The value of k becomes fundamental on how well this option might per-
form. With a low value of k (e.g., k = 10), a strong intensification of the search is achieved
but with the vulnerability that threads might give up too soon on a promising neighbour-
hood. With a high value of k, the process becomes less vulnerable but less intensification
is achieved as less information will be propagated.
The other option is to not interrupt the normal flow of the algorithm for communication,
letting the search progress normally and independently until a local minimum is achieved.
Only at this point the communication step is entered and the configuration is propagated
and possibly used. For problems with a very low number of local minima, we can still
consider to have a progress step every k iteration that ensures communication is reaching
all search threads.
In summary, we can distinguish six combinations:
1. propagation every k iteration with a master thread doing communication
2. propagation every k iteration with all threads doing communication
3. propagation at local minima only with a master thread doing communication
4. propagation at local minima only with all threads doing communication
5. propagation at local minima, with progress every k iteration and a master thread
doing communication
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6. propagation at local minima, with progress every k iteration and all threads doing
communication
In principle the options where communication is only done at local minima (options 3 and
4) seem more promising as no disturbance is caused when the algorithm is making good
progress. However, there is the possible danger that if threads rarely hit local minima, the
propagation of configurations will not progress enough and some threads might never see
an up-to-date configuration. One solution to this problem is to still have communication
every k iteration, where search threads simply keep the communication progressing but
only use the propagated information when they reach a local minimum (options 5 and 6).
On the other hand, if a problem has too many local minima, the communication step will
be executed much more often, probably redundantly with less real value. In both cases the
overhead of communication grows considerably and has to be substantially offset by the
gain resulting from it.
Besides communicating configurations, detecting termination still has to be done. The
presence of a communication step every k iteration is still existing and can be extended
with the communication of configurations. This fact supports both pairs of options (1, 2)
and (5, 6).
Ultimately, this question exposes several options and issues which can only be effectively
answered empirically.
How to do the communication?
Search threads can be organised differently and exchange information using various meth-
ods. To answer this question, we consider a single alternative. Since we aim at large scale
executions, we need an efficient approach. Communication is done along a tree-based topol-
ogy, where each node only communicates with its parent and children (if any). Currently,
a binary tree is used but this can be parametrised at initialisation. At each communication
step, the propagation of the configuration is done either up (to the parent) or down (to the
children) the tree. This only happens if a configuration was propagated from the children
(in case of the up direction) or from the parent (down direction). The propagation of the
communication behaves then like a wave, up and down the tree, with possibly different
configurations being propagated at different points of the tree and contributing to some
diversification.
Consider Figure 8.4.1 as an example and visualisation of the mechanism. Each node of the
tree corresponds to one node of the parallel system. The colour of each node corresponds to
a configuration. For instance, at the root of the tree (node 0), the configuration that will be
propagated down to the children is green. On the other hand, the children (nodes 1 and 2)
act differently on the propagated configuration: node 2 propagates the same configuration
it received from its parent (green) further down to its children but node 1 decides to
propagate a different configuration (red). And this mechanism continues down the tree,












Figure 8.4.1: Communication topology
until the leaves are reached. In the example, four different colours (configurations) are
being propagated. The leaves, however, change the direction of the wave of propagation,
towards the root and the process continues, up and down the tree.
Communication is performed by using GPI one-sided primitives. A thread posts a write
operation and returns immediately to work. The configuration to be propagated will be
directly written to the memory of the remote node, asynchronously, without any acknowl-
edgement and overlapped with the algorithm’s computation. The remote, on its commu-
nication step, checks whether a valid configuration was written to its memory, decides how
to act on it and propagates its decision further, in the same direction.
We consider this single alternative aiming at a good balance between intensification and
diversification and because having a tree-based topology provides an efficient pattern to
achieve communication scalability.
What to do with the information?
When a search thread enters a communication step, it must decide what to do. Obviously,
if there is no “incoming” configuration propagated, the search thread immediately resumes
its work. In case there is a propagated configuration, the search thread evaluates it and
decides: in our PoC variant, if the propagated configuration is better than its current one
then that same configuration is further propagated, keeping the “wave” of configurations
moving along the topology. If not, the search thread propagates its current configuration
instead.
Whether the search thread actually uses the propagated configuration is a different deci-
sion. As we have mentioned before, the search thread might keep the propagation wave
in progress but, according to its current search state, opt for not using it because its walk
is progressing well. On the other hand, if for example, the communication step is entered
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as a local minimum was reached, then the search thread may take the propagated config-
uration and use it to continue. In both cases, we only consider the question of using the
configuration or not. It would be possible though, to make this decision given a certain
probability, adding one more parameter to the algorithm. Other option would be to use
the propagated configuration and just to extract some “useful” information and update
the current walk.
In our PoC variant when a search thread reaches that point, of deciding if it uses the
propagated configuration, it implements a greedy approach: if the configuration is better,
the search thread simply uses it.
8.5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section we present the results obtained with AS/GPI on different problems. We
compare both GPI variants (TDO and PoC) to the MPI and sequential implementation of
Adaptive Search.
The experiments were conducted on a cluster system where each node has dual Intel Xeon
5148LV (“Woodcrest”) processors (i.e., 4 cores per node) with 8 GB of RAM. The full
system is composed of 620 cores connected with Infiniband (DDR). We performed our
experiments on the system using up to 256 cores on some problems and 512 cores on
others.
8.5.1 The Problems
Our experimental evaluation focuses on known problems, often used as benchmarks. The
problems we evaluated are the following:
• all-interval: the All Interval Series problem (prob007 in CSPLib),
• costas-array: the Costas Array problem,
• magic-square: the Magic Square problem (prob019 in CSPLib).
Such problems have different characteristics, with respect to their execution and parametri-
sation, allowing us to assess AS/GPI on different behaviour and attributes. Moreover, from
the previous work with parallel adaptive search, it became evident that different problems
behave considerably differently in terms of parallel execution. It is therefore important to
understand and try to characterise them in order to be able to draw conclusions from the
experimentation with the new parallel variants.
Although Adaptive Search, as any meta-heuristic, has several parameters and each prob-
lem is subject to different approaches (models), in our evaluation we decided not to modify
either the parameters or the model, as our aim was to keep an “as-is” approach, not inter-
fering with what the domain expert would model and thereby obtain directly comparable
results.
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All Interval Series
Although looking like a pure combinatorial search problem, this benchmark is in fact a
well-known exercise in music composition [130]. The idea is to compose a sequence of N
notes such that they are all different and tonal intervals between consecutive notes are also
distinct (see Figure 8.5.1).
Figure 8.5.1: Example of all-interval in music
This problem is described as prob007 in the CSPLib [48] and is equivalent to finding a
permutation of the N first integers such that the absolute difference between two consecu-
tive pairs of numbers are all different. This amounts to finding a permutation (X1, . . . XN)
of {0, . . . N − 1} such that the list (abs(X1 −X2), abs(X2 −X3) . . . abs(XN−1 − xN)) is a
permutation of 1, . . . , N − 1.
A possible solution for N = 8 is (3, 6, 0, 7, 2, 4, 5, 1) since all consecutive distances are
different:
3 3 6 6 0 7 7 5 2 2 4 1 5 4 1
The Adaptive Search model only maintains the list of N variables Xi and ensures it forms a
permutation by swapping values inside the list. It is worth noticing that the constraint on
the distances (absolute values between each Xi−Xi+1) is not encoded as a data-structure
but ensured via the cost function (this further reduces the amount of data in the local
storage). The cost function of a configuration is the largest missing distance (largest
distances are hardest to place and thus should be privileged). Obviously, a solution is
found when this cost is zero.
Costas Array
A Costas array is an n × n grid containing n marks such that there is exactly one mark
per row and per column and the n(n − 1)/2 vectors joining every pair of marks are all
different. Figure 8.5.2 depicts an example of Costas array of size 5. It is convenient to see
the Costas Array Problem (CAP) as a permutation problem by considering an array of n
variables (V1, . . . , Vn) which forms a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n}. The Costas array above
can thus be represented by the array [3, 4, 2, 1, 5].
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Figure 8.5.2: Costas Array example
Magic Square
The magic square problem is listed as prob019 in CSPLib [48] and consists in placing the
numbers {1, 2 · · ·N2} on an N ×N square, such that the sum of the numbers in all rows,
columns and the two diagonal is the same. The constant value that should be the sum of
all rows, columns and the two diagonals can be easily computed to be N(N2 + 1)/2.
For instance, here is a solution for N = 4:
34
↗
2 13 8 11 → 34
12 7 14 1 → 34
15 4 9 6 → 34
5 10 3 16 → 34
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↘
34 34 34 34 34
The modelling for Adaptive Search involves N2 variables X1, . . . , XN2 . The error function
of an equation X1 + X2 + . . . + Xk = b is defined as the value of X1 + X2 + . . . + Xk − b.
The combination operation is the sum of the absolute values of the errors. The overall
cost function is the addition of absolute values of the errors of all constraints. As with the
other problems, a configuration with zero cost is a solution.
8.5.2 Measuring Performance
As mentioned before, the goals of parallel local search and meta-heuristics go beyond the
traditional view of performance as just reduction of the execution time. Thus, an exper-
imental evaluation should provide further measurements of some of these characteristics.
More than just the execution time, it should allow to assess the robustness and analyse
the behaviour of the algorithm.
Adaptive Search has a stochastic nature mostly due to non-deterministic (randomised) de-
cisions taken to achieve diversity on the search. Commonly, this requires an experimental
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evaluation to measure several statistics over a considerable number of runs. These include
the mean, median, standard deviation and the minimum and maximum value of the col-
lected data. In our experiments we executed each problem 100 times in order to obtain
meaningful results.
We want to extract more characteristics and aspects of the behaviour of programs, than just
the empirical analysis of the execution time. It is important to characterise the benchmark
problems from different perspectives: for instance, the performance of Adaptive Search
depends on the search space under consideration and some of its properties such as the
number of local minima or the presence of plateaus. We analyse the problems using different
information such as the number of resets and local minima. In general, such analyses give us
a view on different properties about the search space structure and neighbourhood graph,
which are aspects fundamental to understanding performance and execution behaviour of
the algorithm.
To complete our empirical analysis, we observe the run-time distribution (RTD) and run-
time length (RTL) as advocated by [66, 65]. Both characterise the run-time behaviour and
support more comprehensively the other statistical criteria (mean, median, etc.). Run-time
distributions are useful when comparing algorithms, to perform observations that otherwise
would be left out and indicate possible improvements such as optimal cut-off for restarts.
One often used approach is their approximation by probability distributions. Recall that
this is interesting for parallelisation, since if the run-time distribution can be approximated
by an exponential distribution, one can expect linear speedups with the simple independent
multiple-walk. We observe both the run-time distribution (RTD) and run-time length
(RTL). Both are obtained with the cumulative distribution of n observations (in our case
n = 100). Whereas the RTD uses the wall-clock time (execution time), the RTL uses the
number of iterations required for the algorithm to find a solution.
Notwithstanding the need for some of these specific analyses, a reduction of the execution
time is still a primary objective. After all, in this thesis we aim at scalability, large scale
execution and performance. From the execution time point of view, it is a focus item. In
fact, our performance evaluation started in that direction and is therefore here so presented.
We measured the obtained speedups with the different variants and compared the results
with the MPI implementation (multiple-walk) of Adaptive Search.
8.5.3 Results
The following sections present the results of our experimental evaluation on the previously
mentioned benchmark problems. We start by observing the obtained results in terms of
speedup and then delve into a more detailed analysis to possibly understand and explain
the results we obtained.
For clarity, in some cases we only depict or show the most significant results, pertinent for
the presentation and discussion around the experimental evaluation.
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As we are interested on the behaviour with larger number of cores, we present the results
starting from 16 cores (in our system this corresponds to four nodes). However, the results
of the speedup are always relative to the sequential execution.
Magic Square
The Magic Square benchmark was one of the problems that exhibited disappointing scal-
ability when using the simple independent multiple-walk and therefore a major target for
improvement with more sophisticated approaches.
The Figure 8.5.3 depicts the obtained speedup results for this problem on up to 512 cores.
It depicts the TDO variant, two PoC combinations and the MPI reference implementation.
As expected, our TDO variant performs similarly to the reference MPI implementation,
achieving a speedup of ≈ 45 on 512 cores. In a sense, we confirm the disappointing
scalability results using a simple multiple-walk. On the other hand , for this problem, our
PoC variant improves the performance and scales better as we increase the number of cores
used.
One question was, at which point in time should we perform cooperation? That is, when
to do communication: in our experiments it turned out that the best approach is to have
a communication step every k iterations where the value of k is decisive. Surprisingly, for
this benchmark, a lower value of k (k=10 in contrast to k=1000) improves scalability by
a factor of 2, achieving a speedup of 97 with 512 cores. Still a low parallel efficiency but a

























Figure 8.5.3: Magic Square 200 on 512 cores (128 nodes)
Note that for the PoC variant, we only depict two different values for the communication
interval k since these two values represent the range of possibilities where the PoC improves
over the TDO variant. For example, with k = 100, the obtained speedup lies between
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the both depicted values (10 and 1000), supporting the observation that a lower value
for the interval is better. Furthermore, we also considered other options for when to
perform communication. Instead of a communication step every k iterations, performing
communication when the search finds a local minimum, with or without progress of the
wave of communication, was also evaluated. The outcome was similar in that effectively
there is an improvement over the TDO variant but again, lying between both depicted
approaches. Finally, introducing cooperation at the moment a local minimum is found
yields better results if the wave of propagation of configurations is kept progressing, every
few iterations.
Table 8.5.1 presents the results we obtained, in terms of speedup in more detail. We present
the speedup based on the average time, as well as when considering only the minimum time
(fastest execution) and the maximum time (slowest execution). To consider both extreme
cases (fastest and slowest) allows us to have a sense on the degree of dispersion among
runs and how it influences the obtained speedup. Considering the slowest execution (Max )
represents the worst-case while the fastest execution Min indicates the best scenario.
The average case represents the already depicted results (Figure 8.5.3) where our PoC
variant with k = 10 yields the best results. In the best-case (Min) we observe a minimal
improvement as we increase the number of cores. Here too, the PoC variant (k = 10)
obtains the best results but only marginally.
On the other hand, when we observe the worst-case (Max ), we can see that the parallel
execution of Adaptive Search results in substantial improvements. This happens in all
variants, including the MPI reference implementation. In this case, our PoC variant also
obtains the best result with a speedup of 1188. That means the parallel executions narrow
the range of execution times and according to this criteria, we can say the parallel version
is more robust.
Cores
Variant 16 32 64 128 256 512
TDO
Avg 12.68 18.66 25.68 33.07 39.84 45.10
Min 1.68 2.67 1.70 1.87 2.76 2.85
Max 88.17 97.50 224.10 350.34 513.22 559.88
PoC (k=10)
Avg 22.95 33.33 49.51 69.58 74.53 96.72
Min 2.62 3.18 3.34 3.52 3.72 3.86
Max 90.99 127.86 119.71 342.48 425.25 1187.97
PoC (k=1000)
Avg 22.78 29.36 35.60 38.69 43.92 54.50
Min 1.63 2.23 2.18 2.44 2.76 2.58
Max 235.92 297.50 438.53 413.48 574.07 744.53
MPI
Avg 15.78 19.20 25.88 31.75 39.05 46.22
Min 2.31 2.21 2.08 2.83 2.10 2.85
Max 137.77 141.41 235.44 335.77 400.05 645.90
Table 8.5.1: Speedup for Magic Square (n=200).
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To go further we analysed each problem and its execution more thoroughly. It provides us
with more elements about the robustness of the algorithm, how it changes as the number
of cores used is increased and on the distribution of execution times. Table 8.5.2 presents
basic statistics obtained from our experimental runs. For all the runs, we present the mean
(Avg), median (Med), minimum (Min), maximum (Max ) and standard deviation (Stdev)
of all run times.
The first observation gathered from Table 8.5.2 is about the standard deviation. For this
problem, the sequential execution exhibits a high dispersion, with a very high standard
deviation. This dispersion is greatly reduced with the parallel execution of Adaptive Search.
The PoC variants improve on the simple TDO variant and according to this dispersion
aspect based on the standard deviation, they are more robust.
We included both the average (Avg) and the median (Med) to have more than one location
parameter and thus a better view of the distribution of values. If the distribution is
asymmetrically skewed, the median provides a more reliable measure of location as the
mean is more sensitive to outliers. In fact, in the sequential execution the value of the
median differs greatly from that of the average. This difference is significantly reduced
with our parallel variants and the distribution of values becomes more symmetrical and
the execution more predictable.
Cores
Variant Seq 16 32 64 128 256 512
TDO
Avg 334.66 26.40 17.93 13.03 10.12 8.40 7.42
Med 119.03 20.99 16.07 12.19 9.74 8.23 7.39
Min 9.89 5.88 3.71 5.82 5.28 3.58 3.47
Max 7020.91 79.63 72.01 31.33 20.04 13.68 12.54
Stdev 825.37 16.25 10.51 4.89 2.87 2.12 1.60
PoC (k=10)
Avg - 14.58 10.04 6.76 4.81 4.49 3.46
Med - 13.10 8.35 5.72 4.29 3.77 3.29
Min - 3.78 3.11 2.96 2.81 2.66 2.56
Max - 77.16 54.91 58.65 20.50 16.51 5.91
Stdev - 9.56 7.63 5.73 2.15 2.23 0.62
PoC (k=1000)
Avg - 14.69 11.40 9.40 8.65 7.62 6.14
Med - 14.14 10.65 9.41 8.29 7.43 6.04
Min - 6.07 4.44 4.54 4.05 3.58 3.83
Max - 29.76 23.60 16.01 16.98 12.23 9.43
Stdev - 5.55 4.15 2.67 2.25 1.73 1.16
Table 8.5.2: Statistics for Magic Square (n=200).
A more visual perspective is given by Figure 8.5.4, where the RTD and RTL for this
problem are depicted. Both allows to examine the behaviour of all our executions, in
terms of execution time and the number of total of required iterations. Note that we
plotted on semi-log plot to have a view on the full range of variation.








































































(b) Run Time Length (RTL)
Figure 8.5.4: Run time and length distributions - Magic Square (n=200)
Figure 8.5.4 shows the behaviour of the sequential execution (1 core) together with our
parallel variants at small scale (16 cores) and large scale (512 cores). In it, we can observe
the large variation of runs for the sequential case, both in terms of execution time and
iterations (both curves are similar). The curves in the parallel variants become steeper
and we can see how each variant positions itself with respect to the others.
From the depicted RTD and RTL, we can do the following observations: theoretically, a
local search algorithm can require zero, one or a very large number of steps (or CPU time,
respectively) in order to find a solution. From Figure 8.5.4, we can visualise that there is
always a minimum number of steps that Adaptive Search needs to perform. This minimum
number of steps decreases but not drastically, even though the number of cores is being
doubled. At large scale, the RTD and RTL become much more steep (towards an almost
vertical line) hinting that the results are very close to the possible limit obtainable with each
variant. In fact, these observations proceed on the same direction as when we mentioned
that in the best case there is low improvement in terms of speedup, independently of which
variants or how many cores are used. In other words, there seems to be a limit, a minimum
number of steps required to find a solution for this instance of the problem.
Up to this point, we analysed the Magic Square problem from the point of view of per-
formance, scalability and robustness. Our results indicate that the PoC variant increases
the performance and robustness over the TDO variant and MPI reference, both of which
are based on an independent multiple-walk. In other words, there is clearly a benefit from
cooperation where search threads cooperate by exchanging complete (best) configurations.
Surprising though, is the fact there is a larger benefit from performing cooperation ev-
ery few iterations and that this interval between iterations (k) turns out small. This is
somewhat counter-intuitive to what we would imagine as the best solution.
To better understand the results we obtained, we need to observe the characteristics of the
problem and the behaviour of its execution. Table 8.5.3 presents what we have collected
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and shows the average values of different information. The collected information is the
following:
Iterations The number of iterations required to find a solution.
Local Minima The number of local minima hit.
Swaps The number of variable swaps performed during execution.
Resets The number of partial resets performed (not full restart).
Same var The number of times in which there existed more than one candidate variable
(highest error value) to be selected, per iteration.
Cores Iterations Local Min Swaps Resets Same var Variant
1 418039.51 26123.40 275733.92 3.04 23.60 Sequential
16
17107.45 974.74 7432.41 0.19 39.43 PoC (k=1000)
17426.16 974.82 8645.67 0.41 44.45 PoC (k=10)
30828.83 1757.83 11908.05 0.21 36.79 TDO
32
12914.61 692.12 5868.80 0.09 39.06 PoC (k=1000)
11812.03 644.33 4234.71 0.07 54.90 PoC (k=10)
20693.44 1149.54 7827.31 0.06 41.72 TDO
64
10313.15 528.91 4866.86 0.00 47.71 PoC (k=1000)
7612.85 400.48 3267.00 0.03 63.30 PoC (k=10)
14718.16 800.15 5841.08 0.00 46.27 TDO
128
9423.25 474.16 4791.41 0.02 46.89 PoC (k=1000)
5298.71 263.45 2530.89 0.01 76.97 PoC (k=10)
11121.46 586.45 5177.12 0.00 51.72 TDO
256
8175.29 394.47 4319.50 0.00 49.85 PoC (k=1000)
4888.92 242.30 2442.40 0.01 86.90 PoC (k=10)
8979.32 464.08 4737.72 0.00 59.90 TDO
512
6397.75 290.12 3852.56 0.00 57.37 PoC (k=1000)
3605.80 167.99 2165.27 0.00 94.66 PoC (k=10)
7936.46 398.38 4270.30 0.00 62.95 TDO
Table 8.5.3: Problem characteristics - Magic Square (n=200).
From the sequential execution, we can see that this problem performs a very low number
of partial resets when compared to the total number of iterations or even to the number of
identified local minima. The number of local minima is also relatively small when compared
to the total number of iterations. On the other hand, the number of candidate variables
per iteration (Same var) is relatively high, meaning that at each iteration there are several
possible moves towards the next configuration.
From the parallel executions, we can see how the number of iterations as well as the number
of local minima and variable swaps performed decrease, as the number of cores grows. The
number of resets performed is also reduced, converging to zero as the number of cores is
increased. This applies to the different parallel variants and is more substantial with the
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best variant, PoC. Oppositely, the number of moves (Same var) grows together with the
number of search threads.
From the collected information we can deduce that each configuration has a dense neigh-
bourhood (several moves) and may benefit from the parallel exploration of different moves.
Thus, the PoC variant improves the performance and scalability of the algorithm. When
a search thread adopts a propagated configuration, it will define its own path from that
configuration and (possibly) differently from some other thread that receives that same
promising configuration. Moreover, this problem has a low number of local minima and
resets meaning that paths from one (initial) configuration towards an optimal solution are
a series of “rarely-interrupted” transitions from neighbour configurations. In other words,
there is a relatively dense neighbourhood graph in a smoother landscape.
All-Interval
The All-Interval was another problem that showed scalability issues when run in parallel.
Moreover, this problem possesses different characteristics.
As before, we start by showing graphically the obtained speedup using the different variants
and the reference MPI implementation. The obtained results for the instance where n =
400, are shown in Fig. 8.5.5.
In the case of the PoC variant, we only depict the case where k = 1000. With a lower
value for the interval of communication the observed speedup is not comparable with the
depicted variants and thus we opted to leave it out.
In this problem, we can see that in general the obtained speedup at large scale considering
the number of total cores (here up to 256 cores given the smaller problem size) is rather low
- maximum of ≈ 30. This is the case for all the different variants. The GPI TDO variant
behaves similarly, although slightly better, as the MPI version. Both reach a modest
speedup factor of around 26 and 21, respectively. On the other hand, the PoC variant
has an alternating behaviour: at small scale, it behaves much worse than the TDO and
MPI variants but as the number of cores grows, the difference to both is reduced (even
surpassing the MPI version). The speedup curve is steeper and ends very close to the TDO
variant.
Table 8.5.4 summarises the obtained speedups and as before, together with the best and
worst cases (Min and Max ). Like in the Magic Square problem, the best case does not see
significant improvement from employing more search threads. Here too, there seems to be
a minimum number of performed moves which cannot be significantly reduced. However,
in the worst case, we observe a small difference: the speedup in this case is larger than the
average case but not as substantial as in the Magic Square problem and stays considerably
below the ideal case. If on one hand it points at a lower level of digression among the
different run times, it also hints at the difficulty to obtain high speedups, close to the ideal
(linear) case.






















Figure 8.5.5: All Interval 400 on 256 cores (64 nodes)
Cores
Variant 16 32 64 128 256 512
TDO
Avg 7.19 12.74 17.58 21.25 26.45 30.29
Min 2.57 3.62 2.69 2.70 3.84 3.89
Max 8.04 16.17 33.00 57.80 62.59 89.95
PoC (k=1000)
Avg 2.38 7.29 13.33 20.55 25.60 29.09
Min 2.14 2.80 3.41 2.63 3.74 3.41
Max 1.91 5.92 13.06 46.10 59.66 69.30
MPI
Avg 6.68 10.26 13.90 18.71 21.35 27.36
Min 2.10 2.18 2.25 3.41 3.47 3.45
Max 7.00 17.84 26.83 44.49 53.48 69.78
Table 8.5.4: Speedup for All Interval (n=400).
In order to further analyse the results obtained with our GPI-based variants, Table 8.5.5
presents the collected statistics.
Although the obtained speedup appears to be rather disappointing given the large num-
ber of cores employed, we can see from Table 8.5.5 that the robustness of the algorithm
increases. The standard deviation is gradually reduced as the number of cores grows. For
this problem, the difference between the mean (average) and median is smaller as in the
Magic Square problem case and both values become closer at large scale. The distribution
of values is more symmetrical.
Figure 8.5.6 presents the RTD and RTL of our runs. Here too, we can see that there is a
minimum number of required iterations by the sequential execution, which is reduced by
the parallel variants. At large scale, both parallel variants revel much more robust as the
probability to find a solution grows very quickly.
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Cores
Variant Seq 16 32 64 128 256 512
TDO
Avg 87.55 12.17 6.87 4.98 4.12 3.31 2.89
Med 62.97 9.79 6.16 4.61 4.07 3.25 2.83
Min 5.83 2.27 1.61 2.17 2.16 1.52 1.50
Max 407.49 50.70 25.20 12.35 7.05 6.51 4.53
Stdev 80.96 8.39 3.49 2.12 1.20 0.80 0.57
PoC (k=1000)
Avg - 36.74 12.01 6.57 4.26 3.42 3.01
Med - 21.28 6.17 4.84 3.94 3.31 2.89
Min - 2.73 2.08 1.71 2.22 1.56 1.71
Max - 212.97 68.80 31.21 8.84 6.83 5.88
Stdev - 44.36 13.22 4.77 1.36 0.86 0.63








































































(b) Run Time Length (RTL)
Figure 8.5.6: Run time and length distributions - All Interval (n=400)
Comparing the TDO and PoC variants at small scale, we see that although there is some
intersection on shorter runs and their probability, the PoC variants requires longer runs
to find a solution, having more dispersion on its runs. At large scale (256 and 512 cores),
both variants have almost coincident behaviour.
From the previous analysis, we can see that it is hard to expect good speedups from the
parallelisation. Moreover, the PoC variant does not perform any better than the TDO
variant. This is in high contrast with the previous problem (Magic Square). The All-
Interval benchmark problem has different characteristics which do not benefit from the
cooperation scheme.
Table 8.5.6 presents the information collected from the runs of the All-Interval problem.
In the All Interval problem the number of resets is equal to the number of local minima.
Both are low compared to the number of total iterations. The number of possible variable
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Cores Iterations Local Min Swaps Resets Same var Variant
1 41533.63 1436.37 42976.50 1436.37 9.28 Sequential
16
11404.14 364.37 11770.16 364.37 6.56 PoC (k=1000)
3786.74 78.87 3865.84 78.87 4.60 TDO
32
3746.91 98.48 3845.75 98.48 5.30 PoC (k=1000)
2179.91 42.57 2222.61 42.57 5.31 TDO
64
2075.46 45.01 2120.62 45.01 4.50 PoC (k=1000)
1546.34 21.82 1568.23 21.82 3.32 TDO
128
1314.42 18.30 1332.76 18.30 4.03 PoC (k=1000)
1244.26 18.63 1262.92 18.63 3.50 TDO
256
958.06 10.07 968.14 10.07 3.04 PoC (k=1000)
934.61 9.82 944.48 9.82 2.77 TDO
512
845.53 12.61 858.17 12.61 3.65 PoC (k=1000)
776.24 8.91 785.16 8.91 2.58 TDO
Table 8.5.6: Problem characteristics - All Interval (n=400).
choices or moves is higher than one, meaning that some diversification could be achieved
but is much lower as in the case of Magic Square problem.
On the parallel executions, the number of iterations is reduced as expected. The number
of local minima and resets are also reduced when compared with the total number of
iterations. In contrast with the Magic Square problem, however, the number of possible
moves shrinks as the number of cores grows.
From the Magic Square problem we have learned that the PoC strategy can benefit from
the low number of local minima and resets as well as from the possibility of moves to
neighbours. In general, a smooth landscape with a relatively dense neighbourhood graph.
The All-Interval problem fulfils this general aspect, at least partially: it also has a small
number of local minima and resets and some moves seem to be possible (although in
smaller number). However, PoC does not result in better scalability although at large
scale it performs as well as TDO.
Only by combining all previous different views can we understand the behaviour of this
problem. The RTD and RTL (Figure 8.5.6) draw attention to the almost coincident be-
haviour of the TDO and PoC variants. Particularly, the RTL makes this noticeable as the
behaviour of both variants for short lengths is practically overlapping, which raises the
hypothesis that the PoC variant may converge with the TDO variant. The similarity of
results becomes more evident after this observation (for example Tables 8.5.5 and 8.5.4)
and from the problem characteristics (Table 8.5.6.) We can effectively understand the
scalability difference: at large scale, the execution requires, on average, less than 1000
iterations which is the interval value for number of iterations using the PoC variant. In
other words, at large scale, PoC behaves as the TDO variant and performs similarly to
a independent multiple-walk. This justifies the low performance with a small number of
nodes and a much worse performance if the interval k is set to a low value (e.g. k = 10).
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An in-depth analysis of the execution for this problem confirmed our hypothesis and pro-
vided more elements to our analysis: although, on average, there are some possible moves
(as we observed from Table 8.5.6), the great majority of the walks are a trajectory with
a single move. That is, the neighbourhood graph is not very dense. Hence, there is less
benefit from taking a propagated configuration since there is only one trajectory, possibly
redundantly taken.
Costas Array
As already observed, the Costas Array Problem (CAP) already shows an almost optimal
scalability using an independent multiple-walk with no cooperation. Introducing coop-
eration to improve on the optimal scalability may seem unnecessary and less significant.
Yet, the CAP is another kind of problem with different characteristics and to examine its
behaviour might provide more insight on our parallel variants and the results of the other
problems.
In fact, our experiments showed that the PoC variant performs much worse than the simple
TDO variant. Hence, we only present the speedup obtained using the TDO variant and
will analyse this problem with this variant only.
Figure 8.5.7 depicts the speedup results we obtained for the CAP where n = 20, using the


















Figure 8.5.7: Costas Array (n=20) on 256 cores (64 nodes)
The CAP obtains almost linear speedup up to 256 cores, using both implementations of
an independent multiple-walk.
Table 8.5.7 presents the resulting speedups on average together with the best and worst
cases (Min, Max ). Compared to the previous problems, the CAP shows a different be-
haviour. The average case, as Figure 8.5.7 already depicted, produces almost linear
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speedups. However, the best and worst cases result in results opposite to the previous
problems. It is the best case (Min) which sees higher improvements whereas the worst
case (Max ) obtains speedups also close to linear.
Cores
Variant 16 32 64 128 256
TDO
Avg 12.03 29.13 48.24 112.77 245.01
Min 53.07 743.00 371.50 123.83 743.00
Max 11.92 35.93 53.13 163.86 266.61
MPI
Avg 11.20 25.08 39.65 99.58 219.72
Min 14.86 41.28 247.67 185.75 743.00
Max 10.67 30.74 31.98 133.22 186.65
Table 8.5.7: Speedup for Costas Array (n=20).
When we look at the statistics of this problem (Table 8.5.8), a pattern similar to the
previous problems appears. The standard deviation is high on the sequential execution
but decreases as more cores are used. In the same line, the difference between the mean
and median also shrinks and the distribution of execution times becomes more symmetrical
and the algorithm more robust.
Noteworthy though, is the extremely fast execution in the best case. In all parallel execu-
tions, the fastest executions corresponds to a few iterations only and a solution is found
after just a few milliseconds. This helps to explain the high speedups in the fastest case.
Cores
Variant Seq 16 32 64 128 256
TDO
Avg 340.57 28.32 11.69 7.06 3.02 1.39
Med 214.63 15.80 7.38 4.00 1.73 1.02
Min 7.43 0.14 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.01
Max 2066.23 173.37 57.50 38.89 12.61 7.75
Stdev 410.83 32.86 11.53 7.71 2.88 1.30
Table 8.5.8: Statistics for Costas Array (n=20).
The RTD and RTL of this problem (Figure 8.5.8) also show clearly the good scalability
as the number of cores is increased. Both distribution curves move constantly to the left,
towards lower execution time and lower number of iterations, respectively.
The characteristics of the CAP are different from the previous problems (Table 8.5.9). In
this case, the number of identified local minima is very large (almost every second iteration
finds a local minimum) and the number of partial resets is also very high, coincident with
the number of local minima i.e., at each local minimum found, a partial reset is performed.
Also, the number of possible moves at each iteration is close to 1.
The Costas Array Problem exhibits optimal scalability with the independent multiple-walk
MPI version or with our TDO variant and this is already satisfactory per se. On the other






































































(b) Run Time Length (RTL)
Figure 8.5.8: Run time and length distributions - Costas Array (n=20)
Cores Iterations Local Min Swaps Resets Same var Variant
1 19080849.03 9549817.37 9246393.04 9549817.37 1.00 Sequential
16 1446313.72 723931.31 700820.89 723931.31 1.00 TDO
32 633831.78 317150.45 307211.78 317150.45 1.00 TDO
64 368505.78 184475.44 178511.19 184475.44 1.00 TDO
128 163640.23 81906.15 79298.64 81906.15 1.00 TDO
256 74990.24 37537.36 36340.40 37537.36 1.00 TDO
Table 8.5.9: Problem characteristics - Costas Array (n=20).
hand, it performs worse with the PoC variant: propagating a configuration turns out to
be only a source of parallel overhead and will limit the search allowing less diversification.
A propagated configuration will allow, on average, a single move and two threads taking
the same configuration results in redundant work which is also likely to be unfruitful since
the CAP is one of the problems with a high number of local minima and resets. This also
explains the good scalability using the TDO variant, where increasing the number of cores
covers more of the total search space together with the fact that solutions for this problem
are well spread over it.
Notwithstanding, the analysis of behaviour and characteristics of the CAP allowed us to
improve our understanding on how, in general, Adaptive Search may benefit from paral-
lelisation and how our PoC variant may contribute to increase its performance.
8.6 Discussion
The results we obtained in the experimental evaluation presented large differences in how
the different problems benefit from parallelism and from the implemented variants. To be
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able to draw some conclusions on our experiments, we characterised the chosen problems
using different perspectives. One of the main objectives was to investigate and understand
this discrepancy of results, in as general way as possible.
By relating the characterisation of problems with the obtained experimental results, we can
come up with insights which help us in better understanding the parallelisation of these
algorithms. Furthermore, we are concerned with the degree to which Adaptive Search may
benefit from a communication scheme similar to the one we designed, how to improve on
it and which directions should further research focus on.
We argue that one critical aspect is the neighbourhood of a configuration – the set of
possible moves – which define transitions between configurations. In other words, the
neighbourhood graph of the problem. If a problem has a dense neighbourhood, each of
these moves can be explored in parallel. Thus, when a promising configuration (with lower
cost) is propagated and several moves are possible, they can be explored in parallel and the
probability that one of these moves will lead to a faster path towards an optimal solution
increases. On the contrary, if only one move is possible, there is little benefit from using a
configuration which was propagated by another search thread and here the algorithm has
to rely more on the stochastic behaviour of Adaptive Search to achieve diversification.
Another important aspect is the number of local minima and resets and how they both
relate. A problem that finds a large number of local minima (skewed landscape) before
encountering an optimal solution benefits less from continuing with a configuration which
seems promising. This configuration is heuristically promising but in reality this informa-
tion is less meaningful than it should. Similarly, a problem with a high number of partial
resets suffers from the same issue. To improve on such problems, the configuration should
be used differently, as a guide from which other kinds of information can be computed.
There are some aspects that we have not analysed but which are also important to benefit
from parallelism. The solutions of a problem (if known and possible) ought to be analysed:
their number, density and distribution are important characteristics, with a significant
impact on the success of a walk. A problem with solutions uniformly spread over the
search space may only require a independent multiple-walk (as we have seen in the case
of the CAP) whereas a problem in which solutions are clustered in some part may benefit
from more complex mechanisms of cooperation which tend to intensify the search.
We characterised the problem of how to do parallelisation of Adaptive Search and local
search as answering structuring questions.
The first question was “what to communicate?” and our answer was to communicate a
full configuration. The configuration used at the moment of communication was the current
best configuration. What we have observed is that this a good choice for the case where
the configuration can be improved in several ways that is, when several moves are possible.
Otherwise, redundant steps will be performed. Moreover, the goodness and meaningfulness
of the configuration must be high and allow further transitions.
The next question we asked was “who does the communication?,” considering that
each node of the system runs several search threads. Between having a single thread or
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all threads – on each node – doing communication, our answer is that only a single thread
(master) should perform communication and, given the GPI programming model, the other
threads can also benefit and contribute.
The answer to “when to do communication?” resulted in a slightly counter-intuitive
answer. For the case where the PoC variant results in better performance, it was better
to have a communication every 10 steps. However, we believe this value is also problem
dependent and there is no definitive answer. In our case, only a more careful analysis of
the problem will provide more insight into this. Moreover, in a scheme such as the TDO
variant, a communication every 10 steps is clearly overkill.
We also only considered one option to “how to do the communication?,” using a
tree structure over which a wave of configurations propagates up and down. This choice
proved good for at least one the problem (Magic Square), given the fact that more frequent
communication resulted in better results and thus an efficient structure was required. Other
structures for communication are possible but it is hard to state whether there is more or
less benefit from such change.
In our PoC variant, a search thread considers a propagated configuration according to its
cost and proceeds with the configuration with the best cost. This is only a good option to
the question of “what to do with the communicated information?” in case the search
thread makes further and significant progress in a different direction than any other thread
that used that same configuration. In case the problem has a skewed landscape and/or
requires many resets, the propagated configuration should be used differently. Perhaps,
by establishing some kind of distance to its own configuration or extract more useful
information.
Our answers to the questions are not definitive or final. In fact, they raise other questions
and new issues. But our experimental evaluation increased the understanding of how
Adaptive Search can benefit from parallelism. Only with careful attention to each problem
and its characteristics, could one design strategies to improve the execution in large-scale
parallel systems. Such knowledge is valuable for local search methods in general and for
the development of new algorithms or implementations of the evaluated problems.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this second part of the thesis, we turned our attention to another method of solving
hard problem with constraints namely Constraint-Based Local Search. We focused on one
particular method, Adaptive Search, for which we developed a new version based on GPI
and took different approaches in order to understand its behaviour at large scale.
Local Search methods are incomplete and do not guarantee finding an solution (optimal
or otherwise). But they are extremely effective at finding good quality solutions for hard
problems and sometimes they are the only viable approach. Constraint-Based Local Search
uses constraints to describe and control local search, combining the conceptual clarity of
constraints and the effectiveness of local search.
There are numerous different methods for local search but in our work we opted for and
focused on Adaptive Search, given its effectiveness and the existing previous work on
parallelism. One of our main objectives was to investigate its behaviour in a massively
parallel setting, focusing on different benchmark problems, particularly those which, in
previous work, showed scalability difficulties when targeting a larger number of cores.
The other main objective was to investigate the possibilities afforded by GPI and its
programming model to devise more sophisticated mechanisms which would allows us to
improve the parallel execution of Adaptive Search.
We tackled the problem of parallelisation in a general way, exploiting GPI for improved
results. But local search does not exhibit, at least in a first instance, the common issues
when exploiting parallelism such as communication latency or load balancing. We started
with scalability as our main target, increasing the speedup at large scale. However, our
research evolved to the point of considering other aspects which turned out to be significant.
We presented two variants, TDO and PoC, which aim at answering critical questions when
considering parallel execution for local search methods. These questions include issues
such as what to communicate or what to do with the communicated information. The
TDO variant implements a independent multiple-walk and yields the best results for types
of problems such as the Costas Arrays. The PoC variant introduces cooperation between
search threads which exchange a full configuration between them, in order to speed the
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search up. For other types of problem, such as the Magic Square, this variant is an
improvement over the other options.
Our experimental evaluation made it clear to what extent different problems benefit from
the different variants, presenting results from different perspectives. Besides the initial
focus on scalability, we analysed the problems in terms of robustness, their characteristics
and how these influence the ability to exploit parallelism. From our results and their
discussion, we drew some conclusions and put forth interpretations of the success rate
of each variant. In the end, our study provides a general understanding of how Adaptive
Search benefits from cooperation that communicates the full configuration and how it could
be improved by parallel execution. This knowledge could easily be adapted for local search
in general.
We have seen that the characteristics of each problem play a major role on the success
of the parallel strategy and there is less room for improvement from the programming
model or run-time system point of view. It can be observed that the results obtained with
GPI do not yield a very significant improvement over an MPI implementation. Whether a
MPI implementation would benefit equally, with the same speedup factors, from a design
similar to the one we implemented with GPI, remains an open question. In other words, it
would definitely benefit although is not clear whether in the same measure w.r.t. increased
scalability. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasise that GPI molded the thinking and
design approach to the problem. First, relying on the efficient communication primitives of
GPI, one of our initial aims was to communicate more. Second, its threaded model allowed
us to consider the hierarchy of systems from the beginning, looking at different options such
as how each search thread handles cooperation with local and remote peers. Oppositely,
the MPI process-based view does not expose that hierarchy. As an example, previous work
on parallelising Adaptive Search considered – at least initially – search threads as MPI
processes which communicate through messages, independently of their locality (local or
remote). Again, not that this considerably changes the picture (hybrid approaches with
MPI are certainly possible), but initial presumptions can steer the design and development
and here GPI allowed us to design with cooperation seen as a more asynchronous event.
Much can be done to further extend this work. One possibility previously raised, is a
more profound study of the benchmark problems concerning the search space and char-
acterisations of the solutions (density, number, distribution). The PoC variant could be
extended to include the observations and conclusions we have reached. For example, we
could propagate the configuration only when there is more than one move possible or use
the configuration differently, extracting other information instead of simply using it (e.g.
no-goods).
Different but also large problems could be examined to further verify our conclusions. One
potential final goal could be the design of a new Local Search or Meta-Heuristic more
amenable to parallelisation that builds upon these experiences (based on Adaptive Search
or otherwise).
Chapter 10
Concluding Remarks and Directions
for Future Work
Given the general availability of multiprocessor systems and the need to modify software to
take advantage of such systems, we set to study declarative programming models and their
parallelisation using a recent technology from the HPC domain called GPI. We focused on
scalability and large scale execution, with the rationale that the number of processing units
of a system will continue to increase, while memory access will continue to be hierarchical.
Parallel programming is a difficult task and declarative models are attractive due to the
raised programmer productivity ensuing from the increased degree of abstraction with
which control is formulated. We focus on models based on Constraint Programming since
they have been successfully applied to a wide class of non-trivial and useful problems while
having a significant potential for parallelisation.
We divided our work into two major parts, corresponding to two different declarative
computational models based on constraints: in Part I, we dealt with complete constraint
solving and developed MaCS, a parallel constraint solver based on GPI. In Part II we
focused on Constraint-Based Local Search by exploring the Adaptive Search algorithm.
Both approaches are very distinct and exhibit different characteristics when it comes to
parallelism and its utilisation. We analysed and proposed techniques that allow us to
better understand the behaviour at large scale, while trying to take advantage of the GPI
programming model.
Part I
We focused on complete constraint solving. We identified the search component as the one
with most potential for parallelisation and used the UTS benchmark as a representative of
such tree-shaped computations. The GPI implementation of the UTS benchmarks allowed
us to address the one of the most daunting challenges for this type of computations:
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namely dynamic load balancing. Our results improved over the performance of existing
implementations.
We leveraged that work and experience with UTS, together with some ideas from PaCCS,
and designed MaCS, a parallel complete constraint solver based on GPI. The self-contained
representation of constraint stores from PaCCS, the dynamic load balancing mechanism
based on work stealing from the GPI UTS implementation and the architecture of MaCS
designed to take advantage of the GPI programming model resulted in a highly scalable
parallel constraint solver, effective for a wide range of problems with very diverse charac-
teristics.
A claim which was clearly demonstrated is that the declarative nature of MaCS allows
a transparent and effective use of parallel systems, leaving the user out of the low-level
implementation details related to parallel execution, while retaining a very effective use of
the parallel resources.
Part II
We focused on a different approach: Constraint-based Local Search (CBLS). There are
several local search and meta-heuristics exist and we picked a particular one, Adaptive
Search. These approaches are incomplete as they do not guarantee to find an (optimal)
solution but are often necessary to cope with NP-hard problems.
From the parallelisation point of view, local search is very distinct given its simplicity and
sources of parallelism. Our goal was, taking advantage of GPI, to improve (if possible) on
the scalability of Adaptive Search and understand its behaviour at large scale. We imple-
mented AS/GPI – Adaptive Search based on GPI – including two variants, TDO and PoC.
The TDO variant implements the classic independent multiple-walk approach while the
PoC variant introduces cooperation between search threads using a novel communication
structure.
CBLS approaches pose unique and difficult challenges for parallel execution. Focusing on
the empirical analysis and evaluation of AS/GPI, we enhanced the large differences on
how the different problems benefit from the implemented variants, presenting results from
different points of view. We analysed the problems in terms of scalability, robustness, their
characteristics and how these influence the ability to exploit parallelism. Ultimately, our
study provides a general understanding of how Adaptive Search benefits from cooperation
and how it could be improved by parallel execution. This knowledge could easily be adapted
for local search in general.
One important aspect, related to both approaches, was our goal to evaluate the suitability
of GPI to such computational models, whether GPI is of advantage and where it could
be improved for such computations. For tree-shaped computations in general and parallel
constraint solving in particular, GPI proved a very useful tool and brought about more
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efficient implementations. In CBLS in general and Adaptive Search in particular, we ar-
gued that the characteristics of each problem play a much greater role than the underlying
implementation and programming model. Nevertheless, GPI molded the thinking and de-
sign approach and allowed us to immediately think of cooperation as a more asynchronous
process and was clearly a more scalable approach for some problems.
We believe we covered important aspects related to large scale execution of approaches
based on constraints, using a recent programming model. In summary, the main contribu-
tions of this thesis are the following:
• the implementation of a scalable dynamic load balancing scheme based on work
stealing, appropriate for parallel tree search and tree-shaped computations. It takes
advantage of the GPI programming model to implement an hierarchical approach to
work stealing (local and remote) and a novel work pre-fetch step, in order to reduce
the various sources of overhead. We used the UTS benchmark as inspiration and
evaluated it on top of our load balancing implementation on a recent system with
up to 3072 cores. The evaluation revealed good performance and greater scalability
when compared with other version of UTS.
• a new parallel constraint solver, MaCS, based on some ideas of PaCCS, leveraging
from our dynamic load balancing implementation with GPI and a new architecture
where only the worker is the driving force. We performed a detailed analysis of
MaCS’ behaviour on a variety of problems, focusing on the effectiveness of our work
stealing implementation. The experimental evaluation on different problems showed
good scalability and considerable parallel efficiency on a system with up to 512 cores.
• a new parallel version of Adaptive Search based on GPI, AS/GPI. AS/GPI includes
different variants, TDO and PoC. The TDO variant corresponds to the usually used
independent multiple-walk. PoC is a novel cooperation approach that communicates
a full configuration, using a tree-based structure for communication. Since different
problems behave differently, we present a in-depth study, considering different points
of view beyond speedup. The study provides a deeper understanding of some scal-
ability problems exhibited by the algorithm when executed at large scale which are
easily applied to other methods.
Future Work
The work in this thesis can be extended in many ways. In both Part I and Part II, we
pointed directions for future research work on each approach. Moreover, both approaches
could be unified and merged onto a hybrid approach. In other words, a local search ap-
proach such as Adaptive Search could be integrated in MaCS and provide a combination
that would allow quick high-quality solutions with local search and completeness and op-
timality proving of complete solving.
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